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Kurzfassung:

Integrative Innovationsplanung in

technologiebasierten Unternehmen

Zum Thema

Die zunehmende Komplexität der Märkte und die Geschwindigkeit des technologischen Wandels

fordert Unternehmen in zunehmendem Masse hinsichtlich der Koordination von Innovation und dessen

Integration in den betrieblichen Alltag. Vor allem stellen die Auswahl, die Implementierung und die

Substitution von Technologien neue Herausforderungen an das strategische Management

technologiebasierter Unternehmen, insbesondere was die Schnittstelle zum Markt betrifft. In einer

integrativ stattfindenden Innovationsplanung werden die technologie- und produktspezifischen

Informationen eingebunden und zu zukunftsgestaltenden Vorgaben verarbeitet. Der Forschungsbedarf

entsteht im Hinblick auf einen solchen integrierenden Ansatz zur Innovationsplanung in

technologiebasierten Unternehmen.

Die unterschiedlichen Ansätze aus der Praxis sollten in der Entwicklung eines solchen integrierenden

Ansatzes berücksichtigt, und sinnvolle Ergänzungsmöglichkeiten untersucht werden. Die vorliegende

Forschungsarbeit ist ein Resultat verschiedener wissenschaftlicher Untersuchungen des ETH-Lehrstuhls

für Technologiemanagement und Unternehmensführung (TMU-ETH) und leistet einen Beitrag zur

Schliessung der genannten Forschungslücke. Diese wissenschaftliche Untersuchung konnte unter

Einbezug verschiedener internationaler Industriepartner realisiert werden. Dadurch konnten auf breit

abgestützter Basis Lehren bezüglich Aufbau, notwendiger Kompetenz und zu empfehlenden Prozessen

im Rahmen der integrativen Innovationsplanung bei technologiebasierten Unternehmen gemacht

werden. Hierbei sind auch Einsichten über die zentrale Rolle und den Beitrag des Marketing zum

Thema Innovation gewonnen worden. Folgende generellen Fragestellungen können dank dieser

Untersuchung gezielt beantwortet werden:

• Welche Elemente und Interessen beinhaltet unternehmerische Innovation in der Praxis?

• Welche Strukturen und Qualifikationen aus Technik und Marketing fördern nachhaltige

Produktinnovation?

• Welche Prozesse sind für eine auf den Markt ausgerichtete, nachhaltige Entwicklung

empfehlenswert?
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Inhalt

Der Fokus dieser Arbeit ist auf die Innovationsplanung gerichtet, welche eine wichtige Schnittstelle

zwischen Marketing und F&E darstellt. Das Wesen einer in der Praxis realisierten Innovationsplanung

zielt darauf ab, Innovation zu koordinieren und untemehmensinteme Kompetenzen erfolgreich auf dem

Markt zu verwerten. Hierbei stehen sowohl kurzfristige Aspekte im Vordergrund, als auch die mittel-

und langfristige Sicherung der Wettbewerbsposition. Während mit einer theoretischen Vorarbeit ein

Modell zur Gestaltung der integrativen Innovationsplanung erstellt wurde, konnte in mehreren

nachfolgenden Forschungsphasen die betriebliche Praxis untersucht und in Teilen verändert werden.

Aus den realisierten Veränderungen konnten weitergehende Lehren zum Thema dieser Dissertation

gemacht werden. Von besonderem Interesse für eine erfolgreiche, integrative Innovationsplanung sind

j die folgenden Aspekte:

• Gestaltung der Schnittstelle Entwicklung - Markt

• Relevantes Personen-Netzwerk für den Innovationsplanungsprozess

• Integration von Business Excellence und Qualitätsmanagement

• Vorgehen in einer Technology-push Situation

• Vorgehen in einer Market-pull Situation

• Beurteilung von Aufwand und eingesetzten Ressourcen

Ausgehend von der erfolgten Untersuchung und der Auswertung mehrerer erfolgreicher

Praxisbeispiele auf diesem Gebiet, konnten Handlungsempfehlungen und Gestaltungsrichtlinien für eine

effiziente, gleichzeitig nachhaltig wirkende Innovationsplanung hergeleitet werden. In diesem Sinne ist

versucht worden, mit der vorliegenden Arbeit klare Antworten auf die vorgehend erwähnten Fragen

) unter Berücksichtigung der genannten Aspekte zu geben.
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Short summary:

Integrative innovation planning in

technology based enterprises

About the topic

The accelerating complexity of markets and the increasing dynamic of technological change are

economic drivers leading to an increased importance of coordination and integration of innovation into

entrepreneurial practice. The selection, implementation and substitution of technologies are challenges

of rising importance to strategic management of technology based enterprises. This is especially true for

the interface between marketing and development. An integrative innovation planning procedure takes

into account both, the technology and product specific aspects of innovation. Then, future oriented

guidelines are elaborated. A research gap exists with respect to such an integrative solution approach to

innovation planning in technology based enterprises.

For finding such a solution approach successful practice should be taken into account, including a

further search for useful complements. The presented research is a result of several scientific projects

undertaken by the ETH-Chair for Technology Management and Entrepreneurship (TMU-ETH). It

contributes to closing the mentioned research gap, involving several international industry partners. This

broad research base enabled to find insights concerning organizational structure, needed competencies

and useful processes for integrative innovation planning in technology based enterprises. Herein, the

central role of marketing and its contribution to innovation was clearly identified. Specific answers to

the following general questions are found in this research:

• Which are the constituting elements of innovation in entrepreneurial practice?

• Which are the structures and qualifications from marketing and development which foster

sustainable product innovation?

• Which processes can be suggested for a market oriented, sustainable development?

Content

The focus of this work is laid on innovation planning, including the here fore centric issue of the

interface between marketing and development. Practice oriented innovation planning is bound to

coordinate innovation efforts and to leverage internal competencies for market success. This includes

short temi project related aspects, as well as securing the mid and long term competitive positioning.

The theory based first part deduces a model for realizing integrative innovation planning in practice.

Following, several research stages are practice oriented. This practice oriented research investigated the
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successful reality of industrial partners and partially introduced new concepts. The introduction of new

concepts lead to additional insights for the topic of this work. Of special interest for successful,

integrative innovation planning are the following aspects:

• Definition of the marketing - development interface

• Relevant employee network involved in innovation planning

• Integrating Business Excellence and quality management

• Procedure for a technology-push situation

• Procedure for a market-pull situation

• Assessment of the effort and needed resources

Management guidelines for efficient, and at the same time sustainably working innovation planning

are deduced as a result of this research including the analysis of several successful industry partners.

These management guidelines are intended to answer the before mentioned questions taking into

account the listed aspects of special interest to this topic.
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1. Introduction

1.1 First thoughts on this work

1.1.1 Technological change

The accelerating dynamic and complexity of change in technological fields poses a great

challenge for technology-intensive enterprises. Several different authors lately relate to the

technological change and its challenges (Boutellier et al., 1998; Fahrni, 2001a; Fahrni, 2001b;

Feucht, 1996; Gassmann & von Zedtwitz, 1999; Gassmann, 2000; Gassmann & Hipp, 2001;

Kodama, 1995; Koppelmann, 1997; Specht & Behrens, 2001; Völker, 2002). Fahrni (2001b: 5)

clearly shows, that growth and innovation are natural features in an open market economy.

Mintzberg (1994: 250) for example points out, that the challenge of technological change is

related to its speed and the often unexpected appearance of relevant events. In order to cope

with this change, its perceived instability and the related challenges, a comprehensive and

balanced management-model should be applied, integrating technological knowledge and

process it to proficient decision making with all other management issues such as finance or

marketing. Gassmann (2000: 39) gives a comprehensive overview on the issues and the need

for appropriate management to cope with the technological change.

1.1.2 Basic traits ofthis work

Successful handling of technology and innovation in a conscious manner requires

technology intelligence, as to systematically detect trends outside the company (Gassmann,

2000; Lang, 1998; Lichtenthaler, 2000; Savioz, 2001). Furthermore, an enterprise internally

focused, technology oriented perspective shall be given through technology control (Jung,

2001: 768), and then placed into an integrative decision making process with all the other

relevant management aspects. Particularly, the selection, implementation and substitution of

Technologies pose new difficulties to strategic management of technology based enterprises,

especially in respect to the market interface in new product development (Balachandra & Friar,

1997; Calantone et al, 1995; Hall & Andriani, 2002; Ulwick, 2002; von Zedtwitz, 1999).

This work's aim is to take the mentioned aspects and to elaborate a path on how to schedule

and prepare innovations in an integrative, sustainable manner.
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1.1.3 Call ofpractice

The success and survival of every company is determined by the market acceptance of its

products and/or its services. Therefore, innovation planning should be directed by this insight,

aiming to generate winning performance, improvements and new product as well as process

opportunities. The call for a more comprehensive way on how to manage innovation can

clearly be heard in practice. Enterprises observed in this work where experiencing firefighting-

syndromes in their development departments. This was due to missing technology planning and

integration. It resulted in situations where the market started to require product features, which

were not yet sufficiently developed. This heavily increased the pressure on the development

department. Suddenly these R&D departments where faced with the double task to improve

existing competencies and additionally learn new ones, whilst competitors where already ahead

of them in terms of mastering and implementing new technologies. Based on more than 200

interviews in 62 enterprises von Zedtwitz & Gassmann (2002a) identify five principal

dilemmas for managing customer oriented innovation: The short/long-term dilemma,

simultaneity and uncertainty, surrender of project ownership, techno centricity and need

fulfillment, specialization and integration. A need for entrepreneurial coordination and

addressing long-term/high-uncertainty needs becomes clear herein (von Zedtwitz & Gassmann,

2002a: 187).

1.1.4 Research activities

Indeed, six independent delphi studies have concluded that strategic planning is one of the

most important issues in technology management (Branchau & Wetherbe, 1987; Branchau et

al., 1996; Dickson et al., 1984; Niederman et al., 1991; Scott, 1998 & 2001). Herein, the

integration of technological knowledge, innovation planning and market oriented product

planning are a special concern of many technology based enterprises (Bray & Garcia, 1997;

Davidow, 1986; Drejer, 2002; Haseloff, 1989; Kostoff & Schaller, 2001; Phaal et al., 2001). As

Mintzberg (1994: 159ff) remarks, enterprise strategists have little or no contact with product

managers. This means, that a large part of technology relevant strategic decisions are made,

without having enough market insight or insufficient technology perspectives. The need for

linkage and comprehensive integration is clearly outlined in the publication of one delphi study

undertaken by Scott (2001). Table 1 shows the five major concerns in the field of strategic

planning of technology based products according to a delphi study among 39 university and 45

industry experts.



Relevance Topic

1 Linkage between corporate and strategic technology planning

2
Linkage between corporate R&D planning and product development planning

by business unit

3 Need for extensive communication and interaction among technologists

4 A focus on short-term product planning with lack of long-term

5
Short-term operations problems compromise long-term technology strategic

plans

Table 1 : The five top-ranked critical issues, in the field of strategic planning for technology
based products, from Scott (2001)

A further general study, which has been conducted on innovation planning issues was

performed by the European Industrial Research Management Association (EIRMA, 1997),

which defines and describes the essential elements of innovation planning. Herein, timing,

market and functionality, technology, skills and know-how as well as financial resources are

stated as being important elements for innovation planning. Figure 1 shows the distribution of

the awareness of tasks, which are relevant to Chief Technology Officers (CTO) as a result of

another study realized by the Industrial Research Institute, IRI (2002).

20%

10%

0%

95 96 97 98 99 00 01

Figure 1: Survey of258 CTOs, 1995 - 2001 (IRI, 2002)
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The mentioned survey shows, that accelerating innovation has become the primary issue,

followed by managing R&D for business growth. Managing R&D for business growth

inherently calls for a strong alignment among the identification of future market potentials and

technological possibilities. Such interdisciplinary knowledge should be intelligently combined

and further developed into simultaneously specified products. This all requires highly

interactive working and processing of market, product as well as technological competence as it

has been shown in Gassmann & von Zedtwitz (1999) and von Zedtwitz & Gassmann (2002b).

1.1.5 Complexity ofthe matter

The involvement and combination of different innovation stakeholders in order to improve

, ones strategic product portfolio by integrative innovation planning has to treat with many

complex, underlying difficulties. "Although the innovation literature has ably addressed

specific relationships between certain factors and new product development outcomes, less

attention has been given to obstacles faced in linking technology to markets." as Bond &

Houston (2003: 120) mention in their work on barriers to matching new technologies and

market opportunities. These barriers may arise from missing technology-market linkage,

missing strategy-structure linkage as well as socio-cultural differences. They lead to an

increased need of coordination and integration, which should be addressed within innovation

planning. Moreover, technology intelligence and technology control are continuous information

dependent processes. Discontinuous innovation planning combines technology specific

information, insights of both continuous processes and elaborates or adjusts future-oriented

) guidelines to be used throughout an organizational unit. The issue of such activities being

realized in international R&D organizations is raised and described by Gassmann & von

Zedtwitz (1998).

1.1.6 Resources considerations

In respect to the mentioned challenges for enterprises as a whole, pressure arises also upon

the effectivity and the efficiency of integrative innovation planning efforts. Relevant

parameters have to be integrated unerringly into the technology strategy formulation. It is

unquestionable, that interdisciplinary work among technicians, as well as with marketing and

financial planning experts has to be conducted to answer the need for comprehensive and useful

innovation planning. However, it is important to realize, that these activities can easily become

resources-intensive, and that many enterprises can not afford them or be as flexible as to have
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extensive planning work done by coworkers which are urgently needed in other parts of the

enterprise. So organizational thoughts on how to solve these natural resources constraints, as

well as stringent justification of effectivity and efficiency are important. Throughout this

work's effort it was found, that many synergetic effects from integrative innovation planning in

other departments such as marketing, finance and logistics can be identified. Therefore, an

intelligent combination and extension of the competencies within an enterprise leading to

strategically relevant, effective innovation planning performed in an efficient manner is one of

the most important questions this work tries to answer.

1.1.7 Research need

A considerable part of effective innovation management is innovation planning, as stated by

Fahrni (2001a: 315), Fahrni (2000b: 12) and Gerybadze (1997: 25). Nevertheless, momentarily

it seems that the integration of innovation planning into the different aspects of

Entrepreneurship shows clear deficiencies. Therefore, this early stage of integration is of

importance to both, science as well as companies' practice. This was found in several

publications, such as Drejer (2002), Galvin (1998), Leenders & Wieraenga (2002) and Scott

(2001). In conclusion, no integrative approach for innovation planning is available to date. The

need for further research results from a missing comprehensive solution approach, which could

represent an integrative way in managing innovation planning for technology based enterprises.

Such a comprehensive solution approach should take into account the full complexity of the

topic. Different approaches found in theory and practice are taken into consideration for this

work, and reasonable amendment options are examined. This then is blended into a

comprehensive, integrative approach for innovation planning, aiming to give an important

contribution to close the gap in the field of integrative innovation planning in technology based

enterprises. The main focus of this work is therefore bound to give a practically relevant

approach, in how such coordinated innovation planning could be realized and put to work in a

sustainable way. The comprehensive perspectives of organizational structure, processes and

tools are explicitly addressed herein, and respective possible solutions given.

1.1.8 Industrial determinants

The herein elaborated solutions are best applied for technology-based enterprises, being

either innovation leader or fast follower in supplier markets. Within these markets, the regarded

enterprises are leading also terms of market share. A balance of market-pull and technology-
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push behavior is searched herein, also incorporating Business Excellence commitment. This

does not exclude, that insights made herein can be applied or adapted partially to another

industrial setting. To a large extents, the products involved through this research are investment

goods.

1.1.9 Research question

The frame of reference for this research is defined in two ways:

• Geographic reference: The geographic reference is based on enterprises located in

Switzerland, however including their international activities.

• Industry ofreference : Technology based enterprises serving investment or consumer

good markets are the industry of reference for this research.

The chemical and pharmaceutical sectors are excluded.

The research described in this work is performed within the boundary limits of this frame of

reference. The aim of this effort is to generate a comprehensive model for innovation planning,

and to verify its usability in practice. The research question therefore, once a comprehensive

model has been deduced, will be:

• "Is the elaborated model a possible approach for integrative innovation planning?"

The comprehensive view of the management model is ensured through finding answers for

the more detailed sub-questions:

• Structures: Which organizational structure is necessary for such a model?

• Processes: Which processes have to be performed in order to realize the model in a

sustainable manner?
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1.2 Research design

1.2.1 Basic research philosophy

The scientific procedure of this work follows the research findings of Ulrich (1976), Ropohl

(1979) and Popper (1989). A procedure for research in entrepreneurial sciences was developed

by these authors suggesting a combination of theory- and practice-based approaches in order to

develop and verify useful hypotheses. This work is based on existing research about innovation

management and new product development. A deductive procedure is chosen following Ulrich

(1976) and Popper (1989), which are bound to generate suggestions for implementation and

realization.

Kromrey (1991) gives an extensive overview over different research philosophies for

empirical detection and verification. The research philosophy chosen for this work will be

highlighted by comparing the theoretical basic research approach with the applied sciences

approach. It is the task of theoretical research, to develop theories which can be applied to

observed situations and real events. This is done by developing hypotheses and laws (Ropohl,

1979; Ulrich, 1976), and enables to explain and forecast a certain event. Following Popper

(1989), this rationalistic research philosophy enables to deduct general handling guidelines for

practical use. Although this symbiotic situation is very important for both research

philosophies, special features have to be taken into account which differentiate one from the

other. Within Table 2, Ulrich (1981) shows the independent characterizations of basic

theoretical research and applied science.

Theoretical Research Applied Science

Detection

• Problems appear within

theoretical research

• Practice relation is accessory

• Tied to disciplines

• Problems appear in practice
• Relation to practice is

fundamental

• Interdisciplinary

Explanation

• Central importance
• Bound to explain existing reality
• Truth as research paradigm
• Verification of hypotheses

through observation of reality

• Less important
• Design ofnew reality
• Usability as research

paradigm

Use

• Less important
• Application problematic is

delegated to practice

• Highly important
• Acknowledgement of full

complexity

Table 2: Theoretical basic research vs. applied sciences, following Ulrich (1981)
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The topics in theoretical research appear through observed phenomena which are not

explicable with up-to date theories. In this respect, Popper (1989) highlights the need for an

intense confrontation between theoretical hypotheses generation and reality. Through the

confrontation with reality, a temporary verification of theory can be achieved, if the hypotheses

are not falsified. A fully conclusive verification can never take place according to Popper

(1989), as hypotheses can only be falsified but never be proven true. Theoretical basic research

aims at developing new theories for an existing reality and is supported by empirical

approaches.

In contrast to theoretical research, applied sciences are focused on detecting effects and

regarding its applicability. Taking practical problems as starting point, models and rules are

deduced. The verification of a theory is not the aim of this procedure, but rather the

applicability, its limits and the added value for practical life (Ulrich, 1981). Therefore, the

underlying philosophy of applied sciences is to give answers on how to better design real life

systems in the future. This is the chosen directive for this work.

1.2.2 "Action research" methodology

The term "action research" was first used by Lewin (1946). He was involved in sociological

studies and questions, which used the action research methodology as instrument to develop

general solution approaches. His starting point in order to elaborate these solution approaches

where often "real-life" questions and practical examples. As Greenwood & Levin (1998) state,

"He created a new role for researchers and redefined criteria for judging the quality of an

inquiry process. Lewin shifted the researcher's role from being a distant observer to

involvement in concrete problem solving". While in the beginning action research was mainly

performed in social sciences, many other sciences used this methodology. This is highlighted

for example by Haag (1972), who offers basic descriptions on research strategies and operative

guidelines for qualitative research. Kubicek (1975) observes an intensified use of the action

research methodology, and highlights its benefits in bringing together the practitioner and the

systematically oriented researcher for implementing new organizational approaches. Following

Probst & Raub (1995: 9), the most important feature of the action research methodology is its

potential to bridge conceptional theory and practice reality. Gagel (1999), Herzog (1977),

Kromrey (1991), Probst & Raub (1995), Reason (2001) as well as Saxberg (1985) address the

proper use of action research in entrepreneurial sciences. While the researcher is limited to

posing questions or analyzing empirical results in the so-called "case study" approach, the
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following qualitative improvements can be realized through action research (Greenwood &

Levin, 1998: 6): Knowledge applicability, participatory experience with responsibility and

putting to action solution options. The latter point generates first results, which can then be

used for feedback and sustainable improvements. The two following definitions can be taken to

explain what exactly action research is:

• "Together, the professional researcher and the stakeholders define the problems to be

examined, cogenerate relevant knowledge about them, learn and execute social

research techniques, take action, and interpret the results of actions based on what they

have learned" (Greenwood & Levin, 1998: 4).

• "Action Research is a term for describing a spectrum of activities that focus on

research, planning, theorizing, learning in the researcher's long-term relationship with

a problem" (Cunningham, 1993: 4).

Savioz (2002: 80) summarizes these two definitions in Figure 2 below, highlighting the

phases in action research.

Examining the

initial status

t
i

Figure 2: Phases in Action Research, following Savioz (2002)

Action research is not tied exclusively to either quantitative or qualitative research. It can be

applied for both research philosophies.

1.2.3 "Case study" methodology

Many contemporary empirical and explorative research efforts are based on case studies.

Kubicek (1975: 61) explains why this methodology is appropriate for many research settings in

entrepreneurial sciences, and most practice related research is conducted through case studies:

While involving relatively little effort for practice relevant research statements, additional

suggestions often arise through this type of research procedure. This is why case studies are

often used for the early stages in researching an organizational problem. In a case study, "any

finding or conclusion is supported by a chain of multiple evidence from different sources, and

is therefore more convincing and accurate than a finding or conclusion from a survey"

Influencing the

initial status Ï
Examining the

influenced status
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following Chetty (1996: 77). The opportunity of identifying neglected phenomena, coherence

of cause and effect relationships as well as underlying informal processes are major benefits of

a case study research approach. Case study research is especially interesting for identifying

background information on "how" and "why" certain phenomena occur and decisions are

taken. This leads to a more comprehensive treatment and understanding of the topic. However,

one of the main disadvantages of this research methodology is that the representative nature is

always limited, thus providing inadequate generalization of insight. To sustain a proficient

approach to case study research and an adequate exploit of the insights achieved, Yin (1989),

Eisenhardt (1998) and Gassmann (1999) offer detailed descriptions on how to perform case

study research.

1.2.4 Research procedure ofthis work

In order to answer the research question and its research sub-questions, a procedure is

followed combining theoretical and empirical work.

At the end of this introductory chapter the basic definitions of the work are formulated, in

order to enable a precise understanding of the centric terms of this work. Based on the chosen

definitions a coherent literature overview and a possible model deduction for integrative

innovation planning is prepared.

Chapter 2 is therefore dedicated to the literature overview on research about the terms used

throughout this work, including its application in practice. The positioning of this work as well

as the use of insights gained is elaborated therein. The state of the art in research and practice

has been closely observed and is summarized in this chapter. Additionally, the call from

practice is highlighted and its research need identified. Accordingly, a double gap in research

and practice can be identified for innovation planning. This work's aim is to realize a

considerable contribution in closing this double gap. To do so, it will proceed as follows in a

three-step research approach chosen for this work.

Firstly, a model for integrative innovation planning is deduced from literature and research

insights, which intends to be a solution approach for integrative innovation planning in

technology based enterprises. This is undertaken in Chapter 3, and represents the basis of the

deductive working procedure chosen for this work. It is segmented into structural, process and

tool aspects of the deduced model. This model then has to prove its usability in practice, which

will be done within an action research project.

This action research project is the second step ofthe research procedure. Chapter 4 describes
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the case of Philips Semiconductors Ltd., which was chosen as action research object. The

encountered situation, the aims defined at the beginning of the research cooperation, the

solution approach developed as a result of this and the implementation are fully described. The

practicability of the deducted model is clarified, and the implementation details important for

successful realization are elaborated. This action research project provides the first practice

verification. The specification of the practical implementation for the model is developed. The

research question that has to be answered at this point is:

• "Is the elaborated model a possible approach for integrative innovation planning?"

The practice proof of the mentioned model has to be realized taking into account the affinity

to the existing management methods and the challenges in practical life. Furthermore, once the

model is basically proven for practical use, answers to detailed sub-questions shall highlight

how the deduced model was successfully implemented and realized in a sustainable way. These

sub-questions represent the major management dimensions following the comprehensive

management approach of Ulrich & Probst (1988), which enables to design, direct and develop

an enterprise:

• Structures: Which organizational structure is necessary for such a model?

• Processes: Which processes have to be performed in order to realize the model in a

sustainable manner?

When first tentative answers are found for the above mentioned sub-questions, these

tentative answers can be postulated as working hypotheses. These working hypotheses are

intended to give more widely applicable answers to the research sub-questions. Therefore, the

verification of these hypotheses is the next step to do.

In the third step of this research procedure, validation case studies analyze the working

hypotheses, discuss them and identify potential application improvements of the model.

Chapter 5 is therefore focused in verifying the working hypotheses. In validation case studies,

following the case study design of Yin (1989), Eisenhardt (1998) and Gassmann (1999), the

applicability of the model, its implementation specification and the working hypotheses are

analyzed in a broader context with different enterprises. The validation is undertaken by a

workshop cycle on innovation planning comprising five international, technology based

enterprises. Additionally, three industrial projects are incorporated as additional validation case

studies. All enterprises contributed their share to answer the working hypotheses from their
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point of view. The workshop cycle comprised seven workshops in eight months on the topic of

innovation planning, while each of the three other projects lasted about three months. Coming

from different industries and from successful practice, these enterprises gave an interesting test

bed for the validation of the working hypotheses. The breadth of these validation case studies,

as well as the depth of the discussion taken place during the workshops and the projects allows

a thorough verification of the formulated working hypotheses. Therefore, these validation case

studies are an additional iteration step, in order to verify with breadth the hypotheses generated

out of the action research project. Although one can not generalize the statements elaborated in

the action research study and proven through the validation case study verifications, the depth

of the involved examples leads to more adequacy and accuracy of this overall research effort. It

can give recommendations which are tested for its usefulness with different enterprises in

particular contexts

A synthesis of the overall experience leads to management principles for integrative

innovation planning in technology based enterprises. This can be refined as a management

guideline set elaborated from the presented evidence with a broad background. It is crystallized

as the main result of this work in Chapter 6, giving detailed instruction answering the main

research question and the sub-questions. It is bound to describe and support the implementation

as well as the sustainable realization of integrative innovation planning in practice. The

management guideline set is segmented into the areas of structure and processes. Tool

suggestions and templates are given in the appendix chapter. Applicable solutions for

technology based enterprises are shown as found through action research and the validation

case studies. These practice oriented management principles represent the comprehensive and

application friendly research philosophy followed throughout this work. An outlook chapter,

Chapter 7 at the end of this work gives space to summarize thoughts, address words to

observations made in practical research which where only partially related to the main topic as

well as identifying possibilities for further research, which could not be conducted within this

work's effort. Fruitful research paths for the future identified within this work are discussed.

In sum, a visualization of the described three-stage research procedure integrating the

according chapters of this work is shown in Figure 3.
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i.2.5 Empirical basis

A total of 30 workshops and 112 interviews where conducted in stages 2 and 3 involving

every company participating in this research. This is the empirical basis of the management

guideline set formulated. A detailed listing of workshops and interviews can be seen in

appendix A8.

The workshops are intended to lead to results within the individual research milestones.

Involvement of the different internal stakeholders is an important circumstance here fore. This

means, that the workshops where generally undertaken at the enterprises and enabled a

balanced view for cohesive results to be elaborated in this research. Firmly based statements

could be drawn for the different aspects discussed in this research. The enterprise partners on

their side had first results, insights and exchange with their colleagues from other functions.

This leads to an additional benefit of the workshops, which is the discussion among the

participants. During these discussions more background information and clues came to the fore

than was available solely through performing interviews.

The semi-structured interviews however where intended to qualitatively deepen the

information available and to prepare the workshops. Partially, these interviews where

performed at the enterprise and partially via telephone. In some cases the interviews where

performed at the ETH Zurich. The questionnaires representing the basis of the interviews where

sent in advance in order to enable the interviewee to prepare himself. This procedure showed to

be very valuable for knowing into depth the entrepreneurial background of a given situation.
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This is especially true for "invisible" processes and for understanding organizational features

grown through the history of a given enterprise. The interviewees often mentioned that their

awareness for some aspects of the innovation process was enhanced by trying to find answers

to the questions sent. Interviews are a very important instrument to prepare a workshop, too.

The different interests at stake can be discussed, as well as a structuring of arguments. This

contributed to efficient and successful workshops.

As a result of combining both qualitative methods, workshops and interviews, empirical

depth and breadth was gained to deduce the statements formulated in the management

guideline set.

The technology-based enterprises regarded herein participate to a large extent in supplier

markets of investment goods. Within these markets, the regarded organizations are either

innovation leader or fast followers. From a market perspective, these organizations are among

the two largest enterprises in terms of market share. A strong commitment towards Business

Excellence can be stated by all ofthese enterprises.

1.3 Definitions

1.3.1 Technology based

The publication of Chabot (1995) elaborates the different uses of the term "high technology"

among several authors. He suggests a differentiation between input-based and output-based

definitions.

Input-based definitions are driven by two main factors, following Chabot (1995):

Occupational profile statistics and R&D expenditure. While the first approach could be

illustrated with the example of Beyers & Nelson (1998), which define technology based

enterprises as those who employ more than 10 % of their staff in R&D, the latter is represented

by the percentage of R&D gross expenditure in respect to turnover. The OECD (2001)

classification, for example defines that the threshold between low technology and high

technology is 3.5 % R&D expenditure related to turnover. Table 3 shows different aspects of

the OECD (2001: 64) classification and typical popular definitions based on Savioz (2002: 18).
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OECD (2001) definitions Typical popular definitions

High-technology industries:

• Aircraft

• Office & computing equipment
• Drugs & medicines

• Radio, TV & communication

equipment

Medium-high-technology industries:

• Motor vehicles and transport

• Electrical machines

• Chemicals excl. drugs
• Non-electrical machinery

Medium-low-technology industries:

• Rubber & plastic products
• Metal products
• Petroleum refineries & products

Low-technology industries:

• Paper products & printing
• Textiles, apparels & leather

• Food, beverage & tobacco

• Wood products & furniture

High-technology industries:

• Aerospace
• Biotechnology
• Chemicals

• Defence

• Electrical equipment
• Medical technology
• Pharmaceuticals

• Semiconductors

Low-technology industries:

• Construction & real estate

• Food, beverage & tobacco

• Footwear & textiles

• Metals & Minerals

• Transportation

• Banks, Insurance

• Retails

• Services

Table 3: Examples of high technology and low technology industries, Savioz (2002)

For output-based definitions, Chabot (1995) determines those which relate the term to

productive value-added output of enterprises. Although less widely used, this type of definition

) comes closer to the essence of technology based products and enterprises, as the definition

relies on the questioned technologies' "sophistication" or "complexity". The major drawbacks

of an output-based definition are, that on one hand it relies on data that is not easily available,

and on the other hand there exists a high degree of subjectivity.

Kodama (1991) offers another definition for the term "technology based", by defining

industries where the essence ofthe industry characteristic is based on technology. Industries are

defined following the cancellation rate in relation to the investment level of R&D projects.

While the cancellation rate becomes lower the more the company spends on R&D in

conventional sectors, the cancellation rate is high and remains constant in science and

technology based industries.

A theoretical discussion is done by Dankbaar (1996), who differentiates in this respect

between technology-intensive and technology-contingent enterprises. He sets a level of 5 % of
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sales for R&D expenditure in the first category. Furthermore, per definition the first category

anticipates technological change, while the latter category is constringed to deal with new

technology as a contingency which can not otherwise be avoided. This means, that following

the opinion of Dankbaar (1996) every enterprise has to cope with technologies and can not

escape this fact. He defines two categories, depending on whether the enterprise is a technology

driving or a technology driven enterprise, in other words.

For this work, based on the specification of Gassmann (1997: 41) congruent with the OECD

(2001) classification, the following definition for the term "technology based" is chosen.

Definition: A technology based enterprise is an enterprise with R&D

expenses higher than 3.5 % ofrevenues.

1.3.2 Innovation

Innovation is apparent throughout the history of mankind (Haseloff, 1989). Especially

apparent to and a major trait of the industrial revolution, beginning with Arkwright introducing

hydro power and steam power for running a factory in 1775, innovation became faster and

always more important for entrepreneurial survival ever since. Table 4 shows a summary of

innovative achievements and their final introduction to the market. It is remarkable, that though

a trend to shorter market introduction cycles is recognizable, there still exist great differences

among the mentioned innovation examples.

Innovative Invention/Problem Production/Market Innovation time

performance solution introduction [years]

Steam boat 1781 1819 38

Photography 1782 1838 56

Narcosis 1846 1872 26

Aluminum 1855 1892 37

Zipper 1883 1913 30

Radio 1896 1922 26

Television 1911 1945 34

Nylon 1927 1937 10

Antibiotics 1928 1940 12

Computer 1929 1950 21

Synthetic fiber 1930 1939 9

Instant coffee 1934 1956 22

Semiconductor 1941 1951 10

IC 1959 1971 12

Table 4: Examples of innovations and their time to market, Haseloff (1989)
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Throughout the last century, the term "innovation" evolved from a rather narrowly focussed,

technical term to a more open, commercially and socially related issue. Innovation can be

understood in several different dimensions:

1. Technology maturity/ performance level (differentiated into routine/cosmetic, key or

break-through innovation) ,
see Figure 4.

2. Market application and technological novelty (differentiated into application, potential

or lateral innovation), see Figure 5.

3. Sphere of action (differentiated into product, process or organizational innovation)

Figures 4 and 5 clarify the understanding of the innovation dimensions described in points

one and two, respectively. While the first is identified by the technological maturity, the latter

is related to the novelty of a technology regarding a certain application or market.

Routine Innovation

Cumulated R&D expenses

Figure 4: Innovation steps on the technology S-curve, following Foster (1986: 31)

The technology S-curve shown in Figure 4 is a visualization which shows the progress of

technology performance in respect to the R&D-effort and expenses. Three typical stages can be

identified for most technologies in the chart. In the first stage, the technology is called a

"pacemaker technology". This means, that the technology is new to the world and the future

potential of the technology is clearly identified. Despite this, R&D investments can only slowly

be transformed into performance gains. This is partly due to the fact, that the physical

phenomena playing a role in the technology exploit have to be investigated and are possibly not

yet fully understood. As soon as this is the case, the path is open to the second stage of the

technology S-curve. Herein, the technology is called a "key technology". This means, that on
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one hand the physical constellation is better understood, and on the other hand experience

gained with handling the technology starts to pay off. Therefore, in the key technology phase,

R&D expenses show more performance gain per invested Euro, and major steps in improving

the technology exploit are undertaken. Finally, the technology S-curve reaches a saturation

level, which in most cases represents a limitation of physical nature. The major factors

contributing to enhanced technological performance are understood and realized, and the

overall technological system has to be optimized in small, incremental steps. This is called the

"mature technology" phase, and most innovations realized herein are routine improvements at a

high performance level.

On a more broad perspective, innovation can be understood not only as how novel

respectively mature a technology is, but also on how new the technology is to a certain

application. Taking these two dimensions, maturity of the technology and novelty of the

application, a matrix visualisation can be generated showing different kinds of the innovation

term. This type of matrix can be seen in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Innovation typology portfolio, following Christensen (1997: 121)

A well known technology used for another purpose than known up to that point in time is

called an "application innovation". The innovation therefore lies within the new approach to a

certain functional solution using a new technology. Using a new technology for a market

already opened and exploited with other technological means is called a "potential innovation".
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The innovation has a better performance or other additional value, which enhances the market

position of the offered products. Finally, "lateral innovation" means that a new technology

opens up new market possibilities, which were not realized up to that point in time. The

innovation typology portfolio helps to understand, where major difficulties lie in realizing

successful innovation. These difficulties can be approached individually depending on the

innovation typology.

Now following in Table 5, the evolution of the term innovation is clarified through

statements of several relevant exponents within the last 7 decades. The increasing openness of

description can clearly be seen herein.

Author Description

Schumpeter (1912:162)
If, instead of quantities of factors, we vary the form of the

production function, then we have an innovation.

Barnett (1953:7)

An innovation is defined as any thought, behaviour, or thing
that is new because it is qualitatively different from existing
forms.

Schmookler (1966:2)
An enterprise produces goods or services or uses a method of

input that is new to it

Marquis (1969:1) Innovations are the units of technological change

Witte (1973:17)

Innovation is the first-time (economic) use of an invention. The

invention does not necessary have to emerge from R&D or

science, but also includes new objects and methods from

management and social science.

Pavitt (1980:1)

Technical innovation in industry is the development,

commercialization, adaptation and improvement of product
and production processes.

Drucker (1985:67)
Innovation is the effort to create purposeful, focused change in

an enterprise's economic or social potential.

Foster (1986:20)

Innovation is the battle in the marketplace between innovators

or attackers trying to make money by changing the order of

things, and defenders protecting their existing cash-flow.

Ergas(1987:191)
Innovation is the use ofhuman, technical and financial

resources to find a way to do things.

Udwadia (1990:66)
Innovation is defined as the successful creation, development
and introduction of new products, processes or services.

Vahs & Burmester (1999:1)

Innovation is a goal-oriented implementation ofnew technical,

economic, organizational and social problem solution which

leads the company to its goal in a new way.

Fahrni (2001b: 9),
based on T.A. Edison

Innovation is 10% inspiration and 90% perspiration.

Table 5: Chronological overview on definitions of the term "innovation'
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More detailed descriptions of innovation are given below. Rogers (1962) was among the

first persons acting in the field of innovation process research. He identified the nature of

innovation following these five dimensions:

1. "Relative benefit" in relation to existing problem solving techniques

2. "Compatibility" with existing values and experiences of targeted recipients

3. "Complexity" in terms of use and comprehensibility

4. "Divisibility" for using elements of an innovation in different applications

5. "Practicability" ofthe results generated by an innovation

Ropohl (1979) describes innovation as being the step from successful technical and

economical realisation towards societal acceptance. Innovation is embedded into preceding

activities, which are a cognition of a physical effect and an invention of a technical device

using this physical effect, as well as in the following activity which is the diffusion in society.

This perspective is the beginning of a modern understanding of innovation, which states that

innovation has also to do with the market or societal introduction of a novel device.

How some details and specific features of innovation have evolved in practice is shown

following Bullinger (1994) on Table 6.

"old style" Innovation "new style" Innovation

Effect
Short-term, but

dramatic

Long-term and continuous, but

non-dramatic

Tempo Big steps Small steps

Protagonists
Few chosen people,

Top Management/Co-workers

Each employee,
Interfunctional organisation

Procedures
Individual ideas

and efforts

Community spirit, group work,

systematic procedure

Motto
Obsolescence and new build¬

up
Continuation and improvement

Recipe for success

Technological assets,

new inventions, new

techniques

Conventional know-how,
state-of-the-art technologies

Leadership principle Specialist oriented Generalist oriented

Information exchange Secret and internal Shared and public

Feedback Limited Comprehensive and intensive

Table 6: Comparing old and new understandings of the term "innovation",

Bullinger (1994)
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Bullinger (1994) therefore recognizes a broadening understanding of innovation. Innovation

becomes more of a day to day item, which on one hand is less dramatic and on the other hand

involves the understanding and acting of more people. One could interpret the shift recognized

by Bullinger (1994) as a movement away from the prominence of "pacemaker innovation" and

the rising importance of "key" and "routine innovation".

The implications of new products however, often have an effect on the production process,

too. This is shown in Utterback (1998), who introduces the innovation dynamic shown in

Figure 6, and states that following a product innovation and the crystallization of a dominant

design, the innovation effort shifts onto the production process.
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Figure 6: Production process innovation following the dominant design of an innovative

product, following Utterback (1998)

As soon as a dominant design is chosen by the market or introduced by a compromise in the

industry, the layout and geometry of the product is determined in rough terms. Due to this, the

production process is better defined and can be automated to save costs and rise the output.

Therefore, as soon as a dominant design is recognized by an industry, the innovation focus

shifts away from the product towards its production process.

Definition: Within this work, the term "innovation" is used and understood as the

result of new product development (NPD), its implications for the

production process and its successful introduction into the market.
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1.3.3 Innovation planning

As stated by von Zedtwitz & Gassmann (2002: 171), "Long-term innovation is based on an

R&D program which is negotiated in a complex selection and communication process between

corporate research and the business units." Furthermore the same publication notes, that

"Technology Planning facilitates the transfer of R&D results from long-term projects into

short- and medium-term close-to-the-market R&D programs." The Roadmap methodology is a

powerful, graphical tool to give an overview on timing of development benchmarks. It is often

used in an element specific way, either for products or technological fields. A technology tree

on the other hand, gives an overview of technological components aggregated to problem-

solving sub-entities.

Planning elements can be introduced into the planning process either as a formulated or

recognized market requirement, being the so-called "market-pull" mechanism, or as a new

technological opportunity, which is in search of a market application, called the "technology-

push" mechanism. The information flow needed for technology and product development

planning can never be perfectly accurate, and poses great challenges in the long-term, "fuzzy

front-end" side. As Schröder & Jetter (2003) emphasize in their development of an action

support system to integrate fuzzy front-end market and technological knowledge, "empirical

findings suggest, that integrating different functional areas in the early phases of product

development is related to high NPD success". They refer to the publications Olsen et al. (2001)

and Rochford & Rudelius (1992).

The combination of new technologies and their market acceptance is defined as

"Innovation" in this work, the according planning effort is defined as follows:

Definition: Innovation planning incorporates all innovation related long-, mid- and

short-term planning activities, concerning new product development and

hereto related technology development.

1.3.4 Integrative innovation planning

Cooper & Kleinschmidt (1995) identify within an empirical study nine critical success

factors in new product development (NPD). Among these critical success factors are the

arguments "clear and well-communicated new product strategy", "cross functional teams" and

"senior management commitment". As Cooper & Kleinschmidt (1995) explain when more
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specifically elaborating their arguments, the mentioned success factor "product strategy"

incorporates "specified areas of strategic focus, such as products, markets and technologies".

Additionally, the same success factor showed "long-term thrust and focus" within the

qualitative discussion, and a "leverage of synergistic in-house effects". Cross functional teams

ensure market oriented technology development and at the same time production process issues

can be taken into account early enough to enable a faster time-to-market. Management support

results in adequate resources allocation and empowerment of the involved key players. Similar

findings where realized in other empirical studies (Balachandra & Friar, 1997; Calantone et al.,

1995; Griffin, 1997; Lester, 1998; Montoya-Weiss & Calantone, 1994; Olsen et al., 2001; Pinto

& Slevin, 1989; Rochford & Rudelius, 1992).

To achieve proficiency in each of the mentioned critical success factors, innovation planning

is fundamental. The innovation planning effort has the clear potential to enhance all of the

mentioned critical success factors, as it is a cross-functional effort resulting in a long-term

resources allocation relevant plan. Taking this into account, horizontal integration (cross-

functionality) and vertical integration (management commitment) lead to integrative innovation

planning.

Shenhar (1991) introduces a "morphological taxonomy" which is useful to give another

point of view on the term "integrative". As shown in Figure 7, he expands the model of

Kocoaglu (1989) into a three-axis taxonomy, which incorporates the dimensions "Skills &

Expertises", "Mainstream Activities" and "Organizational Aspects".

Skills & Expertises

Management
Skills

Management
Roles

Critical

Functions

Managerial
Functions

Functional

Management

Reproject

Technology Build-up

Organizational Assets

Ressources Procedures Strategy Structure Culture

Figure 7: Morphological taxonomy, Shenhar (1991)
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Mainstream activities lead from technology build-up to marketing and service. Shenhar

(1991) shows, that not only mainstream activities ensure successful innovation, as the

integration of much more aspects is necessary. On one hand skills and expertises challenge

management in many different perspectives. On the other hand, organizational aspects such as

resources, procedures and culture are important arguments which lead towards a successful

realization of innovation.

Finally, the sophisticated and comprehensive management model introduced by Bleicher

(2001) is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Concept for integrative management, Bleicher (2001)

It shows a vertical as well as horizontal integration of different management tiers, according

to their structures, activities and their behaviour. In congruency with the before mentioned

aspects, Bleicher's (2001) integrative management concept is how this work relates to

"integrative innovation planning". The behavioural aspect is linked to practice by the

description of tools. Seghezzi (2003) introduces a comprehensive quality management model

built on this integrative management concept. This quality management model aims to enhance
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management with business excellence and sustainability, its crucial element being continuous

learning.

Definition: Integrative innovation planning is described through structural features,

cross-functionally and vertically linked processes and also through

applicable tools necessary to successfully perform innovation planning. It

ensures quality and business excellence through the openness to

continuous learning.

) 1.4 Summary of the introduction

In this first chapter, an overview of the topic, its facets and the research need is given. The

most important facets above all are the technological change, the complexity of innovation and

the call of practice. Then, the research design used in this work to approach the research gap

and to find a contribution for closing it is described. A qualitative research procedure divided

into three steps is chosen for this work. The first step is a theoretical model deduction, the

second and the third steps are empirical research including 30 workshops and 112 interviews.

Finally, the most important underlying terms are defined in the concluding part of this

introduction. The terms defined are "technology-based", "innovation", "innovation planning"

and "integrative innovation planning".

)
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2. State of the art in research and practical life

2.1 Research on innovation management

2.1.1 Interpretations ofthe term innovation management

"At first, the entrepreneur takes the right decision based on an immense volume of different

aspects, where many of them cannot be assessed exactly and without the possibility to examine

them in depth, which is a talent given only to few. Then, he puts his decision to work. This is

the characterization of our entrepreneur, a man of action. Both features are undividable and of

the same importance. The result is economic development and progress." Schurnpeter (1912:

177) is among the first researchers to realize and explicitly address the importance of

) innovation management to successful entrepreneurial practice.

The difference between innovation management and the management of R&D has to be

articulated before further elaborating the topic of innovation management. Hauschildt (1993:

25) states, that research and development processes clearly are innovation processes, but

innovation management per se is not merely R&D management. The differences are:

• Research and development are strictly scientific processes. The innovation process

incorporates additional administrative aspects.

• Research and development processes are mostly performed in a systematic way, being

more specifically defined in spatial dimensions and time. In contrast hereto,

innovation management also has to cope with processes, which are not as clearly

defined as systematic research or development.

) • Research and development can be more easily institutionalized and organized,

compared to many other innovation processes.

Innovation management therefore incorporates R&D management and additionally has to

treat further management issues. These further management issues, which are less easily

institutionalized and organized in practice at present, are the interesting point in innovation

management to be addressed in this work. Hauschildt (1993: 26) then makes another important

clarification: "Technology management is bound to strategically support and extend existing

Technologies, as well as professionally treating new Technologies. Innovation management is

almost exclusively focused on new technologies, and especially focuses on the issue of

disruptive technological change".

Fine (1999) interprets innovation management as a natural part of economic genetics, where

innovation contributes the mutations centric to any evolutional model. Different industries can
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be modelled as eco-spheres with specially adapted actors therein. The book describes several

case studies with the described focus and identifies the different paces - or clockspeeds - of

different industries. These paces are influenced by and subject to the innovation performance of

the market participants. In particular, the clockspeed is also influenced by the distance to the

end-consumer, showing faster paces the closer the vicinity. Therefore, knowing about the

relevant clockspeed for a given entrepreneurial position is an important factor in defining

appropriate innovation management measures.

After this first overview on approaches to describe and define innovation management, this

work shall give a short overview on innovation management literature and research, without

including the totality of publications in this field. The approach chosen is to describe important

and actual contributions to this topic citing approaches for organizational measures in part 2.1.2

and then for processes in part 2.1.3. Part 2.1.3 shows additional innovation management

relevant issues. Later on, a positioning of innovation planning within innovation management is

better possible. This is performed in part 2.2 of this work, followed by new product

development research in part 2.3. Part 2.4 shows the state of the art in practice describing

selected situations from different enterprises.

2.1.2 Specialized enterprise organizationsfor innovation

"An organization that is designed to do something well for the millionth time is not good at

doing something for the first time. Therefore, organizations that want to innovate... need two

organizations, an operating and an innovating organization". This statement of Galbraith (1982:

6) underpins the main problematic of organizational aspects for innovation management. As

Wilson (1967) puts it, innovation management needs other instruments than the ones required

by everyday business life. Hauschildt (1993: 28) describes, that in classic organizations,

innovation projects are not elaborated on a low hierarchy tier, but are passed on upwards

through the hierarchy, until the issue finally gets to top management. Indeed, top management

has a major responsibility for innovation in general, because of its vast influencing potential for

the enterprise. However, due to its often especially conflict laden and insecure characteristic,

innovation concerns need thorough understanding and care. The capacity needed herefore often

is not available. Therefore, if innovation is not swiftly killed within the classic organizational

standards, it definitely fails when encountering overloaded top managers, following Hauschildt

(1993: 28).
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Burns & Stalker (1961: 96) lay a classical foundation for organizational management in their

typology of mechanistic and organic management systems. A mechanistic management system

in brief is characterized by:

• Abstracted functional tasks, representing in their totality the tasks facing the enterprise

• Reconciliation of distinct functional tasks on the next higher hierarchy level

• Reinforcement of the hierarchic structure by the location of knowledge of actualities

exclusively at the top of the hierarchy

The mechanistic approach is appropriate to stable conditions, whereas the organic form is

more appropriate to changing conditions. The latter can be briefly characterized by:

• The "realistic" nature of the individual task, which is seen as set by the total situation

ofthe enterprise

• A network structure of control, authority and communication

• Contributive nature of special knowledge and experience to the common task of the

enterprise

The most basic form of innovation organization handles the integration of project

management into an organization. Generally, four different types of such organizational

integration are possible (Grün, 1992): Subordination under a department, competence within a

staff-organization, pure task force organization and matrix-project management.

The more innovation projects have to be realized, the more innovation management

becomes of permanent organizational importance. Hauschildt (1993: 66) mentions the

following examples of organizational solutions for innovation management: A member of top

management is dedicated to "New ideas and innovation", a department creates a position for

"new products" or a "staff group for innovation" is created reporting to top management.

Brockhoff (1994) directly addresses the interface between marketing and R&D discussing

the relevant aspects of this topic. His contribution is segmented into general aspects of

interfaces, specific aspects of the interface between marketing and R&D, thoughts on how to

optimize the interface, enabling organizational learning as well as instruments for influencing

the interface. Firstly, interfaces between marketing and R&D are recognizable on different

entrepreneurial levels of strategic management and project management. Two different

interface areas are also identified (Brockhoff, 1994: 23). On one hand there is innovation

planning and on the other hand there is the innovation process itself. Differences in perception
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of the two involved parties are described. A model is then presented in order to calculate

possible advantages of learning through specialization and the rising effort for coordinating the

different functions. For individual cases the numerical analysis could be performed taking into

account the described formula. Interactive instruments should then support and optimize the

exchange in the interface. These intstruments have to foster a high autonomy of the two

partners and should not rely on a superordinate institution. The instruments suggested are of

organizational and process nature. Examples are team-building activities, matrix organizations,

recruiting perspectives as well as learning options and information approaches. A special

chapter is dedicated to special groups dedicated to exchange among marketing and R&D. He

differentiates between grown "communication stars" or "gatekeepers" and functional staff

organizations here fore. Several practice examples can be found in Brockhoff (1996: 203-210).

Reger (1997) discusses the evolution ofR&D and innovation organizations during the 1990-

ies. A shift in focus was observed in many multinational enterprises, away from centralistic

organizational models towards autonomous divisional competence centres. This competence

shift brings along an innovation behaviour which is more oriented towards short term results,

resulting in a resources allocation ofup to 85% for mission oriented research. Besides this shift

in focus, the upcoming internationalization of R&D organizations and their innovative

activities is a major trend during the discussed period. Reger (1997) finds the reason for this

behaviour within the wish to stay close either to lead markets or to research clusters. Within

this trend, the organizational element of "centre of excellence" is of great importance. Reger

(1997) acknowledges, that the enterprise-wide coordination, the leverage of synergies and the

strategic control of key technologies often poses difficulties for these decentralized

organizational systems. Several organizational instruments are found in the study to address

this issue. A Chief Technology Officer (CTO), technology planning staff, portfolio-managers,

strategy meetings, integrators, matrix structures and job rotation are mentioned as

organizational solution approaches.

Wolfrum (1991) writes that the responsibility for efficient realization of technology strategic

guidelines in the context of the overall entrepreneurial strategy lies with top management. An

important precondition for this requirement in practice is the active involvement of top

managers in the innovational decision making process. Frohmann (1974) as well as Gupta &

Wilemon (1990) gathered empirical evidence that the degree of top management involvement

in the innovational decision making process has a positive correlation with the effectivity and

efficiency of R&D processes. This is why Lewis & Linden (1990) postulate the generation of a
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Chief Technology Officer (CTO) at top management level. Furthermore, Wolfrum (1991)

describes the institutionalization of so called "research committees" to ensure the alignment of

technological development projects and the market strategy. He states, that this system can act

in an anticipatory way to reduce implementation problems for innovations, as well as fostering

at the same time an innovation-friendly enterprise culture.

In order to improve time to market, Wildemann (1993) postulates the need for a higher

autonomy for project organizations. These are responsible for shortening necessary feedback

loops, especially facing changing customer and market demands. Such a variable organization

can be built up as

• Core team with project responsibility

• Variable involvement of specialists

• Result orientation

• Exact documentation for knowledge transfer

Wildemann (1993) sees proof of his concept in seven case studies. Innovation can be best

realised according to his advice, when such an independent organization performs following

the innovation strategy, entrepreneurial priorities and depends on the several innovation phases.

Different concepts to approach international innovation organizations are also discussed in

terms of central vs. decentralized innovation organizations. Especially the innovational

cooperation with suppliers is thoroughly regarded, and many concerns are raised. The main

issue is the additional coordination effort and the danger of losing know-how. Regarding the

interface towards the customer, it is of utmost importance to embed the information exchange

among customers, markets and innovation in the organization.

Bullinger (1994: 208) suggests a systematic of five different organizational measures for

general technology and innovation management. These five organizational models comprise

dispersedly defined tasks, leadership system, staff system, working system and group system.

The first model describes that innovation management tasks could be defined and given to

dispersedly located positions. The leadership system includes a fully developed group with one

responsible leader, realizing the given innovation management tasks. The staff system includes

a staff organization which elaborates suggestions to top management, whereas the working

system defines working packages and communication links among different positions and

departments. Finally, the group system includes temporarily defined and hierarchy free

meetings, wherein groups elaborate innovation management solutions.
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Utterback (1998: 94), whose innovation dynamics model has been introduced for defining

the term innovation in this work, observed organizational characteristics during his defined

phases. During the fluid phase, organizational control is informal and entrepreneurial, while the

development focus is unspecified and of high technical uncertainty. The transitional phase

features an increase of project and task groups within the enterprises organization, which is

focussed on specific product features once a dominant design emerges. Then, in the specific

phase an enterprise organization is strictly organized following structure, rules and goals. The

R&D focus remains on incremental product technologies with an emphasis on process

technology. Utterback (1998) clearly states, that in the latter phase a high vulnerability is given

to technological innovations that represent superior product substitutes.

Von Zedtwitz (1999: 68) postulates in a sub-chapter of his dissertation that "Innovative

capability decreases with structure". He refers to Kanter (1988: 169), which comments that "at

the very root, the entrepreneurial process of innovation and change is at odds with the

administrative process of ensuring repetitions of the past". This contradiction is mastered in

many companies through cross-functional project and process structures. Personal and

professional organizational networks have been identified by Norling (1996) to support

communication across organizational boundaries. The purposes of such networks can be

identified as:

• Personal networking (e.g. short-term discussions, ad-hoc topics)

• Information sharing (e.g. mailing lists, newsletters, common subject matters)

• Supportive interaction (e.g. assistance, loosely-coupled group)

• Collaborative (e.g. knowledge sharing and work groups)

• Synergistic networking (e.g. collaboration on broad issues)

• Implementing (e.g. doing work and getting results, projects)

Organizational formality increases throughout this listing. Von Zedtwitz summarizes that

"due to the changing patterns of interpersonal communication and the reconfigurating forces of

innovation, the organization of technology-intensive companies is in constant flux".

In their framework, Gassmann & von Zedtwitz (1996: 13) introduce the relevant elements

for international innovation management, involving relevant influencing parameters and tasks

for the subject. The internal R&D network is regarded as relevant besides the core tasks of

leveraging strategic alliances, external research as well as lead user development. One of the

driving forces is a political incentive system, which together with strategies, structures and
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cultures finally leads to innovation as such. A special contribution to innovation management

comes from "competitors and external know-how", following both authors. This framework,

shown in Figure 9, can be fruitfully used to define the organizational tasks of innovation

management.

- ; Competitors, External know-how
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.

Network -, / / Innovation process
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Figure 9: Framework for international innovation management,

Gassmann & von Zedtwitz (1996)

Within the above shown framework important aspects for efficient innovation realization are

given. Firstly, by joining partnerships and strategic alliances, strengths of different involved

stakeholders can be leveraged, the involved innovation costs can be shared. Market oriented

research and Lead user interaction focus the innovation process on what promises the greatest

benefit for the market. The internal R&D network's interactions contribute their respective

action to realize these benefits.

Furthermore, as innovation management is a potent answer for the challenges of

globalization and increasingly becomes international, the challenges of world-wide

technological trends and changes have to be taken into special consideration. This includes the

coordination effort that comes along with globally dispersed R&D centres. The trend continues

into this direction by the upcoming issue of how to manage virtual R&D teams. Empirically

based research made lately such as Boutellier et al. (1998), Gassmann (1997a), Gassmann &

von Zedtwitz (1998), Gassmann & von Zedtwitz (1999) or Gassmann & von Zedwitz (2003)

address this topic. An emphasis on the importance of large multinational enterprises

contributing to this trend is made in Gassmann (1997b). Herein five tendencies are identified

on how enterprises address the trend of R&D internationalization. Firstly, R&D projects are
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more strongly oriented on international markets. Secondly, global technology intelligence is of

increasing importance for staying competitive on a global basis. Thirdly, competence

enhancement and strengthening of dispersed R&D centres can be generally observed. Fourth, at

the same time integration and alignment of international R&D centres is undertaken. Fifth,

restructuring of widely dispersed R&D locations onto well defined, focussed competence

centres can also be a path of coping.

Concerning the interface of marketing and R&D, recent journal contributions discuss the

benefits and drawbacks of different organizational structures. Some articles show which criteria

are important for a successful interface of marketing and R&D within cross-functional

development projects (Deschamps, 1994; Hauptmann & Hirji, 1999; Hobday, 2000). Other

articles are more focussed on competencies and information exchange within a permanent

organization (Christensen, 2002; Rein, 2004; Schröder & Jetter, 2003; West, 2000). Gassmann

(2000) highlights the differences of pre-development and product development. It is postulated,

that both tasks have different visions to follow and therefore should be organized in a different

manner. In close vicinity to this insight is the special interest to organizational matters on

motivation incentives, effectiveness and time-to-market. The findings of contributions such as

Choperena (1998), Davila (2003), McDonough (2000), Sherman et al. (2000) or Wilts (2000)

support the view ofWildemann (1993) discussed above.

2.1.3 Innovation processes

This part on innovation processes is mainly about the information flow, the actions needed

to support and realize innovation management. It gives an overview of selected innovation

management literature, which is suitable to incorporate the overall topic of integrative

innovation planning for technology based enterprises. In the conclusions of his book, "The

Innovator's Dilemma", Utterback (1998: 210) emphasizes that "despite their endowments in

technology, brand names, manufacturing prowess, management experience, distribution

muscle, and just plain cash, successful enterprises populated by good managers have a

genuinely hard time doing what does not fit their model for how to make money". One of the

innovation process' main tasks is to address this challenge.

Mitterdorfer (2001: 43) elaborates and describes five dimensions to evaluate and compare

innovation processes. The first dimension is the innovation object. As already described,

innovation can be undertaken for products as well as for processes or services. The second

dimension is the comprehensiveness of the innovation perspective. A narrowly described
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innovation aim such as performance requirements contrasts in this respect with a life cycle

perspective such as shown in Seibert (1998: 111). The third dimension is bound to describe the

integration degree of market and technology views. Following Herstatt (1999: 82), this

integrational factor is increasing steadily and of recognized value for enterprises. The fourth

dimension is very important in the context of this work, regarding the strategic orientation of

the innovation process. There are processes controlling short or mid term innovation projects,

whereas other innovation processes are bound to articulate and comprehensively integrate

strategic directives into the overall activities. Finally, the fifth dimension represents the project

portfolio view, differentiating between project delimited innovation process activities and

global project portfolio oriented innovation process activities. In sum, following Mitterdorfer

(2001) the following overview of innovation process dimensions (Dl - D5) is feasible:

• Dl: Innovation object

• D2: Comprehensiveness of innovation perspective

• D3: Integration of market and technology

• D4: Strategic orientation

• D5: Project portfolio view

The now following literature overview on innovation processes will be performed with this

dimensional set underlying.

Marquis (1969) introduces to entrepreneurial theory one of the first innovation processes. It

is a complex interacting system on a prescribed path following recognition, formulation,

problem solving, solution and diffusion. This approach is explicit and especially supportive for

the dimension D3, as well as partially identifying the dimensions Dl and D2. Marquis (1969)

has to be mentioned as the first researcher formulating the concept of technology-push and

market-pull procedures, although he uses other terms than these well-known and widespread

ones. He positions his innovation process between technological know-how and economic-

societal use.

Ropohl (1979) introduces a system of technological ontogenesis, which follows the four

steps of cognition, invention, innovation and diffusion. Innovation herein is described as

technological and economical realization. He integrates a general view for processes and

products (Dl), as well as managerial implementations throughout entrepreneurial labour and

societal use (D2). D4 and D5 are not explicitly addressed and are difficult to position within

this framework.
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Thorn (1980) summarizes the research up to that date, and states in an overview that all

innovation processes address idea generation, idea acceptance and realization phases. This

terminology shows certain shortcomings, as it is especially bound to product innovations, and

herein has a tendency to be dependent on market-pull mechanisms. Most innovation process

models to that time where addressing Dl and D2. In terms ofDimension 5 (D5), single project

perspectives are given.

Wolfrum (1991: 25) further summarizes the publications of Thorn and successing

researchers. He additionally postulates the technology driven perspective for innovation

management. An emergence cycle and a market cycle are roughly defined, fractioned into

invention, innovation and diffusion, respectively. R&D activities necessary for the invention

are then further splitted into idea generation and idea acceptance, followed by idea realization.

Wolfrum (1991) tries to solve the issues of D3 and D5, incorporating other solution approaches

addressing dimensions Dl and D2.

Hauschildt (1993: 16) shows a seven step idealization of an innovation process. The steps

building the ideal model are idea, observation of an effect, research, development, invention,

introduction and utilization. At the core of the model lies a product-bound view (Dl), but is

quite comprehensive in terms of the innovation perspective (D2). It is quite technology based

and addresses the market only in the last step. Therefore, the integrativity in D3 is not very

high. This is also the case for the dimensions D4 and D5.

Bullinger (1994) presents his innovation process model, which has great congruencies with

the ontogenetic approach of Ropohl (1979). The steps of the innovation process described by

Bullinger (1994) are invention, innovation, diffusion and adoption. It is stressed, that adoption

means the implementation of an innovation to other purposes than the first diffusion was based

on, and herein extends the approach within dimension D2. Besides, Bullinger's (1994) model is

also applicable to process innovation (Dl).

In the introductory chapter to their work "International Innovation Management", Gassmann

& von Zedtwitz (1996) thoroughly describe and broaden the perspectives of innovation

processes, later on enriched with voices from practice throughout the work. At the core of any

innovation process should be market orientation following Gassmann & von Zedtwitz (1996:

10). Innovation processes in increasingly worldwide active enterprises, may lead to the need for

foundation of an R&D centre nearby local lead users. Local workshops however, could also

lead to satisfactory results, depending on the case and the industry. Secondly, the importance of

innovation cooperations is a trend coming along with globalization in the 1990ies. Finally, the
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concept of core competencies as strategic directive (Hamel & Prahalad, 1990) leads to

increased search for synergies and leverage potential. This search effort applies for internal

technological competencies, alliances and customer relationships. The central R&D

organization which unidirectionally exchanges know-how to world-wide production and sales

departments becomes substituted by a far more complex but promising approach. International

innovation processes implicate a higher dynamic, which take into account geographical

distances, cultural differences as well as divergent technology or market trends.

In their work, Ebner & Walti (1996) introduce a cyclic innovation process, which is

constituted by visioning, strategy, market research and then a research specification.

Increasingly, chaos is substituted by efficiency within the designed process. Six detailed

process steps lead from detection, definition, development, detailed product specification to a

prototype and market success. The process is regarded as being cyclic, and therefore is quite

extensive in dimension D2. Dl is partially integrated, as the shown process can be used for

products and production processes as well, but not for organizational innovation. D3 and D4

are taken into account fully and comprehensively for the first time. D5 is inherently addressed,

but not explicitly mentioned. Figure 10 gives an overview of the described innovation process.
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Figure 10: The innovation process, following Ebner & Walti (1996)

Jolly (1997) has a widely renown model of the innovation process. In Figure 11, all its

relevant stages and their boundary conditions are described.

I
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Subprocesses : Building the Value of a New Technology

Bridges: Satisfying and Mobilizing Stakholders at Each Stage

Figure 11: The innovation process, following Jolly (1997)

It is remarkable, how the resources intensive actions of mobilizing people and funds are part

of each step between the innovation stages. This model is comprehensive in terms of the

innovation object (Dl), as it might be applicable for products, production processes and

organizational processes. Furthermore, dimensions D2 and D3 are addressed. However it is

more bound to represent project-like activities and is neither strategically oriented (D4) nor

handling portfolio perspectives (D5).

Gerybadze et al. (1997: 8) stress the strategic dimension of innovation processes. They state,

that "the increasing short term orientation of many multinational enterprises is in direct contrast

to the basic requirements of managing radical innovation." In their study, Gerybadze et al.

(1997) analysed case studies where break through innovation has to be supported and extended

throughout 30 years. They mention in the beginning search and screening mechanisms with

global reach and presence, which then in a second phase are substituted by market oriented

build up and commercialization processes for the novel product. They address product related

issues (Dl) and are medium extensive in terms of the innovation perspective (D2). It is clear,

that Gerybadze et al. (1997) stress the importance of market-technology integration (D3) as

well as its strategic and portfolio management dimensions (D4 and D5).

Reger (1997: 320) introduces a model for coordination of R&D and innovation. This

innovation management model is comprehensive in taking into account dimensions D3, D4 and

D5. It is focussed on R&D for products (Dl), and it does not exclude societal change and

adoption (D2). This is the case although these latter dimensions are not explicitly incorporated
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within the model. The influencing parameters within this model are differentiation of R&D,

culture of the enterprise, coordination tasks, uncertainty and knowledge conversion systems.

Reger (1997: 318) especially addresses the importance of not only formalized and organized

information exchange, but additionally of informal contacts. No differentiation of the presented

model is given in terms of adaptability to innovation extent or procedure.

Thiemann (1999) stresses that innovation is especially based on an innovation generating

process. He addresses several psychological and cultural features which enable or block

innovation processes. He presents five measures, to encounter potential barriers in an

innovation process. This listing of measures introduces several arguments which are then

deeper elaborated in later research, such as R&D control, R&D alliances and broad

involvement of internal as well as external stakeholders. Following the five dimensional

classifications, this contribution is supportive for D2 and D3.

Brockhoff (1999) describes the innovation process in a comprehensive way, starting from

invention, then leading towards market introduction, followed by diffusion and imitation (D2).

Von Hippel (1988) stresses the role of the customer throughout the innovation process, and this

has been made an integrative part of Brockhoff s model, extending it into dimension D3.

Customer involvement and the so called lead user methodology is of growing importance to

innovation management. Many publications give practice examples of innovative products with

technological break-through qualities (Urban & von Hippel, 1986; von Hippel, 1988; Herstatt

& von Hippel, 1991; Huppmann & Lipski, 1996; von Hippel et al., 1999; Ulwick, 2002).

Furthermore, Brockhoff (1999: 44) describes the strengths and weaknesses of innovation

triggering mechanisms of technology-push and market-pull. While the former mechanism leads

to a potentially large income situation through quasi-monopolistic revenues, the acceptance and

diffusion risks are high. The latter mechanism leads to rather incremental solutions with

discrete income potential, but has a far lower risk characteristic. Finally, Brockhoff (1999)

states, that innovation processes in general do not have to be understood as necessarily

sequential processes. Innovation often succeeds as a result of many parallel activities, which

performed in a systematic way can be called as "simultaneous engineering" (Eversheim, 1989).

The innovation process of Brockhoff (1999) can be applied for products as well as processes in

general (Dl), but does not really address strategic or portfolio concerns (D4 and D5).

Hipp (2000) wrote a profound theoretical and empirical study on service innovation.

Therefore, the innovation object Dl is the service sector and the possibilities of such

enterprises to innovate. A typology ofthe different aspects these innovation possibilities feature
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is given on page 133 with a comprehensive view for service innovation (D2). The market

relatedness (D3) is high in the service perspective, and the strategic orientation (D4) is clearly

shown. The portfolio perspective (D5) is underlain, but not discussed into depth. This work

shows a proficient discussion on innovation processes in the service sector, and has important

clues to innovation processes in technology-based enterprises.

Mitterdorfer (2001: 88) shows a comprehensive four-step model for innovation,

incorporating breadth in all of the five defined dimensions (Dl to D5). The first step is

innovation monitoring, which ensures the detection of opportunities. Then, innovation planning

follows. The third step is named shortly realization, which represents the development and

successful introduction to the market. Finally, the last innovation step is called "making

perfect", representing the continuous improvement along the technological ontogenesis. This is

a tribute to the innovation process dimension D5.

Many of the innovation process models and descriptions shown here do not value the

importance of strategic and portfolio thinking for innovation management. The mainly project

oriented effort and process descriptions have specific strengths and highlight transparent ways

of how to systematically proceed towards new products introducing novel technology. This is a

significant drawback in innovation management understanding, and should be deeper addressed

in the upcoming model for integrative innovation planning. Before proceeding to the planning

specific literature, additional issues of importance for innovation management are given in the

next part.

2.1.4 Knowledge managementfor innovation

One of the main issues in innovation processes is the information exchange among know-

how keepers and the stakeholders involved. Knowledge management on one hand is the base

for innovation and on the other hand is strongly influenced through innovation (Boutellier &

Gassmann, 1996: 290). Knowledge is input and output of innovation, and in their contribution

Boutellier & Gassmann (1996) elaborate the relevance and implementation options of

knowledge management. The importance of a broad access to enterprise external knowledge is

stressed, because on one hand this represents a complementation to the own enterprises' R&D

activities. On the other hand keeping abreast trends is an information of strategic quality.

Here fore, explicit knowledge such as documents or artefacts are relatively easy to spread

within an enterprise. Senker & Faulkner (1995: 201) describe explicit knowledge as

"transmittable in formal, systematic language. It has many forms, but a major constituent is the
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general scientific principles and lays acknowledged by the scientific community as supplying

the foundation for further practice. These principles are written down in great detail in manuals

and textbooks, and taught to students".

The main part of knowledge however is implicit. It is based on explicit knowledge but very

difficult to describe. This category is called tacit knowledge (Polanyi, 1985). Tacit knowledge

includes procedural knowledge and cultural aspects, and it is difficult to pass on simply via

telephone or video conferencing, for example. As Boutellier & Gassmann (1996) put it, "know-

how travels with heads". Therefore the personal contact and common work lay the ground for

passing on tacit knowledge.

Finally, Technological competence is the sum of explicit and tacit knowledge. Nonaka &

Takeuchi (1995) introduced a procedure to help transforming tacit knowledge into explicit

knowledge, which can be seen in Figure 12. Boutellier & Gassmann (1996: 292) refer hereto

and state that "only consequent management of these knowledge transforming processes

guarantees a superior knowledge basis leading to high innovation rates".
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Figure 12: Knowledge transforming processes, following Nonaka & Takeuchi (1995)

Based on these insights, Boutellier & Gassmann (1996) elaborate ways on how to protect

such technological competencies. On one hand this can take place through patents and

copyrights for explicit knowledge, while on the other hand domination and perfection of

process technologies should be ensured, which mainly represent tacit knowledge skills difficult

to imitate.

Informal contacts occurring at enterprise excursions or in the cafeteria, coordination

meetings, international exchange programs, conference visits, personal lead customer
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interaction and other measures mentioned by Reger (1997: 318) can support fostering the

relevant company competencies, and at the same time ensure a vital inflow of new and relevant

information.

A comprehensive approach to knowledge management fostering innovation can be found in

Schindler & Gassmann (2000). Five determinants are mentioned influencing the well-

functioning of knowledge management. The first determinant is an organization incorporating

roles for communication and knowledge exchange. The second determinant is a positive culture

towards information exchange. Personal meetings, an intact team spirit and mutual trust are

important clues for such a culture. Incorporating learning possibilities and business excellence

are the third determinant. The fourth and fifth determinants are methodology aspects and an

underlying communication infrastructure.

2.1.5 Innovation alliances

The aim of ensuring a vital inflow of new and relevant information is also targeted by

cooperative innovation, which for innovation management plays an important role. Additional

to this aim, an innovation alliance seems attractive because the resources and the risks are

shared while economies of scale are achieved more easily. At the same time a dominant design

for the market will be created more feasibly and synergies of competencies involved by

partners can be fully leveraged. Furthermore, alliance partners learn from each other and

enhance their know-how, their markets may be complementary and sometimes even vertical

integration can be achieved. Bosshart & Gassmann (1996:210) present a framework on conflict

potentials and management guidelines for innovation alliances.

The first described conflict potential are managerial and cultural differences. This conflict

potential should be addressed through the creation of a cooperative culture, open

communication policies, neutral cultural intermediators, as well as trust building activities

outside the professional sphere.

The second conflict potential nominated is divergence in targets and planning horizon.

Solution approaches to resolve this conflict potential are transparency in aims, definition of

different target dimensions, control of environment, realistic calculation and periodic milestone

analysis.

Thirdly, alliance management per se can lead to conflicts, as power play or insufficient

autonomy can put the whole joint effort to jeopardy. This danger could be prevented by

implementing a neutral mediation authority, a clearly defined cooperation structure including
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aims, tasks and responsibilities, as well as an adequate success recompensing system. This is

described in an own field of literature, by authors such as Das & Teng (1999), Harrigan (1988),

Link & Marxt (1999) and Marxt & Link (2002). Gassmann & Fuchs (2001) show several

interesting options for multilateral innovation cooperations. An in-depth analysis of the benefits

in generating knowledge through innovation cooperation can be found in Gassmann & Hipp

(2001). This very practice based contribution deduces guidelines for successful cooperations

with technological service subcontractors.

2.1.6 Innovation culture

The culture lived in an enterprise decisively determines its ability to innovate. As stated by

Huppmann & Lipsky (1996: 82), a cultural vision could be based on the autonomy and

motivation of the coworkers, as well as their sense for responsibility. Besides being an

important way to find identification in ones work, it is also the key for customer satisfaction.

Happy customers, apart from other factors, need to be achieved through happy coworkers, and

this is also true for innovation (Fahrni, 2001b: 8). According to this study, 75% of all

innovation ideas are articulated by customers. Therefore, a modern and innovation friendly

organization should be culturally based on shared values and a customer friendly attitude

(Fahrni, 2001b: 12). The following Figure 13 exemplifies the cultural differences of

traditionally lead organizations and more modern, innovation friendly structures.

Traditional

organization

Modern, innovation

friendly structure

Aims,
Values & Attitudes

Co-owners

""TTf
""

Customer

Figure 13: Traditional organization vs. modern, innovation friendly structure,

following Fahrni (2001b: 12)

Several other studies where conducted to investigate the relationship between innovation

culture and its importance:
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Perry (1995) describes the case of an engineering service contractor called Ideo. The

description begins with their hiring attitude and their flat organization. This is in line with the

tenets of Fahrni (2001b) described above. Further features of Ideo are office locations in cities

that attract clients and creative people such as Palo Alto, Boston, Tokyo and others. Cross-

functional teams and a development methodology appropriate to support the culture terminate

the listing of contributing features.

Vahs & Trautwein (2000) showed, that establishing an innovation culture can be an

important additional factor for fostering innovation.

Senear (2000) identified supportive factors leading to prospering innovation culture in

innovation teams, among other benefits discovered.

Enkel et al. (2000) showed, how knowledge networks and proficient knowledge

management contribute to a positive attitude towards innovation.

Ernst (2003) presents an empirical study showing how flat hierarchies foster innovations

significantly, while hierarchical entrepreneurial cultures tend to inhibit innovation success.

Barczak & Wilemon (2003) discuss a detail aspect of the topic innovation culture. Their

journal contribution is about how cross-functional team members perceive members from other

affiliations. An important insight of this research is that although new product development

work can be rewarding and productive, such team members are often neglected by sales people,

project leaders and senior management.

Wildemann (1993: 57-59), extensively describes mechanisms to improve behavioural

efficiency through an innovation friendly culture. These mechanisms are based on participative

and communicative leadership characteristics, management by objectives, direct customer

contacts to assess their expectations as well as cross-functional working.

Innovation barriers, resulting from an innovation unfriendly atmosphere within an enterprise

are described in Hauschildt (1993: 85-101). In a spectacular introduction to his chapter

"Barriers against innovation", Hauschildt (1993) describes the hard-times of such leading

innovators like Rudolf Diesel, Konrad Zuse or Carl Bosch and their world changing inventions.

Similar to the tenets of Utterback (1998) innovation is often regarded as "subversive" by

incumbent enterprises or industries in the described examples. Together with the historical

examples Hauschildt (1993) gives extensive explanations on locus of opposition, rational

arguments, barriers originating from not knowing and not wanting to know, innovation-hostile

administration, as well as favourite target areas of opposition. At the end it is stated that
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proficient innovation management should ensure the overcoming of these intricatenesses by

using promoters, a market orientation and innovation process management.

More practice examples on innovation barriers can be found in Brockhoff (1996: 79-80 and

141-202).

2.1.7 Innovation control and risk considerations

Finally, professional innovation management has also to ensure control and risk

management issues. Increasing focus has been laid on this field in various publications. While

Schorb (1994) extensively describes a behavioural approach on how to control R&D activities

and pioneered the R&D control field, Jung (2002) succeeded in creating a comprehensive

model to systematize technology strategy control. Risk and evaluation of the usefulness of

Innovation are embedded and intrinsic issues. Other comprehensive models have been

elaborated by Kerssens & Cook (1997) as well as Loch & Tapper (2002). Ransley (1993) set a

foundation on "Do's and don'ts ofR&D benchmarking".

Discussion of different aspects within this topic can be found in recent literature. The

measurement of impact of R&D work is discussed by Godener & Söderquist (2004),

Hagedoorn & Cloodt (2003), Hauschildt & Schlaak (2001), Kerssens & Bilderbeek (1999) and

Thamhain (2003). The efficiency for reaching such an impact with R&D organizations is the

subject of the contributions of Dyckhoff & Allen (1999) and Galende & Suarez (1999).

Evaluating economic value and revenue in dependency of success probability is the approach

of the real options theory, which was initiated by Fischer (1996). Risk assessment and how to

manage frog-leaps in innovation is the main topic in the comprehensive work of Gassmann et

al. (2001).

Risk management is of special importance also in cooperative innovation processes

involving one or more partners. In their contribution, Link & Marxt (2003) list potential

cooperation risks, and determine how risk- and chance-management can practically be realized

in joint ventures and cooperative development. Herefore, they also define different cooperation

phases, which follow from initiation, partner selection, set-up and realization to evaluation.

In order to better understand the potential role of integrative innovation planning in

technology based enterprises, a first step was to review innovation management literature, to

enable the positioning of concepts for innovation planning. The next part of this work shall

highlight in a more detailed manner the state of the art in research on innovation planning or

technology planning as it is more often named.
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2.2 Research on technology and innovation planning

2.2.1 Literature overview

Innovation planning incorporates to a large extent technology planning. Due to this aspect

the following literature review addresses technology planning to a prominent degree.

Moreover, innovation planning tries to incorporate thoughts about the market introduction, too.

This is also taken into account in the now following literature review. Additionally, part 2.3

focuses more on the market near aspects of innovation planning.

A central element for the strategic level of comprehensive innovation management is the

technology strategy. Wolfrum (1990: 77) states that both, product and process technology

strategy have to support the competitive strategy of an enterprise. The fundamental formulation

of the task definition for a technology strategy is "Which technology coming from what source

should be used for which purpose, considering timing and performance?", following Wolfrum

(1990: 78).

Lichtenthaler (2001) presents an elaborated study on the history of strategic planning.

Strategic decision making and strategy development trespassed several changes in theory and

practice. During the 1960ies and the beginning of the 1970ies long range planning was

performed taking into account that market and societal developments in the future where quite

predictable. Strategic planning groups realized the task of long range planning through often

linear extrapolations. With growing uncertainties (oil-shock, ending ofbretton-woods currency-

exchange rates, increasing global competition) strategic management became more important

and of growing complexity (Krystek & Müller-Stewens, 1993). Thinking of different

opportunities and possible outcomes in the future became a way in how to handle the dilemma

of an unforeseeable future. Two approaches are possible in this respect. On one hand, an

enterprise is able to diversify its activities in order to bolster negative fluctuations in specific

market segments. On the other hand, concentration on core competencies, as first introduced by

Hamel & Prahalad (1991), should focus and strengthen company resources on certain

capabilities which are strategically valuable for different future outcomes. Trends in the

technological environment as well as efforts undertaken to address or participate with such

trends are a topic ofparamount importance for strategic decision making.

However, certain criticism on strategic planning even questioned the need of planning an

enterprise's future efforts and directives. Mintzberg et al. (1998) give an overview on different
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aspects about criticism on strategic management. Herein the different planning philosophies are

the following:

• Design School, a conception process.

• Planning School, a formalized process.

• Positioning School, an analytical and investigative process.

• Entrepreneurial School, a perspective driven process.

• Cognitive School, a creative interpretation process.

• Learning School, a process involving experience and feedback loops.

The so called learning school contributed considerable new thoughts to the development of

strategic planning and management. Quinn (1978:15) for example identifies in an empirical

study that the annual planning process itself was rarely the initiating source of key issues or

disruptive efforts. These almost always came from precipitating events, special studies or

conceptions implanted through bottom-up remarks. The role of top-management following

Quinn (1978) lies within developing visions and the various entrepreneurial stakeholders and

interests. Burgelmann (1983) presents a concept of "internal venturing" and aligns this process

with the strategy development. Following Burgelmann (1983) strategic initiatives often are

triggered by "front-desk"-management and middle managers, while top-management should

create ideal structures for such activities and ideas. Weick & Draft (1983) also see the new role

of top-managers in identifying such strategic initiatives and to support them. Additionally they

suggest, that strategic initiatives should be complemented with a coherent environmental

analysis for decision making. They also highlight the importance of learning within strategic

decision making and insinuate that learning is only possible after decisions are taken and the

outcome of strategic initiatives is evaluated. Evaluation of course, can only take place later on.

Mintzberg (1994) develops the described philosophy further, and explains within his solution

approach how "emergent" strategies are partially self organized and not necessarily influenced

by management. Nonaka & Takeuchi (1995) deliver interesting inputs for strategic learning.

They attribute a major role to middle-tier management, which enables the transformation

process from tacit to explicit knowledge. Middle-management has to cope with the tacit

knowledge of both, lower hierarchical tiers and top-management, conceptualize it and develop

fruitful own concepts resulting in new technologies and successful products. Hamel & Prahalad

(1991) give strategic learning a high priority within their core competencies concept, and also

state that middle management is the critical success factor in conceptualizing tacit knowledge
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for further developing core competencies. Stalk et al. (1992: 65) add on, that top-management

is then responsible for cross-functional leveraging and coordinating of an organization's

competencies, competence improvement and continuous learning. Brockhoff & Leker (1998)

discuss compository and decompository approaches towards defining a strategy. While both

approaches lead to comparable strategic groupings, the pathway is different and encloses

specific insights. Rühli & Schmidt (2001) show an overview on the basic strategic development

approaches and discuss them. It is highlighted in the article, that such a process should combine

flexibility for adjusting the organization towards new strategies. A fair trade-off must be

undertaken between fast-paced acting and an orientation towards a long term vision. Vertical

communication for incorporating bottom-up inputs to the strategy are identified as a crucial

element, too.

The growing dynamics and difficulties which strategic planning increasingly encounters are

addressed in several contributions of the mid-1990ies. Leonard-Barton (1995) as well as Teece

et al. (1997) introduce the term of "dynamic capabilites" in this respect. Dynamic is a major

factor which is brought into consideration also by Brown & Eisenhardt (1998: 135) based on an

empiric longitudinal study of decision making processes. They introduce the term "foresight

trap", which they explain as follows: "Strategic planning can also serve a significant symbolic

role in pulling employees together around a set of common themes that energize the

corporation. But especially in rapid changing industries, managers can easily plan more as they

know. Quickly shifting technologies, changing customer demands and aggressive moves by

competitors can all make substantial planning a waste of time". They advocate for decision

making with a shorter periodicity. At the same time stepping up the flexibility of enterprises to

respond on such changing environments is suggested as well as preparing for the challenges

encountered with these intensified market dynamics. Gilbert & Bower (2002) show the

difficulties enterprises are in when facing disruptive change. The importance of how the actions

are framed when addressing the new situation is highlighted in their article. Not only the

technological challenge is discussed in their article. It is also discussed, that disruptive change

comes along with totally new business models. Therefore, simply trying to keep up with novel

technological skills is not enough. Additionally, new paths of making business have to be

understood and implemented successfully.

Technology related planning plays also a major role regarding the work of Wildemann

(1993: 186) which discusses how to optimize development times in R&D. It is stated, that

"starting from the point ofview of strategic business units and the available resources, the tasks
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for research and development are defined with a tendency to satisfy immediate competitive

requirements from the market". This also correlates with statements from Zahn (1989: 183).

Wildemann (1993) describes in his chapter on technology planning several different aspects

such as tools, project selection procedure, budgeting, degree of external sourcing as well as

project control considerations. Hands-on criteria and discussion of different approaches to the

mentioned aspects are given herein. The characterization of these technology planning aspects

seems very useful.

In contrast hereto, Kluge (1996) introduces a segmentation of technology planning

following the aspects of product, production processes, competencies, geographic positioning,

infrastructure and innovational partners. Kluge's (1996) concept is a more modern way of

regarding technology planning, and integrates important upcoming issues such as

internationalization of R&D and innovational cooperations. Weyrich (1996) addresses the issue

of technology planning more precisely in his contribution. It is discussed how the central R&D

organization of Siemens AG with l'lOO researchers in three world-wide sites is coordinated

through the planning of technologies. Due to the vast product variety within the Siemens AG

enterprise, a highly complex alignment system among researchers and future market

expectations is performed. Firstly, a procedure oriented via a roadmapping-tool is performed on

individual technological ontogenesis. Then, long term oriented innovational fields are discussed

taking into account market trends, societal developments and fumre technological areas of

expected importance. In a top-down alignment, innovational efforts with synergies due to a

common innovational field are identified and their planning leveraged accordingly. Weyrich's

(1996) approach was then accordingly extended in order to more explicitly incorporate market

perspectives by taking into account scenario based planning, called "pictures of the future"

(Siemens, 2001).

Strategic planning for independent research institutes is discussed in the contribution of

Arnold et al. (1998). One of the important issues herein is the recognition of their role within

the national system of innovation. The most important prerequisite for the strategic planning

and management of such institutes is the identification and classification of user needs. Simple

tools for performing such an analysis are presented. From an organizational point of view,

Barczak (1995), Deschamps (1996), Meyer-Krahmer & Reger (1999) and Repenning (2001)

contribute valuable clues to innovation planning. Herein, Barczak (1995) highlights the

importance of integrating the competencies of an enterprise, the organization and the new

product development process into strategic concerns. Deschamps (1996) describes how an
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upstream strategic process including fertilization, ideation and incubation can be managed. The

importance of market-near input for new product development is shown in this respect. Meyer-

Krahmer & Reger (1999) analyze technology strategic moves of 21 enterprises. They discuss

the drivers and the expectations of enterprises under the circumstances of internationalizing

their R&D activities. Qualitative motives appear increasingly herein, especially under the

impression of the closer vicinity to lead markets. Additionally, the internationalization of R&D

organizations has been accompanied by an increasingly selective focus on very few locations.

This leads to a concentration of innovation activities on worldwide centers of excellence and

hereto related technology strategic planning. Gassmann (1997b) describes similar findings as

described above in part 2.1.2 of this work. Repenning (2001) formulates some conflicts of

short-term aims and long term activities in new product development. Self-reinforcing

phenomena are described mostly attributed to multiproject development systems. It is

questioned whether aggregating resources allocation with product portfolio planning is the right

approach for preventing fire-fighting syndromes in new product development.

Getting more into details, Brockhoff (1999) introduces normative, strategic, operational and

tactical planning for Technologies. While operational technology planning is basically

resources allocation depending on the strategic technology plan, the other three tiers,

normative, strategic and tactical level, represent the well-known differentiation of hierarchies.

While normative planning is a one way directing process, where treatment of risks, the need

and extent of R&D as well as public or private cooperations are decided, the other three tiers

are interconnected to have top-down or bottom-up interaction. The core statements of

Brockhoff s (1999) work in respect to this literature overview are found in the chapter on

strategic technology planning. He lays the ground for a planning process using information and

overview gathered through analyzing a technologies' S-curve, as well as trying to estimate its

capital value. Based on several portfolio-methodologies, Brockhoff (1999) depicts several

decision making approaches from the marketing point of view and from the technology point of

view. Further on, he describes several integrative measures, all of them based on portfolio

approaches. His very detailed and sophisticated explanations on how to judge and articulate

decisions in technological development matters do not refer extensively on where and how to

collect the needed data or how the plarming process could be organized. Interface related

matters among marketing and R&D are superficially mentioned, however are not addressed to a

broad extent.
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Borowicz & Scherm (2001), Brockhoff (1998), Buchholz (1998) and Gierl et al. (1999)

show facets of how technology planning is relevant for the business strategy of an enterprise.

They highlight contributions of technology planning to the overall business success by

achieving pathways for technological standards and cooperation, product-life cycle, project

timing as well as clear communication towards customers.

Eversheim (2001) and Fahrni (2001b) address the importance of technology planning and its

contribution to sustainable growth. The issue of sustainability which becomes more and more

important should also be incorporated into planning of innovation. Such an incorporation

should not only take place in terms of écologie and economic sustainability for products, but

also regard the innovation process as a permanent and cyclic task. Innovation is never a one¬

time experience. In order to sustain innovation in an industrial enterprise, Eversheim (2001)

introduces an integrated innovation management model, which incorporates technology

planning. Idea and concept generation as well as assessment are integrated parts of innovation

planning, technology-push and market-pull mechanisms are equally taken into account, while

knowledge management accompanies the overall effort. Finally the product development

project is addressed. This integrated innovation management model is shown in Figure 14.

Innovation Planning

Idea-

generation

Concept-

generation

Product \

Development^
Project /

Knowledge-Management

Figure 14: Innovation planning as part of an integrated innovation management, following
Eversheim (2001)

Eversheim (2001) addresses innovation planning directly in his contribution presenting tools

to support it.
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Gassmann (2001: 16) describes how scenario analysis is a useful procedure in practice in a

very transparent manner. Such scenario analysis are used for planning technologies and

assessing possible development outcomes, finally risks. The difference between deterministic

classical mechanics and modern, probability-based Quantum-physics is compared to the

situation of directive planning versus the risk-aware scenario synthesis supporting the strategic

technology planning process. Boutellier & Gassmann (2001) then elaborate the necessary trade¬

off between creativity needed for innovation creation and discipline in order to manage an

efficient process. It is stated in their final chapter, that an integration following objects,

functions and hierarchies increases the complexity ofproject management, but at the same time

also improves the creativity based risk dialogue in the development process. The options

identified in this context are valuable knowledge for planning efforts. Völker (2001) then

closely describes the project portfolio decision process at Hoffmann-La Roche, which includes

time-to-market planning and strategic alignment issues. The contribution of Völker (2001)

shows the meetings required in this pharmaceutical enterprise to analyze market and

competitors, formulate aims and to approve R&D projects. Budgeting issues are a further

responsibility of the people involved in this process, which are the Head of R&D, Head of

marketing, Head of production and Head of international project management. Special focus in

Völker's (2001) contribution is given to resources allocation matters.

Technology roadmapping as tool for strategic technology planning has been mentioned in

several practice based publications (Barker & Smith, 1995; Bray & Garcia, 1997; Galvin, 1998;

Groenveld, 1997; Strauss et al., 1998; Willyard & McClees, 1987). In general, these are reports

on how the roadmap tool was used to address practical difficulties in technology planning, and

how it was implemented in the environment individually encountered at the enterprise

involved. Within the overview ofWeyrich (1996), shown in Figure 15, the integrating character

of a dialogue, based on elements of product and technology related roadmaps as well as the

technology tree, are the central part for deducing what Weyrich (1996) calls "Product and

Systems Planning". This dialogue symbolizes a process, which involves all the relevant

stakeholders and is performed by a variety of underlying structural entities.
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R&D, Weyrich (1996)

Although a very well-known term in industry since the mid-1990ies, there is scattered

resonance in theoretical literature on technology roadmaps. While the EIRMA (1997) study

clearly defines the need and the elements such a strategic technology planning tool should

incorporate, Phaal et al. (2001) give an overview of the great variety of different roadmap tool

applications and purposes. Kappel (2001) tries to classify the different kinds of roadmap tools

into four clusters, depending on their purpose and focus. The four areas defined within the

developed portfolio are "Science Roadmaps", "Industry Roadmaps", "Product Roadmaps" and

"Product-Technology-Roadmaps". Roadmaps herein are also found as useful tools for

performing technology intelligence, which is also described in more depth by Savioz (2002:

61). Kostoff & Schaller (2001) refer to science and technology roadmaps in an overview

describing for the first time the underlying process observed in different enterprises. They

conclude their contribution defining critical success factors which are given for roadmapping

success. These can be summarized as being "management commitment", "competencies and

interests involved", "resources effort" and "data awareness". Although a good insight into

roadmapping dynamics is given, no clear concept is defined on how to precisely perform such a

concept in a complex entrepreneurial environment. Hierarchical considerations are not
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deepened extensively. Finally, the technology planning process of Phaal et al. (2000) called

"Fast-Start Technology Planning", is the first standardized process available in research

literature. It is a process designed to create a Technology Plan in four workshops, involving

several stakeholders from marketing, R&D and top management. The segregation of the

different workshops is chosen as "market-", "product-", "technology-" and "charting"-

workshops. The latter workshop is intended to be the integrating effort of all the information

collected before. The standardized process presented in this contribution is useful as guideline

on how to perform the technology planning process. However, the presented approach on one

hand seems far too resources intensive to be realized this way in practice. On the other hand,

the process is conceived as a stand alone action, without much attention given on how this

could be sustainably integrated into requirements and activities run in real world. As shown

above, Weyrich (1996) gives insights into how Siemens' Central R&D organization realizes

integrated product and technology roadmaps. The shown process is suitable to be run

sustainably within an enterprise. On one hand it is based on scenario supported product-

roadmapping, herefrom deduced technological trees and technology roadmaps. On the other

hand this information is aligned and synthesized in a "dialogue" process, which is not further

described into details.

2.2.2 A research gap in theory, Part I

As a conclusion of this general literature overview, few comprehensive concepts for

organizational and process related planning activities in innovation management are given up to

date. Some integrative concepts and process-directing efforts are given in roadmapping

literature. Only herein the need for comprehensive market oriented technology and innovation

planning is formulated. However, up to date roadmapping theory remains very tool-specific in

its descriptions and suggestions, and at the same time does not sufficiently incorporate and

support the possibilities given from break-through technologies, which often do not fit the

market and product thinking represented in a roadmap. This means that the technology-push

aspect is not integrated in a proficient manner in roadmapping literature up to date.

Besides, approaches in theory do not sufficiently articulate the necessity and possible

solution approaches for sustainable innovation planning satisfying business excellence

requirements. A gap in research is recognizable, in terms of in depth issues of innovation

planning concepts within innovation management. The following points are only partially

addressed in state-of-the-art theory for technology and innovation planning:
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• Organizational measures to incorporate and sustain the planning effort

• Process measures to efficiently and effectively realize the planning work

• Business excellence measures for continuously improving the planning effort.

To further highlight the gap in research for innovation planning in technology based

enterprises, a perspective the other way around shall be given here. Reviewing the market

oriented new product development literature it becomes clear that the above mentioned points

are also perceived as insufficiently addressed by this part of academic literature.

2.3 Research on new product development: Innovation and the market interface

2.3.1 Market near literature overview

Marketing and new product development people are the last element in the innovation chain.

It is important to keep the proverb in mind that says, "a chain is as strong as its weakest link".

The approach of this work tries to ensure that the innovation chain is strong throughout all of

its elements, including the market interface. This is especially important as only products which

are finally successful on the market represent successful innovation management (Bullinger,

1994: 35). Therefore, part 2.3 of the literature review treats the need for supporting innovation

planning by coming from the point of view of "new product development" (NPD) and

Marketing.

The importance of the interface and the exchange of market information and technological

knowledge for successful market penetration is highlighted in several publications (Bullinger,

1994: 43; Davidow, 1986: 137; Feucht, 1995: 118ff; Gerybadze, 1997: 24; Griffin & Häuser,

1996; Gupta et al., 1986; Kodama, 1995: 42; Kuss & Tomczak, 2001: 108), including success

factor studies in NPD literature (Balachandra & Friar, 1997; Calantone et al., 1995; Cooper &

Kleinschmidt, 1995; Cooper, 2000; Griffin, 1997; Lester, 1998; Montoya-Weiss & Calantone,

1994; Pinto & Slevin, 1989; Roseneau et al., 1996; Spivey et al., 1997; Thieme et al., 2003).

The critical success factors with extra statistical significance for successful new product

development that have been identified are:

• Top management commitment

• Early harmonic interaction ofR&D and Marketing

• Clear formulation of specifications and planning
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• Cross-functional team- and competence-building aspects

• Well functioning communication, structures and project- as well as risk- management

procedures.

These findings have also been affirmed by two marketing specific publications (Gupta &

Wilemon, 1986; Song & Parry, 1997). Several Journal contributions published recently have

highlighted the interaction of R&D and the market. It is shown in these articles that with rising

technological complexity the intensity of market-exchange and -involvement should be

accordingly adapted (Atuahene, 1996; Bailetti & Callahan, 1998; Callahan & Lasry, 2004;

Douthwaite et al., 2001; Hanna et al., 1995; Hobday, 1998; Howells, 1997; Jin, 2001; Kahn,

1996; Kahn, 2001; Langerak et al, 2004; Ottum & Moore, 1997; Pawlak, 1997; Roberts, 1998;

Souder et al., 1998).

Additionally, the "Lead User" concept's increasing popularity in research and its strong

practice relevance (Herstatt & von Hippel, 1991; von Hippel, 1986; von Hippel et al., 1999;

Lüthje & Herstatt, 2003; Urban & von Hippel, 1986) have to be taken into account for

innovation management and the planning of new products. The Lead User concept is an

approach to find disruptive product ideas within a well defined process. It states, that

networking to the top through a community of experts often leads to people with high

interdisciplinary skills. These people maintain working relationships with experts of other

application or research fields. As a result, investigation through several fields of interest

making the acquaintance of relevant experts and their often custom made devices leads to

interesting new product ideas, which often have break through characteristics. Further on,

McDermott & O'Connor (2002: 434) suggest the formation of interim incubating mechanisms

in organizations that would serve to bridge the transition from R&D and the business unit.

Ulwick (2002) shows how in a practice example general customer input is turned into

innovational efforts.

Especially within the well defined Lead User process, the two way information exchange

among the movers and shakers of the market and the development department is strived for, as

both parties have complementary information needed for achieving the task (Leenders &

Wierenga, 2002: 305). This information exchange becomes increasingly difficult, the more it

attempts to regard stretched and long term oriented future horizons. Among other difficulties,

the long term horizon is subject to the technological change (Belz, 1992; Eichhorn, 1997;

Köhler, 1991; Koppelmann, 1997; Salcher, 1991; Weinhold-Stünzi, 1992). As von Zedtwitz &
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Gassmann (2002: 190) state, "these challenges include the surrender of ownerships to

customers, the simultaneous pursuit of research, development and manufacturing targets, the

appropriate balance of technology-push and market-pull and the team-based cross-disciplinary

approach to customer-interaction". Bond & Houston (2003) unveil typical barriers for matching

new technologies and market opportunities. Clustered into main topics, they can be

summarized as "uncertainties" about technology capability and market need, "strategy and

structural barriers" as well as "cultural barriers". Griffm & Hauser (1996) make similar

statements in a broad literature review of this topic up to that date, whereas Bronner (2003)

goes one step further in trying to explain in detail problematic distortions on the process level

in his contribution "Pathologies of decision making: Causes, forms and handling". Bronner

(2003) and other hereto related solution approaches such as Lu & Chang (2002) or Cooper

(2003) suggest the following: High attention should be given to the motivation of the involved

people, the transparency of the information processed, the team-building aspects and the

organizational culture of cooperation. Supporting measures to achieve this situation can be Job-

Rotation programs, extra-professional activities, joint reward systems, knowledge management

and a high awareness of the use of different communication media channels.

2.3.2 Business Excellence and Innovation

Furthermore, a direct link to Business Excellence and sustainability can be recognized in the

above described challenge. This is the case, as strong customer/market ties, communication

enabling, continuous learning, innovation or result orientation are important principles of the

EFQM-Model (www.efqm.org) leading to Business Excellence. Other publications in this field

support this view (Stauss, 1995; Pfeifer, 1993; Seghezzi, 2003).

Contributions discussing different aspects of Business Excellence for Innovation are

available. Ball (1997), de Weerd et al. (1997) or McLaughlin & Stratman (1997) identify

possibilities for quality ensuring in innovation processes. Organizational learning as element of

Business Excellence for product innovation is the issue of the contributions from Gobeli &

Brown (1993), Hughes & Chafm (1996), Jones & Stevens (1999), Lilly & Porter (2003),

Moenaert & Caeldries (1996), Prencipe & Tell (2001), Smith (1996), Veganti (1997) and von

Zedtwitz (2002). Caffyn (1997), Geroski et al. (1997) or Iansiti (1997) relate their works on

continuous improvement.

Ball (1997) discusses the implications of quality measurement for resources allocation. De

Weerd et al. (1997) show organizational implications on R&D quality and how ISO standards
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can be applied for fundamental research. McLaughlin & Stratman (1997) introduce a

combination of Quality Function Deployment (QFD) and innovation planning. This paper

presents tools which can be taken into account for improving the innovation planning's quality.

In terms of organizational learning and innovation processes, Hughes & Chafin (1996), Lilly

& Porter (2003), Moenaert & Caeldries (1996), Prencipe & Tell (2001), Smith (1996) and von

Zedtwitz (2002) show the benefits for efficiency. This is also due to innovation being an effort

to hit a moving target, as customer demands and the competitive environment permanently

change. As a further benefit of organizational learning within innovation processes Gobeli &

Brown (1993), Jones & Stevens (1999) and Verganti (1997) identified positive implications on

resources allocation.

The publication of Geroski et al. (1997), constitutes an empirical analysis on the

sustainability in innovativeness of 3304 UK enterprises. The resulting inventory of the

innovativeness of these enterprises shows that only very few are persistently innovative. This

shows also consequences on the sustainability of their market impact. Iansiti (1997) highlights

the importance of the new product development process yielding a technological potential to

market success. In this respect it is stated that this process is indeed crucial and therefore

should draw more attention on how to integrate lessons learned for continuous improvement.

Caffyn (1997) tries to address this issue presenting a model for continuous improvement in the

context of new product development processes. The model is discussed on how it may be used

as framework in practice. Although no empirical testing is of the model is undertaken,

integrative innovation planning should take into account the suggestions made in this

contribution.

2.3.3 A research gap in theory, Part II

Despite these arguments however, practicable solution approaches for profoundly

addressing the above described issues can not be found. This means, that from the point of view

of research concerning market near entrepreneurial domains, a research gap related to

integrative innovation planning taking into account Business Excellence can be identified. The

next part describes the needs encountered in practical life underpinning this finding.
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2.4 Encountered situations: The gap in practical life

2.4.1 General observations

Innovation Management realized several different evolutionary steps in the last centuries.

An overview on the evolution in the field of innovation management is given in Roussel (1991)

and Miller & Morris (1998). At the beginning of industrialization large research laboratories

such as GE's founded in 1900, or Bell Labs founded in 1911, where run by famous researchers.

Later on, the first generation of innovation management appeared in the 1950ies. This was

characterized by solution approaches such as project planning, budget control and creativity

methods which were coming up at the time. The so-called second generation of innovation

management started in 1970, and additionally incorporated project management procedures,

success measurement efforts and Net Present Value (NPV) considerations for R&D-evaluation.

The differentiation between technology-push and market-pull appeared for the first time. The

third generation of innovation management followed from 1985 on, introducing risk

considerations, the technology life cycle perspective and R&D portfolio management. The

latest development in the field of innovation management is called fourth generation innovation

management, and is bound to address comprehensive management of the different innovation

stakeholders, knowledge management as well as the realization of radical innovation.

Regarding the amounts spent for R&D as shown for example in Hira (2003), the importance of

the topic becomes clear. The effort is bound to take care of the resources spent on R&D in a

proficient manner, and to improve the competitiveness of enterprises.

In many practice related publications the need for integrative innovation planning is shown

and stated. Campbell (1999) investigates the problematic of many enterprises benchmarking

their planning processes and by doing so, preventing managers from focusing on what is unique

to their situation. "Bad planning" can actively destroy value", is said in the study. This

statement is supported by Wheelwright & Clark (2003) which show the consequences of bad

planning: "Most enterprises' development process is unruly and unfocused, with a collection of

projects that do not match business objectives and consume far more development resources

than are available". Gassmann (2000: 37) describes the gap in practice as follows: "Often,

product development is started before the underlying technology is well assessed. Then, during

the cost intensive realization phase, problems are realized which lead to resources intensive

rework and demotivation. On the long-term perspective, the innovation capacity is additionally

challenged, because such crisis projects call for the re-allocation of long-term oriented
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developers on to the crisis projects". Based on the analysis of 62 enterprises von Zedtwitz &

Gassmann (2002: 190) summarize the sound balance between short-term and long-term

innovation as being influenced by a team-based cross-disciplinary approach, customer

orientation and technology strategy development.

2.4.2 Philips Semiconductors, Business Line Mobile Display Drivers

Already market leader in LCD drivers for mobile phones, Philips Semiconductors (SC),

Business Line Mobile Display Drivers (BL-MDD) also aims at the number one position with

their next-generation active matrix (AM) display drivers for mobile terminals. The demand

for extra functionality, colour, touch screens, video conferencing, etc. means power

consumption is critical. Philips SC is providing the technological advances to help realize the

third generation of mobile telephony.

LCD drivers from Philips SC, BL-MDD are used in a broad range of telecom display

applications with low power consumption requirements; one of the most important issues for

both cordless and mobile phones as well as future portable communication devices. The

product range includes:

• Segment drivers for entry level or low-end corded and cordless telephones, as well

as pagers

• Character display drivers for low-end and mid-range telephones and pagers

• Graphic display drivers for mid-range and high-end wired, cordless and mobile

phones, pagers and PDAs

Every year Philips SC, BL-MDD continues to make major in-roads in display driver

performance: Display resolutions and sizes increase while power consumption is improved.

Philips SC, BL-MDD products have the highest integration level available. This allows extra

features such as One Time Programmable (OTP) calibration cells to be included, and leads to

the best optical performance in the industry. Further benefits are increasing reliability,

reducing footprint and cutting costs. Integrated capacitors in the DC/DC converter cut

component count and power consumption and reduce the pin count of the LCD module

interface connector. Other integration technologies include the new high-speed I2C-bus and

embedded ultra low-power Display Data RAM (DDRAM).

To support this strong position and the sophisticated displays of the future, Philips SC,

BL-MDD is investing heavily in R&D. Their latest graphic display developments focus on
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semiconductor technologies for:

• Monochrome and greyscale passive matrix displays

• Colour displays, including high-resolution reflective RGB passive matrix displays,

AM TFT (Active Matrix Thin Film Transistor) in both a-silicon (amorphous Si) and

high yield, LTPS (Low Temperature PolySilicon), passive and AM polymer-LED

displays with lifetimes in excess of 10,000 hours.

• Ultra-low power consumption

• OTP cells on-chip for calibration of critical parameters

In order to ensure the effectiveness of the invested means, the appropriate development of

envisioned product features as well as the timely delivery of the new products Philips SC,

BL-MDD and the ETH-Chair for Technology Management and Entrepreneurship started an

action research cooperation bound to realize integrative innovation planning in practice. The

high grade of complexity and integration given in the products to come is a special issue in

this respect. The model deduced in chapter 3 is the basis of the cooperation, the model is then

further elaborated into a detailed concept and implemented to work.

In a first joint effort, the specific calls for action are determined. The specified aims for

this cooperation are:

• To improve the reactivity upon market events and technological change

• To shorten the time-to-market

• To strengthen strategic alignment ofR&D

Successful innovation planning serving new product development should address these

aims. The deliverables defined for the encountered situation in order to realize the above

mentioned aims are:

• Defining the Marketing - R&D Interface

• Integrative product and technology planning

• Technology evaluation, selection and prioritization

• Use insights from project and technology control

• Technology intelligence

• Market intelligence

The mentioned aims and deliverables represent a gap in practice.
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2.4.3 Workshop cycle participants

A workshop cycle bound to discuss innovation planning and new approaches towards the

topic attracted five technology intensive enterprises of different industries. The enterprises are

Centerpulse Orthopedics, LEM Components, Schindler Elevators, SIG Holding and Sulzer

Hexis. The industries represented by these short cases are the building sector, packaging

machinery, energy production, biomedical and electronics sectors. Large as well as small start¬

up enterprises are represented within this mentioned sample.

These enterprises and their circumstances, as well as their solution approaches are presented

as "validation case studies" in chapter 5 of this work. The concluded needs of practice, which

lead to a refined exchange about innovation planning where, how to incorporate

• Strategic technology issues into innovation planning and link the innovation plan to

corporate strategy

• A technology-push into market driven innovation planning

• Market-pull mechanisms into technology pushed innovation planning

• Financing aspects and hard facts into innovation planning

• Efficiency aspects for performing innovation planning

All of the participating enterprises had a need to improve their existing approaches in some

of the above mentioned fields, showing a need for more comprehensiveness and integration of

innovation planning to their overall business processes. As in the case of Philips SC, BL-MDD

this is a gap in practice, too.

2.4.4 Validation case studies

In a joint project between Siemens CT and the ETH-Chair for Technology Management and

Entrepreneurship an evaluation method was developed in order to incorporate technology

strategy concerns into market-pull demands. The project contributes to closing a seized gap in

decision making by integrating market demands with the internal technology development

process.

Another joint project with Mathys Medical, Osteosynthesis handled their in house case of a

disruptive innovation. The project's aim was to find organizational solutions on how to push

the innovative product onto the market and scale up the production. This project contributed to

closing the organizational gap between continuous business management and managing a

disruptive technology. This lead to important tenets for innovation planning.
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Alstom Power, Hydro and the ETH-Chair for Technology Management and

Entrepreneurship performed a planning effort for a potentially disruptive technology developed

in house. This technology should be brought to the market, which represented a technology-

push case. The differentiated aspects to be taken care of in the crucial stage of first market

penetration where proficiently addressed. The procedure for planning the market entry and

further development was defined and tested. This project provided crucial insights in how to

incorporate a technology-push within innovation planning.

2.4.5 A research gap in practice

Similarly as in theoretical research, a gap related to integrative innovation planning is

recognizable in practice, too. Herein, practice especially lacks the strategic alignment of R&D

activities, as well as a thorough definition of the R&D - Marketing interface in terms of

planning future product generations. The encountered practice partners are aware that

especially the sustainability of their processes had yet to be defined in order to approach a

better handling of these issues during their future business life.

2.5 Summary of this chapter

This chapter starts with a theoretical analysis of contributions to the topic of innovation

management and innovation planning. Then, market related literature on new product

development is screened for insights offered in respect to integrative innovation planning. A

gap in theory can be identified. Then, practice related contributions and the situations of the

enterprises which participated in this research are described. The research need for integrative

innovation planning is given through the identified double gap in theory and practice.
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3. A model for integrative innovation planning in technology based enterprises

3.1 Procedure for deducing the model

In summary, the preceding chapter 2 identified the following double gap in theoretical and

practice research concerning integrative innovation planning:

• Research gap in theory:

Organizational as well as process related measures to incorporate innovation planning

are not sufficiently addressed in research yet. Neither is sustainability to support

Business Excellence regarded for this topic. This is true not only for technology

oriented literature, but also for close-to market literature on new product development

literature.

• Research gap in practice:

Many enterprises lack an integrative approach for innovation planning. The

consequences is an improvement potential in the strategic alignment ofR&D and new

products. This leads to a higher dependency on major customers, unclear definition of

the R&D-Marketing interface and late product development.

Regarding the identified gap in theoretical and practice research, a model for integrative

innovation planning shall be deduced in this chapter. The base for deducing such a model is laid

by the central definitions formulated at the end of chapter 1 in order to clarify the most

important terms. The literature analysis of the preceding chapter 2 lead to a positioning of

innovation planning within technology and Innovation management. A theoretical analysis of

innovation planning approaches has then been conducted. The model is now deduced as

tentative solution approach to close the above mentioned double research gap. The literature

analysis is used for identifying possible pathways in developing such a model. This means, that

the deduction of the model will be conducted taking into account useful research approaches

and solution elements discussed in chapter 2. Finally, based on practical insights gained in

several industry projects, a profound application discussion of each element of the model is

given in order to exemplify the practice relevance of the model.
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The research question to be answered in this work, once a model is deduced, is formulated as

follows:

• "Is the elaborated model a possible approach for integrative innovation planning?"

This research question will be answered through the action research cooperation. If the

model is found to be suitable for practice implementation, the research question can be

answered affirmatively. Then the research's sub-questions can be addressed. The

comprehensive view of the management model is ensured through finding answers for these

more detailed sub-questions:

• Structures: Which organizational structure is necessary for such a model?

• Processes: Which processes have to be performed in order to realize the model in a

sustainable manner?

The answers to these sub-questions are elaborated as working hypotheses at the end of the

action research cooperation and verified within the validation case studies.

3.2 Integrative innovation planning:

A sustainable model to support the deployment ofR&D strategies

Integrative innovation planning has great potential and should offer multiple benefits for the

deployment of an R&D strategy leading to successful new product development (NPD). It is

intended to be interdisciplinary and to combine views from different contributing functions

within the company such as finance or marketing.

On one hand, this means that such a process itself should provide a platform for discussing

different opinions and come to a common conclusion. Critical technologies or technological

gaps for products or market satisfaction should be identified.

On the other hand, the elaborated innovation plan itself gives an excellent overview of the

different implications of an innovation strategy, comprising the technological aspects of it. This

information transparency and overview leverages the use of the integrative innovation planning

process as an internal communication channel, in addition to its marketing potential.

For example, marketing potential can be derived from building up an "Innovator" image

through communicating innovation perspectives of the plan, new product development benefits
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from this feature, too. The integrative innovation planning process ensures that customer needs

are understood and solutions will be provided. Coherence of actions undertaken in the

enterprise is another positive consequence expected, which leads to a leverage of R&D

investments. As the innovation planning process is a joint effort representing an agreement

between the involved parties, the acceptance and efficiency of the undertaken measures to

realize the deployment of an R&D strategy and the planned new product development is high.

An R&D strategy should provide a long term added value to the future of product development

and product possibilities. Therefore, not only horizontal, multidisciplinary integration is aimed

for, but also the realization of vertical integration. The detailed aspects involved for such a

vertical integration, should include clearly defined management roles, skills and functions. This

is especially true for operational and strategic management. Problem solving behaviour,

cooperation, organizational processes and arrangement systems have to be taken into account.

In order to ensure "integrative" innovation as defined in chapter 1, the integration of company

hierarchies, from high-level strategic directives down to the project level have to play an

important role for the model. This is visualized in Figure 16, being one part of the intended

integrative aspect.
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Figure 16: Hierarchical positioning of integrative innovation planning
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In terms of reactivity and awareness for ongoing projects and processes, Business Excellence

and sustainability are indispensable for successful performance in an environment experiencing

technological change. It has been argumented in the preceding chapter that Business Excellence

and sustainability thoughts are important factors to realize strong customer orientation through

continuous learning, innovation and result orientation. The linking of innovation planning and

Business Excellence is a further crucial point for integrative innovation planning. As already

stated in the beginning, Mintzberg (1994: 159 ff) notes that enterprise strategists seldom are in

direct contact with one of the major player of their plans, the product manager. Hence, a major

part of technology strategy decisions are either taken without enough market insight or without

technological understanding. In this respect, the selection, implementation and substitution of

technologies are important preparative decisions for Business Excellence in innovation

planning, posing a new challenge caused by the dynamic and complexity of technological

changes. An additional strength of combining innovation planning with the feedback

possibilities of Business Excellence is also the more efficient and accurate generation of the

innovation plan. This is possible as clear insight in the status quo is offered by proficient

Business Excellence procedures, and the relevant parameters for the innovation plan are already

identified. Global data awareness is a main result of Business Excellence. It is thought, that

such alignment and measurement efforts within integrative innovation planning produce a

higher effectivity and efficiency of resources. Further on, the feedback character of Business

Excellence possibly renders a monitoring of the fulfilment of the innovation plan. The

effectiveness and efficiency enhancing aspects of such a fulfilment monitoring is also of great

interest. As Kostoff & Schaller (2001: 141) outline, cost and global data awareness are critical

factors for high quality planning. Business Excellence may help address these factors, as the

plan generation costs can be mitigated through a focused plan generation process. The outcome

should be verified with Business Excellence measures aiming to sustainably support the new

product development process. This is the second part of the intended integrative aspect.

In conclusion, the effort for doing integrative innovation planning is paid back through high

strategic alignment within the company and the resulting effectiveness of resources. Resources

are aligned with the strategic innovation plan. The new product development targets formulated

by combining a multidisciplinary, vertically integrating approach together with Business

Excellence are evident, stringently followed and of great relevance for the entire enterprise.

This leads towards a more effective deployment of the R&D Strategy and new product

development. The schematic model shown in Figure 17 has been elaborated using the
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mentioned insights to give an overview of the process for integrative innovation planning. This

model is a tentative solution approach to close the double research gap identified in this work.

Figure 17: Model for integrative innovation planning

At the top of the model, the market potential is shown. At the bottom, the technology

potential is shown. An enterprise - following the resources based view first described by

Penrose (1959) - is successful if it delivers products or services to the market based on scarce

and needed resources, which are difficult to imitate or substitute. The technology potential is

the outcome of company specific resources working together. Integrative innovation planning

should handle this technology potential in order to deliver successful products or services to the

market. The integration of market and technology potential is one of the aspects introduced

here. In well defined procedures, the elements technology-push and market-pull, as well as the

boundary conditions posed by resources restrictions are discussed to prepare the innovation

plan's content. Herewith, a strong support for deploying an R&D strategy and new product

development is given.

The combination of Business Excellence with innovation planning makes it possible to have

a focused innovation plan generation procedure, as there are clear target categories. The

integrative innovation planning idea has been extended with the two aspects of input processing
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and of output assessment. If an integration of innovation planning and Business Excellence is

successful, a higher reactivity is reached within the company through re-adjustment of the

innovation plan and its generation procedure. This aspect leverages two important competitive

strengths of enterprises, flexibility and sustainability. Now following, each aspect of the

implementation of such a model into practice is described more thoroughly. Part 3.3 addresses

possible structural measures for supporting the integrative innovation planning process. The

process itself with its possible specifications and details is discussed in part 3.4. Finally part 3.5

shows possible tools and methods which could proofuseful for the realization in practice.

3.3 Structural measures for implementing the model

When trying to implement the model shown above, the first step is to clarify the

responsibility and take adequate structural measures to realize the well-functioning of the

different elements. The elements necessary to run the model should be performed for the

market-near side of the model as well as for the technology-near side of the model. A

combinatory effort of both sides then starts the innovation need definition and the decision

making process leading to a comprehensive innovation plan.

Firstly, more on the market side of the model the identification of the market potential, the

synthesis of market information and the definition of a market-pull has to be realized. These are

activities, which in most cases inherently take place all over the marketing organization.

However, the systematic collecting, summarizing and analysing of such information is often not

undertaken enterprise internally. The main reason here fore is generally the market pressure and

every day business concerns. An information flow should be requested from the marketing co¬

workers, gathering their observations, analysis and market insights beyond everyday pressure.

This information potential is present but insufficiently leveraged in most cases. By stating

exactly which market and competitor trend information will periodically be required from

which type of marketing co-worker, customer talks and conference visits will additionally

benefit from this innovation focus statement. Not only will sales people be assured that this

kind of news is important for their enterprise, but they will also convey the image of

innovation openness towards their conversation partners. The information synthesis and

analysis should be performed by a person or a group with special responsibility on market

intelligence, being a part of the marketing organization. When this market information is
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collected and analysed, it is the joint task of the marketing organization to identify and

formulate the market-pull.

Secondly, on the technology near side of the model, a similar kind of identification and

information synthesis is necessary for the technology potential. This is important in order to

realize the threat potential of emerging technologies, but also to understand trends in the

development of different performance parameters of the technologies currently in use. The

organization in charge of R&D must take this kind of activity into account to direct their

activities with an overview of further technological possibilities in mind. A special point in

responsibility is to identify the accessibility and the feasibility for technologies of interest.

Moreover, long-term oriented R&D projects as well as technical core competencies can be

leveraged and used for novel technological approaches on the market. As in marketing, an

information flow should be requested from the R&D co-workers, gathering their observations,

analysis and market insights beyond everyday pressure. When doing so, R&D co-workers

become more intensely involved in the strategic future of their enterprise. This may foster the

satisfaction and the trust into their enterprise, requesting them to contribute thoughts one or two

steps ahead. The information synthesis and analysis should be performed by a person or a group

with special responsibility on technology intelligence, being a part of the R&D organization. It

is then ajoint task of the R&D organization to identify and formulate technology-push options.

Thirdly, the combined effort of marketing and R&D should be to assess the value potential

of a technology-push as well as to investigate if and how a market-pull can be addressed. This

means that an innovation need from the point of view of the enterprise is identified, and further

decision making on how to realize this innovation is performed. This takes into account

enterprise priorities, competencies and resources allocation. Top management has to be

informed about the innovation need, in order to assess its strategic potential and ensure strategic

alignment within the overall enterprise. This responsibility contributes to the results of an

innovation plan. The realisation of projects and activities, as well as its control is the clear task

of the respective organizational units, R&D and marketing.

Finally, Business Excellence and sustainability concerns have to be taken into account for

enhancing the planning quality and ensuring the effectivity and efficiency of the process. Every

organizational unit, R&D and marketing, can regard their resources allocation patterns and

control the efficiency of their activities. As good quality planning should result in successful

products, the overall responsibility for assessing the planning process and especially its

effectivity lies within the head of marketing. It is important not only to keep alive the process,
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but to improve it throughout the enterprise's development. In several loops of organizational

learning, limiting resources constraints, as well as best-practice procedures can be improved,

better understood and regarded as boundary conditions or planning guidelines.

3.4 Process suggestions for realizing the model

Every process handling complexity tries to define and handle tasks and sub-tasks in order to

achieve the overall aim. Within the given question on how to handle integrative innovation

planning as a process the following two difficulties arise herein:

a) On one hand, the definition of planning tasks and sub-tasks is mostly predetermined by

the involved competencies of marketing and R&D. The difficulty herein is, that both

parties may unintentionally track divergent paths within the problem solving process.

This can lead to a less coherent planning effort.

b) On the other hand, the handling of mid-term and long-term future events, trends and

developments in the beginning is a fuzzy information, which can not be pinpointed and

defined as easily and as clear as numerical facts. Therefore, co-workers, management and

customers, which are in general used to take hard-fact decisions, have to be incorporated

in a process using and elaborating this fuzzy knowledge and information.

Therefore two basic difficulties for integrative innovation planning are recognized, which

have to be addressed by a process suggested. This may be achieved, by fulfilling the following

approaches respectively for the two difficulties:

a) Problematic of divergent problem solving:

The marketing department has to assess and define market-pull situations, while the R&D

department assesses and defines technology-push situations. This is first done

independently. Then, both parties have to gather and share their new insights. Each

market-pull has to be complemented with technological options to realize it, while every

technology-push has to be scrutinized for possible market applications. The gathering of

marketing and R&D for this purpose also results in activities to further elaborate

technological options for market-pull or market options for a technology push. In the end,

if a certain combination of market opportunity and technology feasibility is found
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interesting, this is introduced into the innovation plan. Both sides, marketing and R&D,

contributed their share for a comprehensive solution, which makes the innovation plan

integrative in the horizontal perspective.

The now following Figure 18 shows a schematic overview on the described approach.
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Marketing Intelligence -
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definition of further
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Figure 18: Schematic on how meetings evolve for processing
integrative innovation planning

The approach shown in Figure 18 consists of one meeting for technology aspects, one

meeting for marketing aspects, and a horizontally integrating meeting where both sides

brief each other and agree on common next steps.

b) Problematic of fuzzy information:

Depending on the accuracy of information, one has to approach its handling in different

ways. Whereas rather clear cut decisions can be taken for short-term project related

problems, on the mid- and long-term side this is more difficult. Not only is it difficult, but

even inappropriate. Long-term and mid-term information can be regarded as widening the

horizon of business opportunities, whereas taking decisions inherently excludes potential

opportunities by choosing others. Therefore, the question should be in what direction or in

what field to move rather than pinpointing aims too far ahead. A possible approach to

handling mid- and long-term information is to restrict oneself to handling "ideas" on the

long-term side, and handling "intentions" on the mid-term side. While not every "idea"

has to become an "intention" of the enterprise, as time goes on, not every "intention"

finally has to be realized. However, it is important to have the overview of possible as

well as feasible "ideas" and more specific intentions, in order to be able to move into the
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optimal position for the future. This overview also calls for top-management involvement,

as "moving into the optimal position" has a strategic quality.

Table 7 shows the three different time tiers suggested for handling and processing short-,

mid- and long-term information in a differentiated manner.

Scope Time horizon

(example)

Character of planned
objects

Specification of

object

Long term 2.5-4 years ahead Idea Low

Mid term 1.5 - 2.5 years ahead Intention Medium

Short term Up to 1.5 years ahead Realization Exact

Table 7: Characteristic of the three different time tiers

The now following Figure 19 suggests a balance of high-level planning consultation

depending on the time tier regarded.

Management Direct

team customer

Figure 19: Involvement of high level innovation plan consultation,

dependent on the regarded time horizon

It is clear, that short-term project realization is bound to satisfy customers in the market.

Therefore, short-term planning consultation should be sought with customers. In contrast

hereto, long-term planning and positioning has a strategic quality. As stated before, top

management should be involved here. Top managers can proof strategic alignment of

"ideas" and "intentions" and furthermore are supported in recognizing future threats and

options. This part of the process approach strengthens vertical integration.

Besides the discussed two difficulties and the respective approaches to run a successful

innovation planning process, it is a top management issue to ensure Business Excellence

throughout all entrepreneurial processes. Therefore, every time top management discusses the
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innovation plan, critics and best practice insights should lead to adapt the performed process

accordingly. As stated at the end of part 3.3, the head of marketing plays the leading role

herein. He is supported from his team and R&D staff, on which measures are advised and

helpful to run and improve the process.

3.5 Tools to support acting within the model

3.5.1 Innovation need, decision making: Roadmapping

For innovation planning, roadmapping is an important instrument (Kostoff & Schaller, 2001:

134). In respect to the mentioned challenges for enterprises as a whole, pressure is increasing

upon the effectivity and the efficiency of strategic planning. Relevant parameters have to be

integrated unerringly into the strategy formulation. The transparency needed for the different

arguments involved by all the innovation stakeholders calls for a supporting instrument. A

growing number of enterprises recognizes in roadmapping a possible solution for coping with

this issue (Kappel, 2001: 40). Different kinds of roadmap visualisations are possible to support

the innovation process. These visualisations try to map ideas, arguments and strategic

benchmarks following different systematics. A roadmap may focus on arguments such as

science and technology trends, product and technology combinations, industrial development

paths or product schedules. Kappel (2001) gives an overview, which is shown here in Figure

20.
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Figure 20: Roadmapping Taxonomy, Kappel (2001: 40)
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An R&D strategy should provide a long term added value to the future of product

development and product possibilities. This is why within this model, the product-technology

roadmap visualisation is suggested. The transparency and overview which can be achieved by

this simple tool is very valuable for recognizing and agreeing in the innovation need. It is also

suitable as knowledge mapping and communication tool. Therefore, for this kind of decision

making, processing extensive information, looking ahead to future products and competencies,

a product-technology roadmap can be suggested as valuable tool.

3.5.2 Market-pull: Technology-Choice Tool

Several qualitative publications outline the importance of the interface between R&D and

marketing (Bullinger, 1994; Davidow, 1986; Feucht, 1996; Gerybadze, 1997; Griffin & Häuser,

1996; Gupta et al., 1986; Kodama, 1995; Kuss & Tomczak, 2001). The exchange of market

information and technological know-how for successful market processing is regarded as

crucial to new product development (NPD). In addition to this, also within quantitative research

on success factors for NPD the importance of the mentioned relationship is clearly shown

(Balachandra & Friar, 1997; Calantone et al., 1995; Cooper & Kleinschmidt, 1995; Cooper,

2000; Griffin, 1997; Lester, 1998; Montoya-Weiss & Calantone, 1994; Pinto & Slevin, 1989;

Roseneau et al., 1996). Herein, the information exchange between market actors and

development staff in both directions is needed, because both parties involved, R&D on the one

hand and marketing on the other hand, need complementary information to fulfil their

respective tasks (Leenders & Wierenga, 2002). The more long term bound innovation

management should be, the more difficult the management of this information exchange

becomes (Belz, 1992; Eichhorn, 1997; Köhler, 1991; Koppelmann, 1997; Salcher, 1991;

Weinhold-Stünzi, 1992). It can be visualized transparently with the aid of knowledge

management or roadmap tools. Many enterprises are often overwhelmed by the operative

issues, lacking resources for strategic considerations. As stated within several interviews in the

context of a TopNano21 project (Swiss government funded research in the area of

nanotechnology and its management, KTI-Project 5049.1), the information for seizing the

innovation potential of trends is gathered primarily from existing customers, but potential

customers are not taken into consideration. Therefore such enterprises are often obliged to act

reactively to any major change. They could benefit from the clear steps outlined in generating

an innovation plan following the rules of Business Excellence. Technology and market

intelligence (Lang, 1998; Lichtenthaler, 2000; Savioz, 2001) are important factors and input
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parameters to innovation planning which address this situation.

A detailed question often raised within the market-pull is which technology could realize a

certain product- or process-function. When the decision of choosing one technology out of a

pool of possible technologies has to be taken, not many accurate and coherent tools offer help.

This kind of decision is best made by extending the view across the functions and incorporating

strategic arguments ofR&D and innovation management into the final decision. The decision in

favor or against the implementation of a (new) technology into a product or a process can have

strategic consequences for the whole enterprise. As technologies are situated early in the

entrepreneurial cause-and-effect chain it is obvious that they mostly initiate the build up of new

core competencies. These core competencies can secure an enterprises' long-term success and

are therefore strategically relevant. Having realized this, it is not much of a surprise that

managers long for a systematic way to simplify this decision and are looking for a method to

improve this understanding at the same time. Such a systematic way would lead to an efficient,

strategically satisfactory choice. A decision leading to a choice should not be merely based on a

comparison of performance figures. Assessing different technologies through learning about

their strategic strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats is important and unfortunately

time consuming. Therefore a tool of interest should make the assessment of strategic arguments

in an effective and efficient manner possible, and lead to a clear and comprehensive choice. The

Technology-Choice Tool (Meyhack et al., 2002) created in a collaboration with Siemens AG

offers help for this kind of decision, adding strategic arguments for the choice. This

Technology-Choice Tool follows a two step approach for preparing transparency and breadth in

rapid decision making:

Criteria: A criteria catalogue that assesses the whole range of impact of and on the specific

technologies. This catalogue includes the impact of the technology on the ecological, social,

economical and technological surroundings as well as those states and conditions in the system,

which impact the choice of technology. The criteria catalogue is structured after seven meta-

criteria, incorporating detailed sub-criteria for every criterion. Figure 21 gives the overview of

the identified meta-criteria:
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Figure 21: The seven meta-criteria, Meyhack et al. (2002)

Valuation Method: As a method of scoring the technology alternatives within the different

criteria, the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is used following Saaty (1980). Additionally,

the criteria catalogue can be customized by weighing the relevance of each criterion for the

considered situation. The resulting Technology-Choice Tool based on the seven meta-criteria

analyzed with the AHP-method is the basis for a decision where different technologies have to

be assessed for a product- or process-function and their strategic benefit for the enterprise is

questioned.

In other words, the Technology-Choice Tool can handle a market-pull situation, where

different technologies represent a functional solution to the market demand. The Technology-

Choice Tool supported by IT enables clear and quick results with little effort. These results are

easy to link with strategic objectives and directives, enabling therefore an underpinning of

strategic thinking for innovation planning. This circumstance supports vertical integration. It is

important to know, that the Technology-Choice Tool offers a transparent base for decision

making and discussion. It is not intended to deliver yes-or-no answers, but to highlight the

strategic strengths of several technological alternatives. It is then the task of an innovation

planning process, to make the appropriate selection.
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3.5.3 Technology-push: A way to treat it

The publication of Schwery & Raurich (2003) in collaboration with a business unit of

Alstom Power Hydro is in search of the answer to the question on how to handle a technology-

push case. The mentioned business unit is in possession of a patent, and is looking for ways to

exploit this novel technological know-how. First of all, a SWOT-Analysis based on the

Systems-Engineering methodology (Daenzer, 1976) has been generated. The strengths and

weaknesses of the patent have therefore been put into relation with the environmental trends

and possibilities, and are categorized as opportunities and threats. This can be seen in a

neutralized form in Figure 22.

Opportunities

«î steurtttg

Figure 22: Neutral form of a SWOT-analysis

To complement this view, different technical specifications have been evaluated in respect to

their estimated profitability impact. A so called "economical feasibility window" was defined in

order to specify the range of different product layouts with an expected high profit potential. An

example of this analysis is given in Figure 23.
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Figure 23: Economical feasibility window in relation to technical parameters

Thereafter, a half day workshop was conducted with power-promoters, taking into

consideration the technical profitability thresholds and the situation of the SWOT analysis. In

order to support a horizontal integration, the power promoters where members from market and

technological units. Besides, their status supported a vertical integration of this effort. Important

for this workshop were Christensen's tenets (1997: 208) stating that "Historically, the more

successful approach has been to find a new market that values the current characteristics of the

disruptive technology". So new markets have been looked for and found as a result of the

workshop. Some of these markets are entirely new to the enterprise. Relevant market-aims as

well as specifications to meet market demands have to be determined, which is a first step

towards Business Excellence. Well defined markets as well as initial controlling criteria are the

added value of this procedure, which directly are used as innovation planning input.

Prioritizations of market-entry and further technological developments are then to be defined in

the innovation need and decision making stage.

Furthermore, as mentioned in chapter 2, the rising importance of the Lead User concept,

described in Herstatt & von Hippel (1991), von Hippel (1986), von Hippel et al. (1999) and

Urban & von Hippel (1986) should be taken into account for technology-push situations. This

concept proposes a structured procedure leading to disruptive, technology-push type of

innovation. The Lead User concept can be a valuable contribution to support the technology-

push element within this model for integrative innovation planning.
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3.5.4 An example ofboundary conditions: Resources effectivity and efficiency

In collaboration with a pharmaceuticals company, the following analysis on development

projects has been conducted: The time spent on different projects as well as a project

interruption ratio has been put into relation with the outcome of the projects. Relations

considering the effectivity of the projects, measured in new chemical entities (NCE) discovered,

as well as efficiency in terms of duration have been created. Unfortunately, the data sample was

not large enough to draw statistically relevant conclusions. However this approach to analysing

projects could lead to new insights on project dynamics and relevant steering parameters. As

seen in Figure 24, the project sample's characteristics may be modelled by a line. This line

characteristic may also tum out to be an envelope, where all project data is located either below

or above the line.

Effectivity Charts:

#NCE

Cffectivity 1

H I !-

Duration

#NCE #NCE/

Duration

FTE FTE

Efficiency Charts:

Efficiency 1

4- +

Eff. Duration /

Total Duration

FT FTE Ratio

[-] f FTE Ratio = 1

Efficiency 2

+-

'Efficiency 3

Duration Duration

Figure 24: Chart examples of an effectivity and efficiency analysis
(NCE, New Chemical Entity; FTE, Full Time Employees)

If in a given situation there is any recognizable distribution or envelope, and such a pattern

of resources effectivity or resources efficiency is non-linear, it means that there are resources

input values which contribute more to effectivity or efficiency than others. For example, in the

"Efficiency 2" chart, one can see that for a certain value of "FTE" (Full time employees) in a

research group, the duration of a research project is likely to be minimal. The result of this kind
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of analytical method could be used as a boundary condition or guideline when allocating

resources while planning and prioritizing technology projects. Such an analytical method can

contribute to the result oriented monitoring required for Business Excellence.

3.5.5 Business Excellence: Technology management control system

Technology control can play an important role for Business Excellence and sustainability in

practice. Five approaches are known within the current strategic control literature: The

traditional approach (Kellinghausen & Wiibbenhorst, 1990; Asch, 1992), which consists of

several planning steps based on a PIMS database. The critique approach (Schreyögg &

Steinmann, 1987), in contrast to the traditional approach, addresses the complexity and

uncertainty of the future. The feedback model is complemented with two other strategic control

tasks labelled premise control and strategic surveillance. Band & Scanlan's (1995) approach,

the composite approach, is focussed on the core competence concept of Prahalad & Hamel

(1990). This gives management an instrument to handle this additional and strategically

important dimension. The fourth approach is the focussed alignment approach of Simons

(2001). Jung (2002) and Jung et al. (2002) present the concept of a strategic technology

management control system satisfying the needs in technology based enterprises. Besides the

framework, different tools are introduced, such as the real options approach, the ABC analysis

and the innovation landscape.

Real options approach: The real options approach based on the Black-Scholes formula has

been introduced by Amran & Kulatilaka (1999), and implies that the investment decision for

R&D-Projects is like buying an option for the right to economically exploit the project

outcome. Jung (2002) extends this approach with a monte-carlo simulation, integrating different

possible outcomes in the model.

The ABC analysis tries to visualize the gross margin contribution of different technologies.

It is so called, because the contributing technologies can be categorized into A-Technologies,

which contribute 70 percent of cumulated technology gross margin, B-Technologies, which

contribute 20 percent of technology gross margin, and C-Technologies, which contribute the

remaining ten percent. Therefore, the A-category is the most important in terms of economic

success, while the other categories have the potential for selective decisions. Figure 25 shows

an example of an ABC analysis chart.
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Technologies

Figure 25: Chart of an ABC analysis, Jung et al. (2002)

Innovation landscape: The innovation landscape is deduced from the opportunity landscape

(Savioz & Blum, 2002). The opportunity landscape is a technology intelligence instrument, and

is especially designed for medium-sized enterprises. The innovation landscape is an overview

of innovations in different innovation fields, which are positioned in three different areas:

Observed technologies, usable technologies and pacemaker technologies. Jung et. al (2002)

want to monitor external technologies in this way, to be able to react quickly when an

innovation is of increasing importance for the company. Figure 26 shows the structure of an

innovation landscape.

T: Technology

I I Observed Technologies

Usable Technologies
Pacemaker

Technologies

Figure 26: Innovation landscape, Jung et al. (2002)
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To become more specific on which Business Excellence measures should be applied within

the presented model, it is first important to define a successful new product. Only successful

new products represent successful management as seen in the preceding chapter 2 quoting

Bullinger (1994: 35). The following arguments should be taken into account for the definition

of a "successful new product":

• Customer satisfaction

• Additional customers gained

• Sales growth regarding average product portfolio

• Financials: Earnings / Price-cost ratio / Realization of Break-Even

The quality of the innovation plan is a result of the innovation planning process and the

involved competencies. The innovation plan's quality can be assessed following the following

criteria:

• Availability of the right product when needed

• Availability of the right production process when needed

• Products on the market with no success

• Additional quality indicators, such as % of projects which had to be cancelled due to

pricing reasons, % of successful new products in product portfolio, % of new products

in product portfolio, no. of license agreements, no. of competitor "me-too" products,

no. of scientific/ industry magazines mentioning the new products or its technologies
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3.6 Summary of the model

In this work, the need for integrative innovation planning has been shown by identifying a

double gap in research and practice. Definitions where formulated to anchor the central terms

in use.

A model integrating innovation planning, Business Excellence, hierarchical as well as inter¬

disciplinary aspects has been elaborated. Within this model, three elements contributing to

innovation planning are incorporated: Market-pull, technology-push as well as boundary

conditions. Business Excellence and its control focus is incorporated as a fourth element, and

put into relation with innovation planning. The deployment of an R&D strategy and successful

NPD is the purpose of planning, whilst control monitors its compliance. Finally, the

identification of an innovation need as well as the decision making process is regarded as one

core element, the fifth of this model.

Innovation planning is more than only a process. It is a responsibility. All contributing

competencies within an enterprise have to be well defined and attributed in the hierarchical

system. The presented tools, which have been elaborated in close collaboration with several

industrial partners finally contribute to the innovation planning process. These tools are not

resources intensive and therefore present a valuable aid for efficiently realizing this model in

enterprises' practice environment.
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4. Action research in the semiconductor industry

One conclusion up to this part of the work is, that innovation planning in general is seen as

closely related to successful new product development (NPD). On one hand the literature

review has shown this insight, on the other hand one of the postulated benefits of the presented

model is to achieve higher market success rates of new products. In order to address a difficult

market environment and support their strong position, Philips Semiconductors Ltd. and the

ETH-Chair for Technology Management and Entrepreneurship started a cooperation in order to

implement the model for integrative innovation planning, which was deduced and presented in

the preceding chapter. The semiconductor industry being a very dynamic and complex industry,

this cooperation has proven to be a fruitful test bed for the model. The model for integrative

innovation planning was taken as a guideline and a situation specific implementation of

structures, processes and tools was undertaken. The exact setting of workshops and interviews

within this action research is listed in appendix A8.1. Now following is the description and

discussion on how this model was put to work in the situation found at Philips Semiconductors

Ltd.

4.1 Enterprise characterization

4.1.1 Historical abstract and environment

The foundations for what was to become one of the world's biggest electronics enterprises

were laid in 1891 when Gerard Philips established a company in Eindhoven, the Netherlands,

to 'manufacture incandescent lamps and other electrical products'. Throughout the last century

Royal Philips Electronics Ltd. grew to what it is today based on innovative products for

consumers and specialized business applications. At present, around 164'000 people work in

more than 60 countries.

In Switzerland, Royal Philips Electronics Ltd. opened its first branch in 1923. Zurich,

Geneva and La Chaux-de-Fonds were among the first sites to be founded. The industrial

complex in Binz near Zurich, was established in 1944 and this is the site where the action

research cooperation with Philips Semiconductors Ltd. took place. In 1966 this industrial

complex was transformed into "Faselec AG", a joint venture which should bear the

semiconductor activities of the Royal Philips Electronics Ltd. enterprise. Faselec AG pioneered
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computing activities in Switzerland from 1969 on. This site hosted IC design and production up

to 1992, when it was upgraded to a full design center, and finally fully integrated into the Royal

Philips Electronics Ltd. enterprise as "Philips Semiconductors Ltd." in 1996.

The Philips Semiconductors Ltd. design center in Zurich-Binz nowadays hosts 400

coworkers. Their design, marketing and logistical tasks are performed for a large variety of IC

applications, one of them being ICs for mobile telephone displays and digital watches. This is

the business line regarded for the action research cooperation. Their worldwide market share of

nearly 50% achieved in the 1990ies through a internationally distributed sales organization and

a strong cooperation with Philips Mobile Display Solutions, accounting for about 40% of

revenues. Other customers are all the world's leading mobile telecommunication enterprises

such as Motorola, Nokia, Siemens and Ericsson. A niche application served by the business

line are digital watch displays. Besides, other markets such as mobile game consoles and

handheld PCs are assessed for a possible entry. By the beginning of the new millennium, the

dominant design of grey-scale displays was challenged by colour displays. This was a

technological shift the participants in the industry had to cope with. Additionally, integration of

multiple functions such as photo processing continues and poses increasing pressure on mobile

equipment suppliers. These technological challenges are embedded in a very fast paced

industry with product-life cycles of about 6 months to one year. The development of the

products are solely undertaken upon customer request and specifically custom made, based on

platforms. This is the case as the end user devices always have different specifications. The end

user devices can be segmented as follows: Cheap telephones, advanced mobile data

communication and business telephones. This listing follows rising value creation. Philips

Semiconductors' business line "Mobile Display Drivers" serves all of these market segments

and has a reputation in the industry for technologically outstanding, power saving devices.

This business line has been defined one of the strategic growth centers for Philips

Semiconductor Ltd. in a strategic review during the year 2001.

4.1.2 The market activities

Already market leaders in liquid crystal display (LCD) drivers for mobile phones, Philips

Semiconductors (SC), Business Line Mobile Display Drivers (BL-MDD) also aim at the

number one position with their next-generation active matrix (AM) display drivers for mobile

terminals. The demand for extra functionality, colour, touch screens, video conferencing, etc.

means power consumption is critical. Philips SC is providing the technological advances to
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help realize the third generation of mobile telephony.

LCD drivers from Philips SC, BL-MDD are used in a broad range of telecom display

applications with low power consumption requirements; one of the most important issues for

both cordless and mobile phones as well as future portable communication devices. The

product range includes:

• Segment drivers for entry level or low-end corded and cordless telephones, as well as

pagers

• Character display drivers for low-end and mid-range telephones and pagers

• Graphic display drivers for mid-range and high-end wired, cordless and mobile

phones, pagers and PDAs

)

While the entire semiconductor business of Royal Philips Electronics Ltd. in the year 2002

featured sales of EUR 4.1 billion, the BL-MDD's worldwide sales contributed EUR 250 mio.

This result was achieved involving 180 employees. About 55 of these employees work in R&D.

Every year, Philips SC, BL-MDD continues to make major in-roads in display driver

performance; display resolutions and sizes increase while power consumption is improved.

Philips SC, BL-MDD products have the highest integration level available. This allows to

include extra features such as one time programmable (OTP) calibration cells, and leads to the

best optical performance in the industry. Further benefits are increasing reliability, reducing

footprint and cutting costs. Integrated capacitors in the DC/DC converter cut component count

and power consumption and reduce the pin count of the LCD module interface connector.

Other integration technologies include the new high-speed I2C-bus and embedded ultra low-

power display data RAM (DDRAM).

In sum, a technology shift is going on in the markets served by Philips SC, BL-MDD. On

one hand, the display technology shifts from monochrome to colour displays, on the other hand

the degree of functional integration rises. This comprises functions such as image-processing,

touch-screens and so on. At the time of this cooperation the speed and the quality of innovation

realized in the market are challenging. Many co-workers and management members are not

sure on how the future will look like and which technological or market priorities should be set.

The task for Philips SC, BL-MDD is to maintain its leading position in the fast changing

semiconductor environment.
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4.1.3 Making innovation happen

To support its strong position and the sophisticated displays of the future, Philips SC, BL-

MDD is investing heavily in R&D. This was the recognized path to address the challenging

situation the market environment was offering. Their latest graphic display developments focus

on semiconductor technologies for:

• Monochrome and greyscale passive matrix displays

• Colour displays, including

• high-resolution reflective passive matrix displays

• active matrix thin film transistors (AM TFT) in both amorphous

Silicon (a-Si) and high yield, low temperature poly-Silicon (LTPS)

• passive and AM polymer-LED (light emitting diode) displays with

lifetimes in excess of 10,000 hours.

• Ultra-low power consumption

• One time programmable (OTP) cells on-chip for calibration of critical parameters

In order to ensure the effectiveness of the invested means, the appropriate development of

envisioned product features as well as the timely delivery of the new products on the market,

Philips SC, BL-MDD and the ETH-Chair for Technology Management and Entrepreneurship

started an action research cooperation bound to realize integrative innovation planning in

practice. This is one of the envisioned pillars of Philips SC, BL-MDD to maintain the leading

position in the market. Beyond this, Philips SC, BL-MDD and the ETH-Chair for Technology

Management and Entrepreneurship believe that the benefit is not only of defensive, short- to

mid-term character, but has rather a sustainable, strategic impact on the future entrepreneurial

growth and wellbeing ofPhilips SC, BL-MDD.

4.2 Definition of aims

At the beginning of the cooperation, the described entrepreneurial and market situation has

to be analysed and aims are formulated. The high grade of complexity and integration given in

the products to be developed is a special issue for the innovation coordination and planning

tasks. In a first joint effort, the specific calls for action were determined. After taking into

account the needs of both, the marketing and the R&D department, jointly specified aims are
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agreed in. The specified aims for this cooperation are:

1. To improve the reactivity upon market events and technological change

2. To shorten the time-to-market

3. To strengthen strategic alignment.

Successful innovation planning serving new product development (NPD) should address

these aims. A consensus existed wherein the involved parties believed that the model for

integrative innovation planning presented in the preceding chapter 3 is a feasible solution

approach for achieving these aims. However, these aims are difficult to measure and therefore

benchmarks defined in more detail have to be deducted from the aims. These benchmarks -

called "deliverables" further on - are meant to lead to the above shortly described

improvements. These action research deliverables for realizing the above mentioned aims are:

a) Defining the Marketing - R&D interface

b) Integrative planning of products and technologies

c) Technology evaluation, selection and prioritization

d) Use insights from project and technology control

e) Technology intelligence

f) Market intelligence

Aim Nr.l, "improve reactivity upon market events and technological change", is addressed

by all deliverables. Firstly, technology and market intelligence (deliverables e and f ) enable the

realization and definition of a call for action and necessary reactions. The awareness of a

necessity to react is an important clue, but is not sufficient per se. So secondly, this awareness

has to be transformed into actions and realization. A well defined marketing - R&D interface

(deliverable a ), a proficient technology evaluation, selection and prioritization process

(deliverable c ) as well as integrative planning of products and technologies (deliverable b )

support rapid and efficient realization. Deliverable d), using insights from project and

technology control is a sustainable measure in order to improve efficient realization in future.

Aim Nr. 2, "shorten the time-to-market" is addressed with defining the marketing - R&D

interface (deliverable a ), using insights from project and technology control (deliverable d ), as

well as incorporating a guideline on how to evaluate, select and prioritize technologies

(deliverable c ). All of these deliverables contribute to efficient and stringent processes leading

to shorter time-to-market.
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Aim Nr. 3, "strengthen strategic alignment" is crucial and is achieved by the definition of

the marketing - R&D interface (deliverable a ), integrative planning of products and

technologies (deliverable b ), as well as by using insights from project and technology control

(deliverable d ).

Within the now following part 4.3 an overview of the model implementation is given by

describing the model's answers to the deliverables. After this, the detailed implementation

description is given in part 4.4 arranged into segments about "structure", "process", "tools" and

"business excellence".

4.3 Solution approach: Integrative innovation planning

The model for integrative innovation planning presented in chapter 3 finds application and is

intended to achieve the above mentioned deliverables in order to satisfy the defined aims.

Firstly, the model's "Technology-push" and "Market-pull" elements are the link to

technology and market related planning input. These elements correspond to the deliverables

"technology-" and "market-intelligence" (e and f, respectively). Furthermore, the "Market-pull"

element corresponds to the deliverable "Technology evaluation, selection and prioritization"

(c), which can be performed with the Technology-Choice Tool presented as suggestion for the

model in part 3.5 of this work. "Business Excellence and sustainability concerns" as another

element of the model introduce "insights from project and technology control" (d), also leading

to accomplish this deliverable. This has strong correlation with the element "boundary

conditions", too, as insights gained through proficient process control lead to well defined

boundary conditions. Finally, the "definition of the Marketing - R&D interface" (a) and the

consequential "integrative product and technology planning" (b) are the inherent benefits of the

model for integrative innovation planning. Its element "innovation need, decision making" lies

at the heart of all these efforts. It is the greatest challenge to realize this element with the

appropriate structure and process. The well functioning of all of these elements in practice and

their functional harmony then guarantee a leverage of the benefit potential targeted by the

model for integrative innovation planning.

As stated, the model deduced in the preceding chapter 3 can be used as basis of this action

research cooperation. The model's elements are further elaborated into a detailed concept and

implemented to work herein. The procedure to do so is chosen as follows:
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Firstly, structural solutions are defined and their implementation described. These structural

solutions are addressing hierarchical as well as the responsibility issues. The responsibility and

competence involved for the integrative innovation planning process is exactly defined herein.

This also helps to identify and clearly draw the interface between Marketing and R&D.

Secondly, process solutions are defined and their implementation described. The process

definitions imply the competencies required in the hierarchical model and specifically defined

before. The quality of the information involved, either from the market side or from the

technology side, varies depending on the time horizon regarded. Therefore, differentiated

approaches and process periodicities are chosen to address this issue in an appropriate manner.

The integrative philosophy is positioned strongly within the process, as not only marketing and

R&D are comprehensively combined within the processes. Additionally, also top management,

the finance department and the production process responsibles are involved for their

competency is required at several points in the integrative innovation planning process. They

are not only contributors to the process, but also receivers for their individual parts in the

enterprise.

Thirdly, a short discussion of implemented tools is performed. These tools proved to be

valuable within the context of this action research project at Philips SC, BL-MDD. Some tools

are applied following the descriptions of the model deduction in chapter 3, while others have

been newly developed at the enterprise. The applicability, the familiarity with the internal

partners as well as the added value of these tools to the situation specific to Philips SC, BL-

MDD where taken into account for the implementation. Amendments where made in order to

better fit the encountered need. The innovation plan document itself can be segmented into a

technology plan and a product plan.

Lastly, Business Excellence efforts developed for sustainably running and maintaining the

implemented model are defined for this action research cooperation. Philips SC, BL-MDD has

an outstanding reputation for their proficiency in Business Excellence procedures. The

integrative innovation planning model was then scrutinized on how its quality, as well as its

contribution to organizational learning could be leveraged. The practically found solutions and

details for realizing this are described at the end of Part 4.4.
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4.4 Implementation ofthe solution

4.4.1 Implementation ofStructure

a) Overview ofthe organization

In order to cope with the complexity and challenge of future products, Philips SC, BL-MDD

set up a so called Innovation Group (IG), which is a staff group under the head ofR&D, whose

overall aim is to bridge development and marketing. This bridging function on one hand is

applied for technical consultancy of product managers, as well as Lead Users. Furthermore, the

IG holds strategic coordinating tasks such as aligning exploratory and research efforts, as well

as aligning technology plans with marketing intentions for successful innovation. The

technology planning focus taking into account technological options for a technology-push

approach, as well as aiming to satisfy market needs formulated by marketing as a market-pull is

the major strength of this group. Its members are in mostly people with engineering

background, while additional marketing skills are integrated within the group. The hierarchical

position of the IG in order to realize the described integration effort is shown in Figure 27.

Head

Business Line

R&D

Dev. I

Marketing

Innovation

Group

Product

Managers

Finance

Figure 27: Hierarchical position of the Innovation Group (IG)

The overall responsibility of all technical input and implications for innovation planning lies

within the head of R&D, whereas the overall responsibility of all market related input and

implications for integrative innovation planning lies within the head of marketing.

I
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Additionally, the head of marketing is in charge of assessing the quality of the integrative

innovation plan.

b) The Innovation Group

Inside the R&D department, the IG offers a kind of competence of great importance to the

integrative innovation planning's quality. From the 55 co-workers in R&D, 4 where regrouped

into this organizational entity. Whereas during several years the IG was only alive as temporary

organization in regular meetings, the need for full-time involvement became clear when the

market pressure rose.

The IG ensures the competence build-up in exploratory technical issues in order to keep the

pace of the ever faster moving markets. Such competence build up tasks where defined as

guiding research programs in central research labs, competitor analysis, reverse engineering,

platform development and general exploratory design. These where all important competitive

activities, which could not be realized in normal development due to the heavy market pressure.

Additionally, the IG is an organizational entity which is meant to actively drive and support

the innovation process. This is fostered through exchange of information with production

process planning as well as consulting customers, marketing and top management with its

competence. The realization of technology intelligence (TI) is part of the task of every IG

member. One person is responsible for collecting and administrating all information available

through the TI activities. TI activities are conference visits, publication monitoring, research

monitoring, performance trend extrapolation of core technologies, up stream customer contacts,

down stream supplier contacts, internal brainstorming and specification of further information

need.

The IG is responsible for the technology plan, too. This is the technological part of the

integrative innovation plan. This should contribute to decision making on the direction and

position BL-MDD is moving to. This is also true for products, which are described in the

product plan. The technology plan is a document, which shows the future technology intentions

and possibilities. It takes into account BL-MDD's strategy, market forecasts as well as

technological expertise. Alignment of the technology plan with reverse design or exploratory

design is very important in both directions: I.e. new insights from competitor analysis could

lead to items in the technology plan. On the other hand, items of the technology plan could lead

to improved designs. Giving input on new product ideas based on technological possibilities
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("Technology-push") to product management and to product planning is a crucial element here

to leverage the core competencies of BL-MDD.

The communication should be realized to a broad extent, in order to inform co-workers on

what the future direction ofBL-MDD technologies will be. This is regarded as a very important

internal measure of enterprise alignment and motivation. An occasion to do this, is to show the

actual technology plan at the regular department meetings. A communication opportunity,

which also proves to be useful is the intranet.

In sum, the role of the Innovation Group (IG) can be regarded as shown in Figure 28. It is

the bridge for all competencies crucial to NPD, enhancing "Technology-push" as well as

"Market-pull".

Figure 28: The bridging role of the Innovation Group (IG)

c) Tasks ofproduct management related to innovation planning

The marketing department offers a competence of great importance to the integrative

innovation planning's quality. Product managers are in direct contact with sales representatives

all over the world and also have regular customer meetings. A lot of expertise in terms of

market needs and trends is available in the marketing and sales organization. This expertise

should be leveraged for planning and strategic decision making purposes. Future market

expertise is a competence, which is needed to drive and support the innovation process. It is a
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main competence enabling high quality in integrative innovation planning, and can be sustained

by market intelligence (MI), conference visits, publication monitoring, customer interaction,

Lead User interaction, up stream customer contacts, brainstorming and specification of further

information need as well as portfolio methods. Besides, exchange with the IG is important in

order to reckon technological trends and discuss a market-pull. In respect of integrative

innovation planning, it is the task of product management to deliver input for strategic market

and capacity planning, too.

Similar as in the technology plan (describing the technology part of the integrative

innovation plan), a product plan describes the direction and position BL-MDD is moving to

with its products. The technology plan and the product plans together represent the integrative

innovation plan. It takes into account the BL-MDD strategy, the market expertise as well as

technology expertise from the IG. Product management is responsible for giving input about

market movements into mid-term and short-term planning. This is intended to anticipate

customer requirements, in order to be prepared and respond faster when a customer formulates

its requirements. New product ideas and resulting new technology requirements have to be

discussed with the IG to realize a "Market-pull" if necessary. Besides, this allows the IG to

prepare scenarios and to have its technology intelligence keep an eye on technologies that

might fit new requirements.

The communication is to inform coworkers on the future direction of BL-MDD products.

An occasion to do this is to present the actual product plan at the regular BL meetings, as well

as to communicate it to the international sales force. This is a contribution to the motivation

and alignment of staff and procedures. At the same time communication should be realized in

two ways, meaning that staff can articulate its opinion and critics on possible strategic

problems.

4.4.2 Implementation ofa process

a) General aspects

The process leading to an output or update of the innovation plan is subdivided into three

tiers, delimitated from each other by the time horizon they handle. The three tiers defined

below in Figure 28 suit the typical industry dynamic BL-MDD is part of and confronted with.

Furthermore, the more distant in future an object is planned, the less sure and specified it is.

This is an important differentiation and must be taken into account during the process. It is
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stated that discussing ideas without "hard facts" on one hand seems a very "soft" issue, on the

other hand is very important to foster creativity and the preparation of product paths for the

future. Figure 29 gives an idea on timescale correspondent information character, which will be

used in the integrative innovation planning process:

Information

Information

4
Short term...

,,

Mid term..

„Long term.

Mass production,
successful

product

G

.. .planning horizon

Figure 29: Different planning horizons and their respective information quality

Depending on which time horizon is regarded, the preparing activities and the involved

parties are different ones. This takes into account the changing character of the objects featured

in the integrative innovation plan and makes it easier to handle the correspondent meeting

culture. While in the "Idea"-stage, the discussions are more on the creative side and try to

exploit a brainstorming atmosphere, the "Intention"-stage tries to more specifically define

products and their benefit to the enterprise.

Marketing and development are responsible for their respective input to the integrative

innovation plan. Together, they generate and maintain it. Furthermore, high level consultation

is undertaken with the top management team and the customer. The latter is the only recipient

and purpose of the innovations featured in the plan. However, long term visioning should

strongly rely on strategic management and is less suitable to be solely done based on customer

demand. A closer look on this problematic is found in Leonard-Barton & Doyle (1996).

According to this insight, the distribution of the integrative innovation plan's high level
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consultation suggests a balance of involvement depending on the regarded time horizon which

has been presented in Figure 19.

b) Process Details

The following three figures, Figure 30 to Figure 32, illustrate the meetings involved in the

planning process, and give an idea on the periodicity needed within the semiconductor industry.

The three figures represent the long-term, mid-term and short-term tier.

Technology Intelligence

Brainstorming,

definition of further

Information Need

Marketing Intelligence

Brainstorming,

definition of further

Information Need

Intelligence

Briefingv

Management Team

Update

—o

1-2

weeks week

Ideas, which seem interesting

for the future business of

the Business Line

Figure 30: Ideas - Long term plan generation and maintenance flow,

performed a few times per year

Technology Alignment

Meeting

Product-

Technology,
AlignmentfiÉ

Product Alignment
^

i

Meeting

Customer,

Meeting

Intentions, which constitute

the next generation product

portfolio of BL-MDD

weeks weeks

Figure 31 : Intentions - Mid term plan generation and maintenance flow,

performed once quarterly
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Figure 32: Realization: Short term plan generation and maintenance flow,

performed a few times per quarter

As shown in the preceding three figures, there is always a technology-push and a market-

pull side in every integrative innovation planning tier. This preparatory work of both sides is

then combined in the respective decision making meeting. Such a procedure ensures the

integrative handling of every side of innovation. The top management involvement and

strategic discussion takes place in the management team update meeting, abbreviated MT-

Update meeting. The long-term tier planning and decision making is followed by a "MT-

Update" meeting. Herein, management is updated and at the same time can express its support

for the strategically relevant issues within the long term part of the integrative innovation plan.

Management can also reject long-term ideas not in line with their strategic directives, or rethink

strategic directives due to new technological / product opportunities. This also has an important

intelligence update character for the management team.

Besides the mentioned meetings, the management team periodically issues long and mid

term financial and production capacity plans, called LTP and MTP, respectively. An innovation

plan contributes important information to these documents, so that meetings intended to

generate these financial and production capacity plans use integrative innovation planning

input. This input is prepared in meetings intended to "review the type list" (RTL) for possible

new entries. An informational integration and a correspondent scheduling of these meetings

was therefore undertaken, as shown in Figure 33.
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Figure 33: Overview of the integrated plan generation procedure

As can be seen in Figure 33, a cross-functional integration was a basic benefit of the realized

action research cooperation. This was not only a benefit and motivation for the people directly

involved in the integrative innovation planning process, but was also stated as great help by the

financial, production process and logistics department. Their respective planning quality also

benefited by the improved innovation planning effort realized, which lead to an enterprise wide

demand for the newest integrative innovation plan's results. Improved communication and the

positive consequences for motivation and internal alignment was perceived as an additional

benefit of consequently setting up this integrative innovation planning process. Besides these

experienced internal benefits, externally an image bonus could be identified in customer talks

for being perceived as a powerful innovator.

Therefore, not only the direct benefit of preparing one's enterprise for the future and take

into account correspondent competencies is an exploit of this action research cooperation for

Philips SC, BL-MDD. Also the mentioned secondary "soft" effects in terms of motivation and

image bonus where regarded as a success of this work.
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4.4.3 Means ensuring Business Excellence

a) Business Excellence at Royal Philips Electronics Ltd.

The Royal Philips Electronics corporation continuously explores new ways to improve

processes and to offer innovative products to its consumers. This is why Royal Philips

Electronics Ltd. has created a program through which increasing quality levels in all products

and services will be reached. In fact, this quality improvement program affects all employees

and all processes, in every country, division or department encompassing everyone from Board

of Management-level to the shop floor. The BEST (Business Excellence through Speed and

Teamwork) program is Royal Philips Electronics' Ltd. chosen path to achieve Business

Excellence. The tools and approaches in the BEST initiative all are based on these two focal

areas and all fit in the improvement cycle: "Plan - Do - Check - Act". In order to incorporate

the new integrative innovation planning process of Philips SC, BL-MDD into the Business

Excellence culture of the Royal Philips Electronics Ltd. corporation, the now following

approaches have been elaborated.

b) Quality control

The quality of the integrative innovation plan is a result of the planning process and the

involved competencies. The head of marketing is in charge of controlling the quality of the

planning process and ofthe integrative innovation plan itself, as all ofthese efforts must lead to

successful products. In every update of the management team regarding the integrative

innovation plan (MT-Update meeting), the quality issue is discussed, too. The quality of the

integrative innovation plan can be measured with the following criteria:

• Availability of the right product when needed

• Availability of the right Production Process when needed

• Products on the market with no success

• Additional quality indicators

c) Boundary conditions

Project and technology control offers great potential for recognizing behavioural patterns in

innovation organizations. In this work, such patterns are called boundary conditions. Insights

on such boundary conditions can help to address Business Excellence.

Within this action research cooperation an analysis of the characteristics of driver chip
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development projects was carried out. The purpose of the analysis is to learn from projects

undertaken in the past, to identify improvement potentials for effective resources allocation and

to leverage the reliability of future integrative innovation planning efforts. This analysis should

contribute to a more accurate process insight shared throughout the involved parties.

Furthermore, this analysis should proof and adjust the adequacy of project as well as the

technology control system in use, in order to accelerate Business Excellence in future. The

following relations were analyzed aimed at serving the mentioned purposes, all bound to

improve Business Excellence:

• Comparison of the projects' characteristics in relation to the resources allocation

applied

• The use of manpower and duration of projects, according to the complexity of a

project

• The influence of subcontractor involvement during the development of driver chips

• The relation between manpower, duration and redesigns of a project

• Trends in project complexity and duration

Examples of charts deduced from such an analysis in another enterprise where presented in

part 3.5 via Figure 24. In the case of this action research cooperation, Figure 34 shows the

comparison of the manpower allocation template per development stage, within the four stage

development process in use. Differentiated into "routine", "key" and "break-through"

innovation projects, different resources allocation patterns are applied. The example given

below refers to "key innovation" projects. When analyzing the average resources allocation

needed in practice, discrepancies are recognizable. This led to an adaptation of the used

resources allocation templates, and finally contributed to a more accurate planning.
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Phases

Figure 34: Resources allocation template (dark) vs. in reality needed resources (light).

This analysis led to an adaptation of the templates in use,

leading to more accurate planning and resources allocation.

Firstly, this analytical effort helped in pinpointing the project and technology control focus.

Secondly, many valuable insights were found throughout specific fact sheets and graphs in

different development areas. Lastly, through this analysis a fact based learning in respect of the

following major issues was enabled:

• The resources allocation templates in terms of resources needs and time estimation

could be adjusted to a higher precision level.

• The increase of resources need for high integration development projects could be

quantified.

• The trade-off between development speed and product redesigns was better

understood.

• A better estimate on when to involve subcontractors during development of driver

chips was achieved.

These are boundary conditions which help to better understand the behaviour of the socio-

technical system behind integrative innovation planning. Therefore the data analysis and the

deduced boundary conditions contribute to a more accurate handling of the topic, improving

Business Excellence.
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4.4.4 Implementation ofTools

a) Databaseplanning tool

A database tool helped to process the high volume of information involved in integrative

innovation planning. An easy-to-use interface enables rapid overview and transparent

discussions in teams, were different product, technology or feature combinations as well as

their timing can be assessed. The underlying technical sheet including product features and

specification can be seen in appendix Al. This sheet served as an inventory of ideas and

intentions discussed in previous meetings and regarded as fruitful or important for the future of

the business line. The data processing software helped to keep an overview of the items

involved in these two planning tiers. An additional benefit of this solution is described now

following, as additional and structured customer input could be achieved herewith.

b) Interactive customerfeedback

As add-on to the database planning tool, a special customer feedback tool was developed.

This tool can be used by product managers to show Lead Users or strategic customers the

options of future product development and enable them to be part of the product definition

process. This tool not only ensures customer oriented planning, but also underpins inherently

the innovative and application friendly image of the Philips brand. Therefore, a combination of

ideas and intentions of the innovating business line with customer expectations could be

achieved and an alignment realized. The professional setting of the tool and the incorporated

ideas or intentions helped in realizing the Lead User methodology. Taking this interactive

customer feedback option, structured networking to Lead Users was enabled, as shown in

appendix A6. As a further benefit of this application the stimulated customer feedback could be

used as market intelligence source.

c) Meeting templates

In order to properly and repetitively have a highly structured meeting culture for this rather

fuzzy topic meeting templates where elaborated for the meetings shown in the roaster of Figure

33. The templates enable not only a thorough preparation of the meetings but also an effective

execution. The meeting duration once the planning cycle has been executed amounts to 30 to

45 minutes each. For timing and performing the meetings attention has to be paid to organizing

the meeting cascade in tune with the overall enterprise processes. Appendix A2 shows the
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meeting templates available for the mid-term and the long-term tier.

d) Information exchange check listforproduct management - international salesforce

For sustaining market intelligence activities realized by the product managers, a check list of

important market intelligence issues was designed to structure market related information

gathering. In the other direction, the check list incorporates information from short and mid

term integrative innovation planning, to set the mind of international sales force representatives

for the upcoming product generation, besides enabling their feedback on usefulness and

opportunities of intended or planned products. This tool showed valuable to guide people in

innovation planning thinking and to structure effective discussions on the topic. The

implemented example is visualized in appendix A3.

e) Technical competitorportfolio

For the support of technology intelligence, a data sheet was created, were technical

parameters and technical features are summarized. This sheet can be seen in appendix A4. This

is a valuable tool in order to give an overview of competitor's technological advantages and

weaknesses. The purpose is to enable a perspective on different technological trends pursuit by

competitors and possibly endangering the own market position in the future. By having this

overview, a technological positioning can be transparently discussed. This technical competitor

portfolio has a future oriented content and leads to a structured discussion on positioning and

technological comparisons coming up in the industry. The Innovation Group's (IG) intelligence

can be partially summarized in this sheet and leveraged in further processing. Such further

processing can be towards a vision or decision on the own development effort owed for a

competitive positioning in recognized industrial dynamic.

f) Technology-Choice Tool

For selecting and prioritizing research or early development projects, a Technology-Choice

Tool is shown in Meyhack et al. (2002) and was presented within this work in part 3.5. This

tool helps the IG to efficiently assess concurrent technologies in an early development stage,

and enhances its ability to contribute to decision making during the integrative planning

process. The transparency of the tool enabling a balanced discussion was appreciated by the

involved parties. This tool showed very valuable for efficiently performing discussions across

the organizational boundary towards marketing and product management.
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4.5 Overview ofthe model implementation

Chapter 4 describes the practice implementation of the model for integrative innovation

planning. Deliverables were defined at the beginning of this implementation. The aspects

shown and elaborated in the implemented solution to achieve these deliverables include

structural measures, a comprehensive planning process, Business Excellence and sustaining

tools. The implementation of the model for integrative innovation planning shows the

following benefits within this action research cooperation:

• Balanced and specific generation of the future product portfolio, incorporating

marketing and development issues.

• Preparation for future challenges and required actions, to stay competitive and ensure

growth.

• Internal alignment: Motivation, internal support and strategic alignment within a given

organization benefit from the integrative innovation planning effort, as this effort

reflects a balanced and comprehensive view of marketing expectations as well as

development issues.

• Internal communication: An integrative innovation plan is an easy to use

communication tool, highlighting which activity and what future direction is intended

for a given organization.

• Communication to customer: Beyond the useful support in customer talks, the

integrative innovation plan also underpins the innovative image of the company.

• Lead User and strategic customer feedback enrich the innovation perspectives

• Business Excellence ensures sustainability and high quality standards in the integrative

innovation planning process.

Described in greater detail the deliverables formulated at the beginning of this action

research cooperation were achieved with the measures described following now:

a) Defining the marketing - R&D interface

The structural measures applied with clear cut competencies, responsibilities and

requirements contributed to better defining the marketing - R&D interface. This was also

achieved by the structured process, wherein the contributions of each party are clearly

attributed. Additionally, tools were implemented such as the database tool and the
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across the interface between marketing and R&D.

b) Integrative product and technology planning

The overall decision making and planning effort, taking into account vertical and

horizontal integration through structural measures, a clearly defined process and the

continuous learning opportunity given through Business Excellence, lead to an integrative

planning of products and technologies. The integrative character is additionally fostered

within the tools applicable for everyday practice.

c) Technology evaluation, selection and prioritization

The Technology-Choice Tool based on Meyhack et al. (2002) and presented in part 3.5 of

this work was successfully introduced for evaluating, selecting and prioritizing

technologies. This approach was integrated into the defined planning process. It helped in

efficiently realizing discussion across the boundary between marketing and the

Innovation Group.

d) Use insights from project and technology control

Quality control undertaken by the head of marketing as well as technology trend

analyses performed by the Innovation Group (IG) are crucial for this deliverable. The

boundary condition analysis contributed important insights to improve project planning

accuracy. Tools such as the two-way information exchange list for product management

and the interactive customer feedback complement the achievement of this deliverable.

e) Technology intelligence

One of the Innovation Group's responsibilities is to continuously perform technology

intelligence (TI). It has been stated where and how to do so, as well as who is responsible

for collecting the information. This information is an important input requested for the

overall decision making and planning process. The technical competitor portfolio tool

contributes to proficiently performing TI.

f) Market intelligence

Similar to technology intelligence, market intelligence (MI) is a clearly defined
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responsibility. Product managers within the marketing department are responsible for MI.

It is stated where and how to perform MI, as well as who is in charge of collecting the

information. This information is an important input requested for the overall decision

making and planning process. To support proficient MI, tools such as the two-way

information exchange check list and the interactive customer feedback tool have been

introduced.

The practice elaboration and implementation of the model for integrative innovation

planning has proven successful in this action research cooperation. The deliverables defined in

part 4.2 were achieved. Furthermore, the process performed well in its first year of application

at Philips SC, BL-MDD. Thus, the main research question deduced in part 3.1, can be answered

affirmatively:

"Is the elaborated model a possible approach for integrative innovation planning?" Yes.

This is a first result of this work. The next step of this work, performed in part 4.6, is to

regard the insights gained through the action research cooperation as well as the detailed

solutions chosen for the action research cooperation. These insights and details shall be

formulated as working hypotheses. Later on, in chapter 5, the validation of the usefulness of

these working hypotheses is investigated within a broader context in additional entrepreneurial

validation case studies.

4.6 Generation of working hypotheses

The model for integrative innovation planning as such was found applicable in the context

of this action research cooperation. The model was implemented with defined structural

measures, defined processes and was elaborated down into all practice relevant details. An

overview of the situation built up at Philips SC, BL-MDD is shown on the next page in Figure

35. In order to make a statement on the credibility and usefulness of this model's

implementation beyond the action research cooperation, the next steps are realized as

mentioned in the research design presented in part 1.2.4. Following the first result of the
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present work, the answering of the research question, the more detailed sub-questions shall be

addressed next.

Tentative answers to the research sub-questions are formulated as working hypotheses.

These working hypotheses are directly associated to the insights and practice solutions gained

from the model implementation in the action research cooperation. Concerned with the

consolidation of the model's credibility and usefulness for practice, the working hypotheses are

validated in a broader context. Entrepreneurial validation case studies shall be the test bed for

these working hypotheses.

• Sub-question "Structures":

"Which organizational structure is necessary for such a model?"

o Working hypothesis A: "A temporary or permanent innovation group to

bridge the R&D and marketing departments is

necessary to sustain intelligence, planning and

product definition purposes."

o Working hypothesis B: "The head of marketing is in charge of assessing the

quality of the planning process outcome."

• Sub-question "Processes":

"Which processes have to be performed in order to realize the model in a sustainable

manner?"

o Working hypothesis C: "A planning process differentiated into three time

tiers discussing ideas, intentions and realization is

appropriate for integrative innovation planning"

o Working hypothesis D: "A market-pull procedure is relevant for integrative

innovation planning"

o Working hypothesis E: "A technology-push procedure is relevant for

integrative innovation planning"

o Working hypothesis F: "A quality ensuring feedback procedure is relevant

for integrative innovation planning"

The above formulated working hypotheses have a context towards supporting the elements

of the model for integrative innovation planning. This context is highlighted in the

i
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implementation overview of Figure 35 by showing the positioning of the hypotheses'

correspondent letters.

Figure 35: How the implementation of the model for integrative innovation planning is built

up. The positioning of the generated working hypotheses is indicated with the

correspondent letters.

)
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5. Validation case studies

5.1 Overview

5.1.1 General thoughts

Two different paths were chosen for the eight technology based enterprises in order to

validate the working hypotheses of this work. On one hand, a workshop cycle among five

industry partners was conducted. This workshop cycle included several workshops about

integrative innovation planning. On the other hand, three industrial cooperation projects

conducted by the author are undertaken because of the fruitful insights given to specific issues.

All the validation case study enterprises are presented and described in part 5.2. A

comprehensive validation of the working hypotheses is the purpose of this chapter. This

validation effort is undertaken in part 5.3.

5.1.2 Workshop cycle

The aspects of integrative innovation planning listed below were discussed within the five

relevant workshops together with the participating industry partners:

• Strategic aspects, workshop on December 3rd, 2002

• Proceeding in a technology-push situation, workshop on January 28th, 2003

• Proceeding in a market-pull situation, workshop on March 4th, 2003

• Design of the market - R&D interface, also in the workshop on March 4th, 2003

• Financials, monitoring and control, workshop on April 1st, 2003

• Quality and efficiency aspects, workshop on May 6th, 2003

Firstly, sharing experiences and lessons learned among the five participating enterprises is

one of the aims of the workshop cycle. Secondly, every workshop is specifically enriched with

the presentation of state-of-the-art research. These two aims are intended to come to the fore

during the workshop meetings. Then, detailed aspects and questions will be identified and

suiting solution approaches precisely elaborated. The benefits for the participating five

enterprises therefore are an open exchange on the topic of integrative innovation planning,

gaining insights from case studies and current research, the identification of successful solution

approaches as well as optimization of existing approaches. The exchange is structured with

questionnaires and preparatory tasks for the participating enterprises. Remaining contacts and
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networking contribute to the positive experience of the workshop cycle. An actively

participating role and the will to share practical experience about discussed aspects or

successful practice examples is of particular importance. Every enterprise is once host of a

workshop. The participating enterprises are Centerpulse Orthopedics, LEM Components,

Schindler Elevator & Escalators, the SIG Holding and Sulzer Hexis. A more detailed listing of

the participants, the workshops and interviews performed is shown in appendix A8.2.

5.1.3 Industrial cooperation projects

The aim of the cooperation with Siemens Central Technology (CT) is to develop a tool

which incorporates all strategic aspects of a technological product definition decision, and

provides a clear basis for the final discussion. A Technology-Choice Tool is elaborated, which

is an easy to use approach and provides all arguments that have to be taken into account when

comparing technologies. This tool supports the market-pull process. Besides, Siemens CT gave

valuable insights and was open to discussion on how an innovational organization and the

exchange with the market partners can be set up. An overview of the interviews and workshops

performed together with Siemens CT can be seen in appendix A8.3.

Together with Alstom Power, Hydro Division and Mathys Medical, Osteosynthesis Division

two cooperations were conducted with the aim to proficiently push a technological invention to

market success. While in the Alstom Power case study the entire market and further

development efforts of a technology had to be defined, in the Mathys Medical case study the

detail questions where more bound on how to solve resources allocation issues. The setting of

workshops and interviews performed can be seen in appendix A8.4 respectively A8.5. Both

cooperations contributed to a comprehensive technology-push procedure.
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5.1.4 Application layout ofthe validation case studies

Hypothesis Content Applied validation case studies

A

A temporary or permanent innovation

group to bridge the R&D and marketing

departments is necessary to sustain

intelligence, planning and product
definition purposes.

Workshop on March 4, 2003

Siemens, CT

Mathys Medical, Osteosynthesis
Alstom Power, Hydro

B

The head of marketing is in charge of

assessing the quality of the planning

process outcome.

Workshop on May 6, 2003

Siemens, CT

C

A planning process differentiated into

three time tiers discussing ideas,

intentions and realization is appropriate
for integrative innovation planning

Workshop on April 1, 2003

Siemens, CT

D
A market-pull procedure is relevant for

integrative innovation planning

Workshop on March 4, 2003

Siemens, CT

E

A technology-push procedure is

relevant for integrative innovation

planning

Workshop on January 28, 2003

Workshop on April 1, 2003

Mathys Medical, Osteosynthesis
Alstom Power, Hydro

F

A quality ensuring feedback procedure
is relevant for integrative innovation

planning

Workshop on May 6, 2003

Table 8: Tabellary overview of the validation case studies' application layout

5.2 Characterization of the enterprises involved in the validation

5.2.1 Centerpulse, Orthopedics Division

Medical implants from Centerpulse are designed to restore or improve the functioning of

joints and teeth. Patients can return to a pain-free and mobile life - and regain high quality of

life and vitality. Centerpulse is organized into three divisions and is active worldwide.

Centerpulse Orthopedics specializes in joint care, fracture care, sports medicine, spine care,

dental care, biotechnology and the respective support products. Centerpulse's sales, realized

with a total of 3'400 employees, amounted to CHF 1.5 billion in 2002. The Orthopedics

division contributed CHF 923 mio., and its R&D-Budget lies in the region of4% of sales. The

Orthopedics division employs 1'300 coworkers, 75 being active in R&D.
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Different indicational areas are served by the orthopedics division of Centerpulse. Joint care

offers state-of-the-art hip, knee, shoulder and elbow replacement systems. Fracture care

includes dynamic systems designed to promote healing of both simple and complex fractures.

Sports medicine features innovative, biological solutions for tissue regeneration to restore

natural functioning. Spine care is bound to offer less invasive surgical treatment of

degenerative disc diseases and other spinal conditions. Dental care means long-lasting oral

rehabilitation products. Biotechnology efforts - the future of orthopedic medicine - treat

diseases through the regeneration of living tissue. Further supporting products, from

biodegradable bone cement to computer-assisted surgical software and information technology

designed to foster the physician/patient relationship, are covered with the full range of

orthopedic technologies.

The close collaboration with surgeons is an important precondition for competing

successfully in the market. This encloses the development of products as well as the market

introduction and penetration. The involvement within the medical scientific community is high,

publications in scientific magazines are an indicator of the innovative performance. Product

life-cycles are medium, with adjustments and redesigns occurring within 5 years. Ofcourse risk

assessment and clinical testing are crucial before market entry of new products. Innovations

realized by Centerpulse Orthopedics during the last ten years include cementless hip systems,

metal on metal articulations high cross linked polyethylene. The enterprise functioned after the

market-pull principle, but realized that high potential may be achieved through a more

technology and innovation friendly approach. Their planning horizon extends to a maximum of

5 years, within a standardized process. This process includes meetings with country and

product managers in order to define the next steps in development. Budgeting for the

development projects is then undertaken. The enterprise prepares itself for possible

technological challenges coming up such as tissue engineering or xenotransplantation through

technology intelligence and an awareness for its own research contributions. A break-through

innovation is aimed at, while the R&D spirit is fostered throughout the enterprise. Standardized

testing of new products are a benchmark for the entire industry, and a valuable knowledge

asset. With its strong market position and at the same time a strengthened technological

competence, Centerpulse is highly valued for investment by Zimmer in the beginning of 2003.

On October 2, 2003, Zimmer acquired Centerpulse, creating the world's largest pure-play

orthopedic company.

The Orthopedics division of Centerpulse is a member of the workshop cycle. A chronology
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of the interaction within the workshop cycle incorporating 7 workshops and a total of 34

interviews can be seen in Appendix A8.2.

5.2.2 LEM, Components Division

LEM's products contribute to higher energy efficiency. Transducers are used for the efficient

control of electric motors (amongst others in public transportation systems and electrical

vehicles). Electronics and electrical technology are two of the key branches of research and

development. They are fundamental to most fields which make up the infrastructure of our

daily lives. Electricity thus represents a basic element in progress and, indeed, the survival of

mankind. To master electrical energy, efficient techniques are needed to measure its

parameters. LEM's role is to offer these techniques to all participants in the market and thus to

contribute to the development and the effectiveness of electrical technology. This means that

the business concept of LEM encompasses the real usefulness in the market place through high

quality and high performance products. A major thriving force are their services and the

determination to offer its expertise world-wide within a close customer cooperation. LEM's

sales amount to CHF 150 mio. for the reporting period 2002/2003. The company emphasises

two aspects in practice, open communication and diversity. LEM attaches importance to flat

hierarchies and, due to their strong international orientation, workforce and management are

composed of a diverse mixture of different cultural backgrounds. LEM has production sites in

China (about 130 employees) and Russia (about 50 employees) which have the main purpose of

supplying local markets. The direct environmental impact of the production processes is quite

limited, as assembly operations prevail. At the biggest production site in Geneva (28% of

employees) an environmental manager was appointed. This function is responsible for the

introduction of an environmental management system and its registration to ISO 14001. LEM

achieved the certification in September 2003. The intention is to have the entire group certified

in the near future. LEM has integrated sustainability aspects in their company vision and

mission („Values and Principles"). Special workshops are carried out to achieve an uniform

implementation of the company guidelines. The cyclical downturn has resulted in workforce

reductions recently. However, the company tried to minimise layoffs and kept their R&D

activities on a high level.

LEM Components achieves 63% of the group's sales by selling components for electrical

and electronic measurement equipment. The customer is involved early on in the concept

design process and production people are brought in later on to ensure that the product is easy
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to manufacture. This mutual learning experience reinforces the LEM heritage of being close to

the customer and delivering products that best fit their application field. The recent introduction

of the Integrated Product Development (IPD) process has enhanced the traditional strengths of

the Components division in creating more application specific products. The product-life cycle

is of roughly 3 years, with an interdisciplinary planning process looking 3 years ahead. The

characteristic of the industry and of LEM is a strong engineering-driven product approach,

leading in a predominant technology-push market.

The components division of LEM is a member of the workshop cycle. A chronology of the

interaction within the workshop cycle incorporating 7 workshops and a total of 34 interviews

can be seen in Appendix A8.2.

5.2.3 Schindler, Elevator & Escalator Division

The Schindler Group has two major business divisions and is legally structured under the

umbrella of Schindler Holding Ltd, based in Hergiswil, Switzerland. Both, the registered shares

and bearer participation certificates of Schindler Holding Ltd. are traded on the SWX Swiss

Exchange. The group's consolidated operating revenue amounted to CHF 7.9 billion in 2002,

where the Escalator & Elevator division contributed CHF 6.2 billion. Schindler Holding Ltd.

has more than 39'000 employees worldwide. Schindler is the world's leading supplier of

escalators and moving walks and also ensures its maintenance with a major part of its

employees, being more than 24'000. On a worldwide scale, the Swiss based company is the

second-largest supplier in the elevator and escalator industry. Schindler Elevators and

Escalators move more than 700 million people every day. Schindler is present in all continents

and is the first western company to enter an industrial joint venture in China back in 1980.

Schindler considers research and development one of the key factors to ensure competitive

edge and long-lasting customer benefit, as well as technology and cost leadership. This is

particularly true, when it comes to key competencies of the elevator and escalator industry. In

several R&D centres throughout the world, around 500 Schindler engineers successfully

develop new systems and components for elevators and escalators. Substracting the

maintenance staff, these R&D coworkers represent 3.5% of the remaining 15'000 coworkers

who sell and produce the escalators and elevators. New technologies are evaluated in close

cooperation with leading technology centres and universities worldwide. Research and

advanced development focus on intelligent traffic management, state-of-the-art control

systems, alternative drive technologies as well as new safety and ride comfort solutions for top
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speed elevators. Effective technology management and world class development environments

enable highly skilled engineers to develop excellent products. This includes aligned

management of technological competence centres in the USA, in Brazil, China, Malaysia and

Western Europe. The product-life cycle of this company is rather low, amounting up to 30

years in some cases. Technology intelligence, top-down and bottom-up approaches are

combined for planning the next innovation steps. The planning horizon expands to about 5

years. In a matrix visualisation platform components and system platforms are aggregated and

next development steps defined. Technology management at Schindler Escalator & Elevators

fosters the pathways of breakthrough-oriented, platform-oriented, service oriented activities as

well as special assignments. The R&D Technology Management department then defines

clusters consisting of ideas to become a study, intellectual property generation and a backlog

for later assessment. Platform studies are then launched following a filter composed by the

Chief Technology Officer (CTO), R&D technology Management and Platform Management.

The integration of markets and technologies is undertaken together with the continental market

organizations. A balance between market-pull and technology-push is aimed at.

The Escalator & Elevator division of Schindler is a member of the workshop cycle. A

chronology of the interaction within the workshop cycle incorporating 7 workshops and a total

of 34 interviews can be seen in Appendix A8.2.

5.2.4 SIG Holding

The SIG Holding offers comprehensive packaging solutions for its customers and consumers

for almost any product, in a wide range of materials, aseptic and non-aseptic. The enterprise

produces all kinds of packaging solutions for solid and liquid food and non-food products. The

three independent divisions, SIG Combibloc, SIG Pack and SIG Beverages, supply

comprehensive solutions for material, machines, systems and service in packaging technology.

The holding's sales amounted to EUR 1.9 billion in 2002, which was realized with 9'400

employees worldwide.

SIG Combibloc is the world's second largest manufacturer of beverage cartons for

liquid foodstuffs. This division's five packaging plants coat and print packaging

materials. SIG Combibloc machines permit the aseptic filling of juices, milk or

sauces on the customer's premises. SIG Combibloc technology guarantees long

shelf life for food products - without adverse impact on the environment or the need

for refrigeration.
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SIG Pack packages individual food items and health and body care products. In the systems

business unit, specialists integrate individual components into complete packaging lines. For

the standard machines business unit, medium and relatively small production volumes

predominate. SIG Pack is known for its flexible packaging solutions designed to handle several

different products. Consultancy and well-developed customer service are further strengths.

SIG Beverages is a world leader to supply complete lines and turnkey systems to the

beverage industry. The division offers as a "total supplier" to its customers the complete range

of products, from the production of plastic containers and bottles up to processing, filling and

logistics.

In order to leverage the technological competencies throughout the group and coordinate

research and development projects to bring benefit for the different divisions, the SIG Holding

features a technology management centre. About 4 % of the holding's revenues are invested in

R&D, while 500 employees are working for such matters. The product life cycles are becoming

shorter, and currently are amount to about 10 years. The innovation planning horizon is about 3

years and planning is performed annually. While a bottom-up market intelligence feeds

planning on one hand, a top-down technology intelligence and technology-push view is added

in another hand. The planning process knows five stages within a portfolio. These stages

involved observed technologies, prototypes, investment stages and optimization. Finally also

divestiture of old technologies is incorporated into the technology management activities. The

SIG Holding's technology management successfully realized to minimize technology overlaps

throughout the enterprise and therefore to leverage synergies.

The SIG Holding enterprise is a member of the workshop cycle. A chronology of the

interaction within the workshop cycle incorporating 7 workshops and a total of 34 interviews

can be seen in Appendix A8.2.

5.2.5 Sulzer, Hexis Division

The Hexis division of the Sulzer Group is active in the development, production and

distribution of fuel cell systems for decentralised energy supply. This progressive technology

exhibits both economic and ecological advantages. The Hexis division possesses competence in

high-temperature fuel cell technology (SOFC - Solid Oxide Fuel Cell), particularly in materials

development, process control and system integration. Along with the divisions Sulzer Metco,

Sulzer Turbomachinery Services, Sulzer Pumps and Sulzer Chemtech, the Hexis division is an

autonomous venture division within the Sulzer Group. This group was founded in 1834 in
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Winterthur, (Switzerland) and is traded on the Zurich stock exchange. While the entire group

features sales up to CHF 1.9 billion in 2002, the Hexis division is called a venture and in the

same year sold for an amount of CHF 2 mio. Of the 70 employees working for the Hexis

division, 35 are considered R&D staff.

Sulzer Hexis fuel cells convert the energy that is stored in chemical form in the fuel directly

into electricity and heat. The fuel is used more efficiently than in the conventional combination

of centralized power stations and decentralized home heating. For their core technology Sulzer

Hexis decided in favour of the high-temperature fuel cell of the type Solid Oxide Fuel Cell

(SOFC). This type is the most exacting from the materials point of view, but it has the

advantage of requiring relatively uncomplicated fuel pretreatment. Since charge exchange is

performed by oxygen ions, there are large degrees of freedom in the choice of the chemical

species to be oxidised. Moreover, the high temperature level (850 to 950°C) of the SOFC

technology allows the waste heat to be used for the reformer or decoupled for domestic hot

water or heating purposes. The temperatures in the stack are still low enough, however, to

avoid the formation of nitrogen oxides. Therefore, the high-temperature fuel cells of the type

SOFC (Solid Oxide Fuel Cell) have the advantage of relatively uncomplicated fuel processing.

This means that only low demands are placed upon the fuel gas quality for the electrochemical

reaction. This in turn has the advantage of a broad flexibility in the choice of fuel. In various

projects, the use of fuels other than natural gas is being tested. As the Hexis division is

regarded a venture by the Sulzer Group, the main effort lies within perfecting and maturing the

technological core competency, as well as broadening the market introduction. Sulzer Hexis

features a planning and control process linearly involving competencies throughout the

enterprise. These competencies are of technical and other functional quality. The planning

horizon expands to 3 years with a clear market and product improvement focus. Product-life

cycles are of 3 years in maximum. Sulzer Hexis leverages its technological knowledge

combining a very flexible assembly and distribution strategy. Several partnerships in the

supplier and distribution field are realized here fore.

The Hexis division of Sulzer is a member of the workshop cycle. A chronology of the

interaction within the workshop cycle incorporating 7 workshops and a total of 34 interviews

can be seen in Appendix A8.2.
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5.2.6 Siemens, Corporate Technology (CT)

Research and Development has driven the growth of the Siemens enterprise by innovations

for more than 150 years. Starting with the basic inventions of the company founder Werner von

Siemens, scientists and engineers at Siemens created many fundamental innovations which

have become milestones in the history of electrical engineering and electronics. Siemens is

active in the business areas "information and communication", "automation and control",

"power", "transportation", "medical" and "lighting". The sales of the group amount to EUR 82

billion in the year 2002, realized with approximately 426'000 employees. The expenses for

R&D amount to EUR 5.8 billion, representing a 7% of sales. An excellent overview about the

history of this highly interesting innovation-driven enterprise can be found in the beginning of

Decurtins (2002). This book describes the entire enterprise essentially by describing recent case

studies which lead to the current success.

The goal of Siemens Corporate Technology (CT) is - in cooperation with the business areas

- to continue setting the pace in technological progress and to continue shaping the future with

innovations. The creativity and knowledge of all Siemens employees will become more than

ever a decisive factor for success. This vision leads to an enterprise acting as a global network

of competencies to fulfil the needs of the Siemens customers with innovative products, systems

and solutions. The mission of Siemens CT is to secure the technological future of the entire

enterprise and to increase the competitiveness of Siemens in close cooperation with the

business areas by:

« Research, development and consulting in strategically important technologies (core

technologies)

« Development ofbusiness scenarios and identification ofnew applications, markets and

businesses

« Safeguarding the company's interests in the area of intellectual property

• Corporate functions of quality management, environmental affairs & technical safety,

standardization & regulation and information research

Developing and training future technical managers

Within Siemens CT, specialized internal innovation consultants leverage the technology

competence built up in R&D for market needs as their daily work. These innovation

consultants generally have a combined engineering / economic background, and connect the

central R&D-laboratories to the "outer" world of the market units. Their consulting tasks are
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segmented into a process leading from ideas to business concepts. Starting with vision and

goals for market segments, they a create product status analysis, the invention need, strategic

product figures, technical requirements, business concepts and support the final decision

making process. This is a service for the entire Siemens enterprise. On one hand, these

innovation consultants are contacted by market near units in terms of a market-pull. Such

market-pulls are their main activity. On the other hand, their skills are also required by research

scientists and advanced development teams, in order to seek market applications and an

appropriate further development scope. Therefore, this second activity is leveraging the internal

competence as a technology-push. Their great insights in different parts of the Siemens

businesses as well as the in-house technologies, makes them important partners for the

innovation planning process described by Weyrich (1996). Additionally, they are involved in

the scenario planning process called "pictures of the future" (Siemens, 2001), using the

outcome for supporting their internal consulting work. Both processes have been addressed

within this work in part 2.2.1. The innovation planning horizon lies within 5-10 years,

depending on the technology or market regarded. The "pictures of the future" incorporate

visions for the next 35 years. The markets served vary from rather conservative energy

producing areas to high-paced electronics and communication fields.

Siemens CT is the developing partner of the Technology-Choice tool and was open to

discuss the competencies and the structures behind their perspective of innovation planning. A

chronology of the interaction with Siemens CT incorporating 5 workshops and 14 interviews

can be seen in Appendix A8.3.

5.2.7 Alstom Power, Hydro Division

The enterprise Alstom Power features a business volume ofEUR 13 billion in the year 2002.

The Hydro division contributed EUR 1 billion and employs approx. 5000 coworkers. Alstom

Power Hydro is the world market leader in hydro business with an installed capacity of over

240 GVA on generators and 120 GVA on turbines. Alstom Power Hydro is composed of five

strategic business lines, being "Generators", "Turbines", "Plants & Systems", "Systems Latin

America" and "Water Business". The business line "Generators" is subdivided into

geographically separated businesses. Sweden is in charge of acquisition, engineering and the

sale of the so-called "Powerformers" (high voltage generator) but has no production line by

itself. The Technology Center is responsible for development and maintenance of the

calculation programmes. It is involved in optimization and unification of the design. It provides
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support for special calculations as well as for complex assignments. It controls the contract

offerings of the business lines. Furthermore, the Technology Center is concerned with the

technological improvements and developments, in order to meet the requirements and longer-

term trends of the market.

The optimal operating point of a turbine depends on potential energy, flow rate and

revolutions. Depending to the geological and geographical situation, generators with different

revolutions and power are required. Electrical generators have a long life expectancy. In

general machines have to be replaced after 40 years, only. The product itself is technically

mature, which results in a technical efficiency degree of up to 99 %. The fundamental

technology concepts have already been developed a hundred years ago. Since then the

synchronous machine has been enhanced and modified to its present form, while today's

development effort concentrates on the reduction of costs. This is achieved by the use of new

materials, improved procedures of calculation and therefore a reduction of the elements of

uncertainty. Additional cost reduction is possible through improvement of the process control,

more efficient project management and finally a standardization of the products. For most

products in the industrial goods market an engineer or manager has the possibility to experience

several product life cycles in a few years time. This isn't the case in the hydro-generator

market. The innovation theories of the industrial goods market are not directly applicable here.

According to this the market behaves conservatively, which means that the hydraulic power

market isn't an ideal field for innovations.

Despite this, the mentioned "Powerformer" represents a new technological way on how to

realize a new power production solution in the hydro power market. It represents a combination

of generator and transformer units into one compact device, which bears cost as well as risk

reduction benefits for power generating stations. The mentioned business unit is in possession

of such a patent, and is looking for ways to exploit this novel technological know-how. In a

successful cooperation with the ETH Zurich further development and commercialization of

such a technology-push was elaborated. Well defined markets as well as specified technical

criteria were the added value of this cooperation, which directly was used as innovation

planning input. A chronology of the interaction with Alstom Power Hydro incorporating 4

workshops and 15 interviews can be seen in Appendix A8.4.
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5.2.8 Mathys Medical, Osteosynthesis Division

To be active in old age, to feel the joy of movement: These are maxims to which Mathys

Medical, Osteosynthesis division is committed for the last forty years. In close cooperation

with the "Arbeitsgemeinschaft für Osteosynthesefragen" (AO), or the Association for the Study

of Internal Fixation (ASIF), Mathys Medical, Osteosynthesis division has advanced the surgical

treatment of bone fractures under the trade name SYNTHES® and, in many cases, has

revolutionized treatment. Mathys Medical, Osteosynthesis division has also played an early

role in total joint replacement. Together with leading physicians and world-renowned

orthopedic companies, pioneer products were developed and produced for the well-being of

patients. Joint replacement products are offered under the brand name Mathys®. Requirements,

technologies and markets, however, are constantly changing. Mathys Medical, Osteosynthesis

division aspires to meet future challenges together with their industrial partners, customers and

users. Thanks to the collaboration of surgeons and scientists worldwide and the proven track

record of success in research and development, Mathys Medical, Osteosynthesis division

provides distinguished innovative solutions for the treatment of degenerative diseases in the

locomotor apparatus. The sales of Mathys Medcial amount to CHF 428 mio. in the year 2002

with worldwide 1900 employees. The Osteosynthesis division employs 1'700 people and

contributes approximately CHF 380 mio. of sales volume.

Biosurgery is a new approach to osteosynthesis, meaning all integrated solutions of

biological, biomaterial and metal devices to perform musculoskeletal repair surgery. Tools for

Biosurgery such as bone substitutes, resorbable components for the fixation of bones, tendons

and ligaments, and coated implants are increasingly used in combination with conventional

osteosynthesis materials. Mathys Medical, Osteosynthesis division is known as a producer of

internal fixation materials in nearly all fields of bone surgery. This also includes the field of

biomaterials, which Mathys Medical, Osteosynthesis division has explored intensively for the

past 20 years. In the Dr. Robert Mathys Foundation, surgeons, scientists, and engineers are

engaged in the development of progressive and original solutions for osteosynthesis. Mathys

Medical, Osteosynthesis division is committed to continuing research and development in the

field of biosurgery and to play a leading role in determining possibilities for biological

osteosynthesis. chronOS is the first of a series of bone substitute products developed by the

Mathys Medical, Osteosynthesis division's newly established Biosurgery Business Unit. It is

supported by the AO, providing a unique opportunity to fulfil the needs of surgeons and

patients alike.
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In order to push this innovation effort, Mathys Medical, Osteosynthesis division performed a

successful cooperation with the ETH Zurich, to elaborate resources allocation measures and

innovation planning steps for the market introduction of their first chronOS generation. A

chronology of the interaction with Mathys Medical Osteosynthesis incorporating 4 workshops

and 10 interviews can be seen in Appendix A8.5.

5.2.9 Tabellary overview ofenterprises involved in this work

Enterprise, organizational unit
Sales

[EUR]

Employees

H

R&D Employees

[%]

R&D Budget

[% of Sales]

Sulzer, Hexis 1,3 mio. 70* 50% n.a.

LEM, Components 62 mio. 550 9% 6%

Mathys Medical, Osteosynthesis 240 mio. 1'700 4,7% 4,5%

Philips SC, BL-MDD 250 mio. 180** 30% 10%

Centerpulse, Orthopedics 600 mio. 1'300 5,8% 4%

Alstom Power, Hydro lbio. 5'000 3,8% 4,5%

SIG Holding 1,9 bio. 9'400 5,3% 4%

Schindler, Elevators & Escalators 4 bio. 15'000*** 3,5% n.a.

Siemens Group 82 bio. 426'000 12% 7%

Table 9: Tabellary overview of enterprises involved, ordered by sales volume

Special remarks on Table 9:

* Sulzer, Hexis must be regarded as a venture. The high level of R&D employees must be seen under this

point of view.
** Philips SC, BL-MDD has outsourced production and worldwide sales. These functions are realized under

Philips SC responsibility. The high percentage of R&D employees as well as the high level of R&D

budget has to be seen in respect to the core team of 180 employees at BL-MDD.

*** Schindler, Elevators & Escalators additionally has 24'000 employees for maintenance purposes

worldwide. The 15'000 regarded for this comparison are marketing, sales, R&D, production, logistics and

administrative personnel.
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5.3 Validation of the working hypotheses

5.3.1 Working hypothesis A: "A temporary or permanent innovation group to bridge the

R&D and marketing departments is necessary to sustain intelligence, planning and product

definition purposes.
"

In a workshop hosted by Centerpulse Orthopedics Ltd. on March 4th 2003, Sulzer Hexis,

SIG Holding, LEM Components and the host gathered to discuss working hypothesis A.

Additionally, insights in respect to working hypothesis A could be deduced from the case

studies performed at Siemens CT, Mathys Medical Osteosynthesis and Alstom Power Hydro.

The now following description is a summary from the gained insights, structured after each

enterprises' solution.

a) Centerpulse, Orthopedics

A temporary organization takes care of innovational considerations at Centerpulse

Orthopedics. Once per year a group consisting of top management, engineers and sales

personnel gathers for this purpose. This leads to a quite market-driven approach, where

priorities and next steps are agreed upon. This process is yearly performed in a two day

workshop, incorporating strategic planning issues.

The group consists of approximately eight people, R&D having a staff of 80. This represents

a 10% ofR&D staff.

b) LEM, Components

At LEM Components a temporary approach is chosen, too. It is called the Innovation

Steering Board (ISB), and its objective is to attain and maintain competitive advantage for

LEM Components through the exploitation of technology, innovation and knowledge. The

interdisciplinary group bridging R&D and marketing is composed of one business development

manager, three technology managers, one knowledge manager and one executive management

team member. Their tasks are to introduce insights from business areas, ensure innovation

process effectiveness and try to formulate and execute good ideas for the future.

Six people constitute the ISB, while R&D features 120 people. This represents a 5% of

R&D staff.
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c) SIG Holding

The innovation effort in SIG Holding is organized in a rather decentralized way. Through

continuous education innovation project managers are supported to think cross-functionally and

integrating marketing and technology concerns for innovation. Centrally, a technology

management office exists which consists of three employees who try to foster cross-divisional

benefits and leverage technological competencies. Interestingly, although the innovation effort

is mainly performed by single project managers the market introduction is performed and

organized by a multidisciplinary team.

d) Sulzer, Hexis

At this enterprise a temporary organization takes care of innovational considerations, too.

Taking into account its youth and size of approximately 70 employees, thereof 35 working for

R&D, the innovation effort is a concern of virtually everyone in the enterprise. The temporary

organization is composed of materials, systems and electronics development, as well as

marketing & sales people. Innovation efforts are structured into projects, defined and monitored

by this interdisciplinary team.

This combined innovation team may be formed of up to seven people, depending on the

situation. These involved people represent approximately 20% of R&D staff. However, the size

of the company has to be taken into account for this figure.

e) Siemens CT

The overall Siemens Group has the Siemens CT division responsible for R&D. Herein, a

total of 1'300 coworkers are responsible mainly for research and applied research. In order to

link research with the business units and vice versa, approximately 80 internal business

consultants work on defining the next steps in research as well as to define new products. These

facilitators have mainly a combined engineering and business background.

Therefore, this permanent group represents a 6% ofR&D staff at Siemens CT.

f) Mathys Medical, Osteosynthesis

The Biosurgery innovation group, consisting of 10 multidisciplinary coworkers, started the

innovative effort of biosurgical bone implants. It is a permanent group focused on this specific

effort, which leads to the future of the osteosynthetic business. It was operating freely for this

purpose interacting with customers, medical research and even building up a pilot production.
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The Biosurgery innovation group represents a 12% of the R&D staff generally dedicated to

Osteosynthesis.

g) Alstom Power, Hydro

The Technology Center of Alstom Power, Hydro is responsible for the development and

maintenance of the calculation programs. It is also involved in optimization and unification of

the design, providing support for special calculations as well as for complex assignments. It

controls the contract offerings of the business units. Furthermore, the Technology Center is

concerned with the technological improvements and developments, in order to meet the

requirements and long-term trends of the market. This special, cross-functional group consists

of 10 permanent coworkers, being approximately 10% of the R&D staff at Alstom Power,

Hydro.

h) Summary

It is recognizable, that innovation planning is generally performed by multifunctional teams,

combining business and engineering skills. The teams are mostly of a non-permanent kind and

there are examples of permanent teams, too. The team size generally amounts to about 10%

compared to R&D staff. One result part 5.3.1 of this work shows is a support for hypothesis A.

5.3.2 Working hypothesis B: "The head ofmarketing is in charge ofassessing the quality of

the planningprocess outcome.
"

At the end of the day, successful innovation planning means successful new products on the

market. Therefore, hypothesis B postulates that the head of marketing, also involved in

planning, should assess the quality of the planning process outcome. This is one contribution

for sustainability and Business Excellence.

Following now are the summaries of insights gained through the workshop cycle's

participants and the case study at Siemens CT.

a) Centerpulse, Orthopedics; Schindler Escalators & Elevators; SIG, Holding; Sulzer, Hexis

In a workshop conducted on May 6th 2003, hypothesis B was one central issue. In a

questionnaire answered in written form by the participants and discussed during the day, all

agreed that the market success is the utmost measuring parameter for innovation planning.
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Therefore, the head of marketing should be responsible of assessing the quality of the planning

process outcome.

Centerpulse Orthopedics stated, that sales and earnings are the benchmark to assess.

Additional quality measuring parameters could be sales growth, the number of new customers

and the number of license agreements.

Schindler Escalator & Elevator sees the success benchmarks given through acceptance in

product development. Additional indicators of planning quality can be timeliness, and a good

match of resources capacity and capabilities.

SIG Holding regards its success always in relation to competitors. If their new products offer

more value to customers, have a faster time-to-market and generate more financial profit, this is

the highest possible quality. Additionally, they regard the planning predictability in terms of

time, cost and functionality as quality indicators.

Sulzer Hexis indicates the added value of the customer as argument to assess the planning

process' quality. Additionally, from their point of view, speed and a positive value/price ratio

are important quality indicators.

b) Siemens CT

Taking into account the way innovational concerns are structured in the Siemens Group

described within part 5.3.1, it becomes clear that the assessment of quality in the innovation

planning process is performed by the market near units. The mentioned innovation consultants

offer their services to them, and therefore the basis of the cooperation in any case is the

satisfaction of marketing. The market and product units are not forced to use the innovation

consultant's services or even pay for their time. Therefore, these business units have to be

contended with this kind of effort, inherently giving them the situation to assess and rethink the

planning quality.

c) Summary

A strong support of hypothesis B could be made clear in this part of the work. In each and

every regarded example, it is always the head of an involved marketing organization assessing

the quality ofthe planning process outcome.
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5.3.3 Working hypothesis C: "A planning process differentiated into three time tiers

discussing ideas, intentions and realization is appropriatefor integrative innovationplanning
"

In a workshop on April 1st, 2003, Centerpulse Orthopedics, LEM Components, Schindler

Escalator & Elevator, SIG Holding and Sulzer Hexis gathered to discuss the topic of resources

efficiency for innovation planning, resources allocation procedures and time frames for the

planning effort. Now following are the respective inputs and procedures from the different

participants of the workshop cycle, amended with insights from the Siemens CT case study.

a) Centerpulse, Orthopedics

This enterprises' product life cycle amounts to 20 years. The technology planning horizon is

about 3-5 years, and market planning is performed with the same horizon of 3-5 years.

Different approaches are indeed found for addressing three time layers. The long-term idea

layer is undertaken by intelligence efforts, especially from the market side. Mid-term

innovation planning is performed once a year, incorporating intentions into the planning. For

this purpose market representatives and technology people gather with top management. The

short-term planning and resources allocation can be updated once monthly, depending on

market priorities.

b) LEM, Components

The products of LEM Components have an average life cycle of 5 years. Their applied

technology planning horizon is considering the 5 years ahead, while the market planning

horizon is about 3 years. Three layers are understood in the planning process performed by

LEM Components, which have three different philosophies underlain.

The first approach is a long-term oriented enterprise prioritization, incorporating visions and

strategic concerns, which involves about 30% of the overall budget which is planned. These

perspectives are reworked and updated on a quarterly basis.

The second approach, is to leave about 50% of the budget to be planned by individual teams,

in order to give them autonomy to follow approaches they esteem fruitful for their business.

This approach is a more mid-term oriented one, and is performed every 1-3 months.

Finally, the short-term project prioritizing, planning and monitoring is undertaken weekly.

About 20% of the development budget is reserved for important reallocation concerns.
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c) Schindler, Escalator & Elevator

The Elevator product life cycle amounts to 30 years, while a technology planning horizon of

2-5 years is maintained at Schindler Escalator & Elevator. Market planning is undertaken with

a horizon of 3 years. In a well defined process, it is clear that long-term technological break

through is treated in a special way within technology development. This can be interpreted as

the long-term, idea oriented planning stage. Mid-term planning is undertaken with strong

support from the market near entities, which ask for new development steps according to

newest market trends and customer requests. Finally, also short-term project management is

undertaken. The periodicity of technology planning is twice a year, while product development

projects are scheduled and monitored on a yearly basis.

d) SIG Holding

The product life cycle of SIG Products is on average 10 years. Technology planning is

performed within a planning horizon of 3 years, market planning has a horizon of 3 years. SIG

Holding explicitly mentions three different planning tiers:

A long term oriented "innovation" tier, thought to ensure future cash-flows. The mid-term

oriented tier is called "product-market-approach", bound to support and leverage current cash¬

flow possibilities. The short-term tier is called "order-make-delivery", and targets to improve

balance-sheet relevant figures. Long-term innovation projects, internally also called for "high

impact projects" (HIP), are planned and actualized every year.

e) Sulzer, Hexis

Sulzer Hexis' domestic energy supplying products have a life cycle of about 5 years. The

technology planning horizon within the enterprise is 3 years, market planning is done with a

focus of 3 years, too. Every head of a competence area undertakes his planning, which is then

aligned in a quarterly review. More often, once per week, development and customer driven

priorities are discussed, and planning is adjusted accordingly. Three stages are clearly

recognizable in Sulzer Hexis approach to innovation planning.

Firstly, strategic venturing alternatives are strongly related to long-term technology

development. One of the efforts of Sulzer Hexis is to find cooperation partners in the energy

sector. Therefore a strategic alignment of its own development efforts is necessary on this tier.

Secondly, mid term oriented efforts are undertaken in production and cost management.

There are different development efforts in cutting production and material costs. Besides, a
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higher durability of this new break-through technology is aimed at.

Thirdly, short term focused product development is focused on different market

applications, in order to generate cash-flow for this young company.

f) Siemens CT

As shown in Weyrich (1996) and Siemens (2001), the enterprises' innovation planning

knows a differentiated three step approach. Herein, the long-term need is retropolated from so-

called "Pictures of the Future" (POF), which show possible socio-technical structures and

behaviors 30 years ahead.

Mid-term outlooks showing core technologies of growing importance are formulated and

elaborated into business areas. Then, this mid-term plan is aligned with the long-term insights.

Short-term development planning is undertaken in the different business units, taking into

account the knowledge ofthe innovation consultants mentioned before.

g) Summary

In this part it has been shown, that a three tier approach for integrative innovation planning

is useful and conducted in all mentioned enterprises. The three tiers take into account the

specific issues within long-term, mid-term and short-term innovation options. Therefore,

hypothesis C is strengthened as one insight ofthis part's research.

5.3.4 Working hypothesis D: "A market-pullprocedure is relevantfor integrative innovation

planning.
"

A workshop on the topic of how a market-pull procedure is realized and integrated into

innovation planning was conducted on March 4th 2003. Centerpulse Orthopedics, LEM

Components, SIG Holding and Sulzer Hexis were the participating enterprises which discussed

the workshop's content. Besides, the case study of Siemens CT delivers further input for

validating working hypothesis D. Following now are the respective inputs and procedures from

the different participants.

a) Centerpulse, Orthopedics

Centerpulse's organization features a so-called PMP process, PMP standing for "product,

markets, prioritization". This is performed annually, and regarded as mid- to long-term market-

I
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pull. Additionally, to align short-term projects with market wishes, a project review board is

held monthly. This ensures the market-pull input for innovation planning.

b) LEM, Components

LEM Components clearly shows a proficient effort in realizing market-pull. They feature

strong bonds with networking partners, business development managers as well as sales

managers. This is the entry point of market intelligence into the innovation planning process.

These market oriented people are an intrinsic value to the innovation planning process and have

the task to formulate and represent observed market-pulls.

d) SIG Holding

Within the SIG Holding enterprise, a clear decision making process is necessary for

launching a new product's development. Herein, an assessment has to be undertaken in order to

figure out the market situation, the key customer values, the most competitive products and the

potential profits. The assigned project leader or responsible manager has to gather all this

situation via discussions with sales personnel and customers. Therefore, a thorough analysis of

a given market-pull is inherently part of innovation planning.

e) Sulzer, Hexis

This innovative enterprise currently is very market oriented, and any effort undertaken to

develop or improve their products is bound to satisfy customers and have impact on the market.

A database collects ideas born in the market which seem useful for the field of fuel cell

applications. The content of this database is used as input parameter for the innovation planning

process. The management team then assesses and approves useful ideas for further market

planning. In a further step to leverage the in-house competence, Sulzer Hexis also searches for

different applications, markets and business concepts where their fuel cell system can be

applied.

f) Siemens CT

The insights and procedures presented in Meyhack et al. (2002) are bound to satisfy a

market-pull situation, where a Business Unit asks for a product function realizable with

different technological options. In general, the internal consulting mentioned before in part

5.3.1 is used for market-pull support, too. It is a Business Unit that requests innovation
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consulting services for its market and product ideas, representing the decisive path for a

market-pull. Furthermore, as can be seen in Weyrich (1996) the market-pull side of innovation

planning is represented in Product-Roadmaps, which are then aligned in the overall planning

effort.

g) Summary

As could be seen within the given examples, a market-pull procedure is existent in every

mentioned enterprise and gives elementary input to innovation planning. Within these

enterprises hypothesis D is approved.

5.3.5 Working hypothesis E: "A technology-push procedure is relevant for integrative

innovation planning.
"

Within two workshops, undertaken on January 28th 2003 and on April 1st 2003, the

participating enterprises Centerpulse Orthopedics, LEM Components, Schindler Escalator &

Elevator, SIG Holding and Sulzer Hexis discussed the topic on how to perform a technology-

push. In this part of the work, the gathered insights and selected procedures are shown.

Additionally, in the enterprises Mathys Medical Osteosynthesis as well as Alstom Power

Hydro, valuable case studies were undertaken in this respect.

a) Centerpulse, Orthopedics

This enterprise is running a newly introduced technology-push process. After working

exclusively in a market-pull mode, the necessity for a technology-push component was

realized. Therefore, in collaboration with Lead Users and the internal engineering competencies

technological approaches to mechanical and chemical issues of orthopedic surgery are

discussed and further elaborated. New product development is comprehensively discussed also

taking into account technology-push options.

b) LEM, Components

For LEM Components, a technology-push originates in sensing many ideas, then filtering

the good ideas. The next steps mentioned in the discussion incorporate formulating product

applications out of the chosen ideas and to protect the know-how involved. The R&D teams are

in charge of having intense exchange on technological terms, for coming up with innovative
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solution approaches for existing and new product functions. Idea generation tools such as

TRIZ, Brainstorming and Lead-customer interaction play an important supportive role.

c) Schindler, Escalator & Elevator

The elevator business features some possibilities for a technology-push. Therefore,

Schindler Escalator & Elevator has a proficient process on how technology-push can be

performed. On one hand, technology management of Schindler Escalator & Elevator observes

upcoming technologies on a platform oriented level. If necessary, short-studies and full-scale

studies are performed in order to better understand the functioning and application possibilities

of a novel technology approach. On the other hand the technology board, consisting of the

Chief Technology Officer and the head of Technology Management, has the competence to

leverage in-house ideas pushing technologies into new applications. The criteria in order to

assess a technology-push are its business potential, its ease of implementation and the risks

related with the new technology.

d) SIG Holding

The technology management team is in charge of leveraging technology-push opportunities.

Different ways are open to realize a technology-push. Firstly, a business unit can apply for a

"high impact project" which besides having a significant business impact is always built on

fundamental technology build-up. Secondly, observation done by the SIG Holding seeks novel

technology approaches relevant to their business. Thirdly, prototypes with leverage potential

throughout the different business units of the enterprise can be spilled over to other application

fields than where they originate from.

The evaluation of a technology-push is undertaken by the market-near business units, the

technology management team and finally presented to the holding's executive committee.

e) Sulzer, Hexis

This enterprise is a technology-push itself, as it was among the first to develop and introduce

domestic fuel cells to the market. Sulzer Hexis is a technology-driven enterprise with a pressure

to bring its disruptive products on to the market. With their technical excellence, their staff is

well informed about newest trends in power generation and heat exploit by fuel cells.

Additional in-house optimization of fuel-cell geometries and implemented materials are

undertaken. These insights are then discussed within the management team and new product
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development is decided on. Additionally, partnerships with service providers in the power

market are established in order to better prepare the implementation of this disruptive

technology.

f) Mathys Medical, Osteosynthesis

The Biosurgery unit ofMathys Medical Osteosynthesis is an organizational sub-unit in order

to realize a technology-push. This approach was chosen, as the chronOS technology is a

disruptive approach and had to be further elaborated to suit the market requirements. The

approach chosen by Mathys Medical Osteosynthesis gave great independency to this sub-unit,

in order to fully develop the requested competence needed for proficient biosurgical products.

Finally, the market introduction was performed with great success, and the Biosurgery unit has

grown in importance ever since. This approach represents a radical way in fostering a

technology-push, as it leaves great autonomy for a technology-push to find its way on its own.

g) Alstom Power, Hydro

The hydraulic power generation business is usually faced with little or continuous

innovation, meaning that progress is rather made in small than in large steps. Nevertheless,

there are currently some examples of discontinuous, technology-push type innovations. The

"Powerformer"-technology is one of them. In the contribution of Schwery & Raurich (2003)

the Powerformer-technology was chosen as an application example, in order to show a

possibility on how to act when the issue of introducing a discontinuous, technology-push

type innovation into the market arises.

The SWOT-Methodology enhanced with aspects of the Technology-Choice Tool

introduced by Meyhack et al. (2002) is a valuable preparation for assessing the competitive

product concept of a technology-push innovation. The developed innovation method

aggregating both, an innovation planning procedure and a process for technology

commercialization, leads to specified market segments, a market penetration schedule as

well as to consistent development benchmarks.

The developed innovation method proved to be very helpful for the management of a

technology-push, including its evaluation and synthesis. It is therefore further applied by

Alstom Power Hydro for similar cases.
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h) Summary

Within part 5.3.5 it could be shown, that for all cited enterprises a technology-push

procedure is existent and of great relevance for innovation planning and realization. The

importance of intelligence, information collection and analysis is visible in each case. Within

these enterprises hypothesis E can be approved.

5.3.6 Working hypothesis F: "A quality ensuring feedback procedure is relevant for

integrative innovation planning
"

A workshop on May 6th 2003, had as one of its main topics the issue of ensuring quality and

rising the effectivity of a planning processes. Therefore, the different participating enterprises

showed which means and which improvement potential they see and implement in order to

achieve this goal. In order to be able to discuss this field, definitions of quality where discussed

and how they apply for innovation planning. It is clear, that high quality has to lead to market

success and predictability of measures undertaken. The following factors were found as

additionally important for determining the quality of innovation planning, according to the

participants:

• No. of scientific papers regarding

• No. of "me-too" products

• Sales growth regarding the average portfolio

• No. ofnew customers

• No. of license agreements

• Good match between capacity and capability in new product development

• Speed and a positive value/price ratio

• Percentage of projects, which had to be cancelled due to pricing reasons

a) Centerpulse, Orthopedics

Quality ensuring measures are applied all over the enterprise due to the strict regulatory

framework present in the health care industry. This is the well for recognizing improvement

potential in products and technologies. Additionally, controlling input is used to learn from

project successes and market reception of novel products. Data is available on project level, as

well as on product sales level. This is used to have a wary eye on the market impact of new

products.
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b) Schindler, Escalator & Elevator

It is clearly stated by Schindler Escalator & Elevator, that the innovation planning process is

supported by a business controlling system called Kapaplan. Yearly reviews of the planning

effort and its results are undertaken in order to recognize the impact of Schindler Escalator &

Elevator's established comprehensive planning procedure. Especially the transfer of

technological and innovation results into every day practice is one challenge closely observed.

c) SIG Holding

At this enterprise a very autonomous and decentralized project management process is in

effect. Project managers are in charge of realizing development projects, including their

market-pull and technology-push aspects. The role of controlling for innovation planning is

based on a group-wide reporting which requires the project managers to work closely with

controllers. This interaction, besides being a proficient business regime for budgeting and cost

control, leads to a rethinking of ongoing and concluded projects. Insights achieved in this

manner lead to a broadly available competency of such project managers on how to support the

processes' quality.

d) Sulzer Hexis

This flexible and fast enterprise ensures continuous improvement of its technology driven

business plan by evaluating the status of development projects. A deviation check is basic for

this purpose, and the goals set for the upcoming planning are formulated taking into account

learned lessons from the management and development team. This enterprise can be considered

as hierarchically very flat with only 70 coworkers, and lessons learned are spread immediately

throughout the organization. Learning from controlling and improving the Business Excellence

of the performed innovation planning process is a lived behavior at Sulzer Hexis.

e) Summary

Part 5.3.6 handles quality ensuring feedback procedures and how the cited enterprises

approach this issue. Quality ensuring feedback procedures, mostly based on lessons learned

within business controlling, are existent in all mentioned enterprises and of great relevance for

the sustainable improvement of innovation planning. Therefore, within these enterprises

hypothesis F is supported.
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5.4 Outcome of the validation case studies

The task of chapter five is to validate the hypotheses formulated as tentative answers to the

research sub-questions at the end of the action research cooperation performed with Philips SC,

BL-MDD. By falsifying or verifying these hypotheses an answer statement can be tempted

whether the insights and detail specification gained by implementing the model for integrative

innovation planning at Philips SC, BL-MDD might be applicable in more general terms at

technology-based enterprises. As could be shown above, all six hypotheses were supported by

the chosen validation case studies. This means, that the model for integrative innovation

planning in technology-based enterprises is useful within the selected practice window. The

first result of this work is the affirmative proof of the model's applicability to practice. After

being able to affirmatively answer the main research question, answers to the research sub-

questions were postulated and tested positively in these validation case studies. The latter can

be seen as the second result of this work, which is summarized now following in Table 10.

Category Research sub-question Answers found within this work

Structures

"Which organizational
structure is necessary for

such a model?"

A temporary or permanent innovation group to

bridge the R&D and marketing departments is

necessary to sustain intelligence, planning and

product definition purposes.

Within this group marketing and technology
skills should be combined.

The group's size roughly amounts to 10% of total

R&D staff.

The head of marketing is in charge of assessing
the quality ofthe planning process outcome.

Processes

"Which processes have

to be performed in order

to realize the model in a

sustainable manner?"

A planning process differentiated into three time

tiers discussing ideas, intentions and realization is

appropriate for integrative innovation planning.

A market-pull procedure is relevant for

integrative innovation planning.

A technology-push procedure is relevant for

integrative innovation planning.

A quality ensuring feedback procedure is relevant

for integrative innovation planning.

Table 10: Research sub-questions and correspondent answers found within this work
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Chapter 6, coming up now, gives detailed information on how to implement and perform the

developed model in practice. It takes into account the multiple insights and elaborated solutions

learned within the action research cooperation and the validation case studies. This represents

the final result ofthis work: Delivering management guidelines for practice.
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6. Guideline for implementing and realizing integrative innovation planning in a

technology based enterprise

6.1 Introduction

6.1.1 Purpose

Chapter 6 defines how an integrative innovation plan is realized, maintained and its quality

ensured in a sustainable manner. It is the result of the insights gained in the previously

described research and refers to responsibilities and activities within a technology based

enterprise. The content of this chapter is structured as follows: Firstly, the structure and

competence needed to create and sustain an integrative innovation plan is defined in part 6.2.

Then, the integrative innovation planning process is described (part 6.3). This is followed by

the definition of sustaining quality control measures (part 6.4). The appendix features tool

examples and templates for all relevant documents used throughout the integrative innovation

planning effort. This chapter is intended to give a hands-on management guideline for

implementing and performing integrative innovation planning as suggested by the insights

gained in this work. Taking the visualization at the end ofpart 4.6 as reference, Figure 36 gives

an overview on how this guideline set is built up.

Structure (Part 6.2)

Figure 36: How the guideline set for integrative innovation planning is built up
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6.1.2 Industrial determinants

This management guideline set was elaborated with the contribution of several enterprises.

The applicability of the suggestions made herein has therefore been proven under certain

practice circumstances, which will be closer described now following segmented into so called

"industrial determinants". However it is not excluded, that some of the suggestions made in the

management guideline set can also be applied for cases with a different industrial determinant

settings, or at least give valuable hints to be further processed to suit a specific case.

a) Industry character

The industries covered within this research are technology-oriented manufacturing

enterprises within the secondary sector. It neither includes pharmacological enterprises nor the

chemical industry. The enterprises involved and participating in the deduction of these

management guidelines, where mainly competing in supplier markets. The customer in general

was not the end-user. This relative distance to the end-market contributed to highlighting the

importance of market information and the additional substitution potential of novel

technologies recognized too late. The buyers where usually technically skilled people from a

certain industrial community. However, this does not mean that these people where innovation

friendly or would more easily apply novel products. At the same time, there are companies

traditionally following a market-pull, with low or none technology-push efforts performed.

More technically and engineering-oriented enterprises are also found within the sample. The

clue for all of these enterprises was to find a balance between the two commercialization

mechanisms.

b) Size of enterprise

The suggested management guidelines are applicable for enterprises with a total employee

size ranging from 70 up to 1'700 employees. This enterprise size can also be related to a

division within a larger corporation. The R&D organization totals 35 to 500 coworkers. R&D

activities are rather concentrated at one location, although some examples of internationally

distributed R&D centers are given within the research sample. The minimum size of an R&D

organization to apply the herein mentioned approaches should be of 35-40 coworkers at least.

The maximum size where some of the aspects of these management guidelines were

experienced is of roughly 1'300 coworkers at Siemens CT.
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c) Industrial and innovationalpace

The industrial pace for which these management guidelines are best applicable is within

rather fast changing environments and short product life cycles. This comprises product-life

cycles as fast as 6 months and can rise up to a few years. It is in general a competitive

environment of skilled buyers in large assembly organizations, completing end-user products.

This is the case for hospitals in the med-tech businesses, for the heavy machinery examples

shown in this research as well as for the semiconductor business line involved in the action

research. Additionally, the cases included herein are technology-based investment goods to a

large extent. Following the insights of Fine (1999: 121), this overall situation leads to a

medium innovation pace in respect to the upstream and downstream industrial partners.

The innovational pace can encompass several cosmetic and optimizing stages within less

than one year. At the same time, disruptive technologies can invade the market introducing a

leap-frog in performance to already known products. This was observed for the Philips business

line and the introduction of color displays and cameras to the mobile communication market.

Similar observations could be made in the cases of Alstom Power Hydro, Siemens CT and

Mathys Medical Osteosynthesis. As a consequence of this, the herein discussed guidelines also

include insights on how to act on this challenge, which require totally new competencies.

d) Strategy

The strategy followed by the described enterprises is of leading the technological change or

being a fast follower at least. In any of both cases, the intelligence effort in the suggested

management guidelines, as well as the sophisticated R&D processes encountered in the given

study, are of great importance when driving or keeping up to date cutting edge technological

products. Besides, the R&D organizations mentioned in this study not only represent a

commitment for sophisticated technology-based products, but also bear the necessary

absorptive capacity needed for processing the intelligence driven information volume.

Quality and reliability was also a major trait of the entrepreneurial strategy followed by the

involved enterprises. On one hand this is an important argument of positioning for investment

goods. On the other hand safety regulations induce an additional pressure on quality and

reliability concerns in most of the mentioned examples. Therefore an existing quality culture

and a Business Excellence vision can be stated as a strategic precondition for implementing

these management guidelines.
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6.1.3 Intended aims, results and additional benefits

The insights and suggestions of this management guideline lead to achieving the following

aims:

1. To improve the reactivity upon market events and technological change

2. To strengthen strategic alignment

3. To shorten time-to-market

These aims may be realized through implementing the following solution approach paths,

which are described within the presented management guideline set:

a) Defining the marketing - R&D interface

b) Integrative product and technology planning

c) Technology evaluation, selection and prioritization

d) Use insights from project and technology control

e) Technology intelligence

f) Market intelligence

In day-to-day business life, an integrative innovation plan shows the following additional

benefits for the technology based enterprise:

• Balanced and specific generation of the future product portfolio, incorporating

marketing and development issues.

• Preparation for future challenges and required actions, to stay competitive.

• Internal alignment: As the integrative innovation plan reflects a balanced and

comprehensive view of marketing expectations, as well as development issues, the

support and strategic alignment within a given enterprise benefits of the integrative

innovation planning process and its communication.

• Internal communication: An integrative innovation plan is an easy to use

communication tool, highlighting which activity and what future direction is intended

for a given enterprise.

• Communication to customer: Beyond the useful support in customer talks, an

integrative innovation plan also underpins the innovative image of an enterprise.

• Customer feedback: An existing integrative innovation plan stimulates feedback and

opinion making for the customer.
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• Business Excellence ensures sustainability and high quality standards in the integrative

innovation planning process.

6.1.4 Administration

The responsible manager formally describes, following ISO9001/QS-9000, how any specific

document works. He is also responsible for the maintenance of this guideline set. Quality

ensuring elements have to be applied to any department, or to any activity described in this

guideline set. The related relevant documents have to be used or referred to.

Any change in content or amendment must be documented in the list of mutations. The

ISO9001/QS-9000 Norm should be used for the maintenance of this guideline set, as well as to

amendments included in the future.

6.2 Structure: Responsibility and required competence

6.2.1 Overview

Head

Enterprise

R&D Marketing Finance ...

( Innovation s

Group
^

/
)

\
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.. .

Product ...
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Figure 37: Overview of atypical hierarchical structure,

including an Innovation Group

In this short overview a typical enterprise structure is shown where different departments are

taking the responsibility for their respective topics. The development department features an

Innovation Group, which has a staff function for the head of development. Additionally, this
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Innovation Group is intended to bridge the marketing department and their needs with the

development department.

6.2.2 Development, Innovation Group (IG)

The overall responsibility of technical input and implications of the integrative innovation

plan (see appendix Al) lies within the head of development.

Inside the development department, the IG offers a kind of competence of great importance

to the integrative innovation plan's quality. In experience the IG members should mainly have

an engineering background. A complement in marketing is important, too. The size of this

group can be around 10% of the R&D staff. The general competence of the IG is described in

this part 6.2.2.

a) Product Proposal (PP)

A product proposal (PP) is a marketing initiative to acquire new customer orders. Support

in PP creation is one of the IG tasks, which should make the customer acquisition process

quicker and ensure the reuse of technology components within new orders. Additionally,

more accurate project planning and transparency in financial, strategic as well as capacity

related parameters can be achieved with its competence. In this way, argument based

decisions will be made and most adequate product offers given. The IG is responsible for:

• PP - Technology scenario recommendation, with product manager

• PP - Project planning

• PP execution (quality of work and timeliness)

b) Innovation Management Proposals (IMP)

IMP are innovation and development activities beyond PP. They should contribute to

competitive positioning topics, solutions for new products and tools or methodology

concerns which enable internal benefits. The IG is responsible for:

• IMP idea collection

• IMP creation (i.e. quality)

• IMP review, support, summary with recommendation

• IMP yes/no selection and priority settings, with project control meeting (PCM, see

part 6.3.4) guidance

• IMP issuing as a consequence of aligning the integrative innovation plan
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• Disseminating procedures for risk management in development projects (see

appendix A5 for possible risk management tools)

• Monitoring and control of trends in technical performance (i.e. Power consumption,

chip area, dimensions, etc... See appendix A4)

c) Exploratory technical issues

These technical issues are considered to contribute to the competitive fitness of the

enterprise on a mid to long term scale. Such exploratory technical issues can be:

• Research programs guiding and monitoring

• Competitor analysis, reverse engineering

• Platform development

• Exploratory design

d) Technology expertise

The IG is the organisational entity, which is made to drive and support the innovation

process. Strong involvement of IG in all processes should be connected with the

responsibility to actively support and improve them. In this respect, the IG is responsible

for:

• Technology intelligence (TI)

• Exchange information with production process planning and innovations

• Consulting customers with its competence

• Deliver input for mid term plan (MTP) and long term plan (LTP) generation (see

part 6.3.5)

• Supporting management decisions with its competence

Technology intelligence (TI) is part of the task of every IG member. Additionally, one

person is responsible of collecting and administrating all information available through

the TI activities. TI activities are:

• Conference visits

• Publication monitoring

• Research monitoring



• Trend extrapolation (enhanced with IMP activity: "Monitoring and control of trends

in technical performance")

• Up stream customer contacts

• Down stream supplier contacts (i.e. supplier)

• Perform Lead User concept, identification of Lead Users (see appendix A6 for

further information)

• Brainstorming and specification of further information need

Technologyplan

An integrative innovation plan (see appendix Al) is a living document. It is helpful in

estimating the direction and position an enterprise is moving to. This is true for products

(described in the product plan) as well as for technology and the technological

competence (described in the technology plan ). The technology plan is a document,

which shows the future technology intentions and possibilities. It takes into account the

enterprise's strategy, market forecasts as well as technological expertise. The time

horizon of the technology plan for example could be 4 years. The technology part of the

integrative innovation plan brings the following responsibilities for the IG:

• The content of the technology plan is based on the following information sources:

• Technology intelligence

• Intelligence briefing (see part 6.3.2)

• Further input coming from product development meeting, project control

meeting, etc... (see part 6.3.4)

• The communication should be realised to a broad extent, in order to inform staff on

what the future direction of an enterprise's technologies will be. An occasion to do

this is to present the actual technology part of the integrative innovation plan every

6 months at development department meetings. A communication opportunity,

which might also proofuseful is the intranet.

• Alignment of technology plan and "Exploratory technical issues" (section c in this

part 6.2.2) in both directions: I.e. new insights from competitor analysis could lead

to items in the technology plan .
On the other hand, items of the technology plan

could lead to exploratory design activities.
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• Giving input on new product ideas based on technological possibilities

("Technology-push") to the product development meeting (see part 6.3.4) and to the

product plan.

f) Fund raising

In order to optimize the resources pool and its availability for R&D, the IG is responsible

for identifying, applying and managing funding opportunities in favor of development

projects. Such funding opportunities could be:

• National and transnational innovation funding programs

• Cooperations with industrial partners

• Cooperations with universities

• Cooperations with customers

• Private venture capital funds

6.2.3 Marketing

The overall responsibility of market related input and implications of the integrative

innovation plan (see appendix Al) lies within the head of product management. The marketing

department itself, offers a competence of great importance to the integrative innovation plan's

quality. The hereto related competence of the marketing department is described in this part.

a) Future market expertise

Future market expertise is a competence, which is needed to drive and support the

innovation process. It is a main competence enabling high quality, integrative innovation

planning. For this purpose marketing ensures:

• Market intelligence

• Exchange with the IG

• Deliver input for mid term plan (MTP) and long term plan (LTP) generation (see

part 6.3.5)

• Supporting management decisions with its competence

• Consulting customers with its competence on products and pricing



Market intelligence (MI) is part of the task of every product manager. Additionally, one

person is responsible for collecting and administrating all information available through

the MI activities. MI activities are:

• Conference visits

• Publication monitoring

• Customer interaction

• Marketing & Sales force update (market observation, see questionnaire in appendix

A3)

• Up stream customer contacts (including Key Account management)

• Brainstorming and specification of further information need

• Visualisations (i.e. competitor portfolio, product portfolio, etc...)

b) Productplan

The product plan is a document, which shows the future product intentions and

possibilities. It takes into account the enterprise's strategy, the market expertise as well as

technology expertise from the IG. An integrative innovation plan (see appendix Al) is a

living document. It is helpful in estimating the direction and position the enterprise is

moving to. This is true for products (described in the product plan) as well as for

technology and the technological competence (described in the technology plan ). The

time horizon of the product plan for example could be 4 years. In respect to the product

part of the integrative innovation plan, marketing is responsible of:

• The content of the product plan, which is based on the following information

sources:

• Market intelligence

• Intelligence briefing (see part 6.3.2)

• Further input coming from product development meeting, project control

meeting, etc... (see part 6.3.4)

• Quality control measures (see part 6.4)

• The communication should be realised to a broad extent, in order to inform staff on

what the future direction ofthe enterprise's products will be. An occasion to do this

is to present the actual product plan every 6 months at marketing department

meetings, to communicate it to marketing & sales.
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• Giving input about market movements into the product development meeting (see

part 6.3.4). This is to anticipate customer requirements, in order to be prepared and

respond faster when a customer formulated its requirement.

• Giving input on new product ideas and resulting new technology requirements to

the IG ("Market-pull"). This allows the IG to prepare scenarios and to have its

technology intelligence keep an eye on technologies that might fit the new

requirement.

• Deciding when a product release procedure should be started. In order to decide the

optimal starting point, besides the customer, consultation with the IG should be

considered. This helps to better coordinate the development effort. A pro-active

consultation of the customer showing the integrative innovation plan is useful for

this reason, too.

6.3 Integrative innovation plan generation and maintenance process

6.3.1 General definition and description

The process leading to an output or update of the integrative innovation plan (see appendix

Al) is subdivided into three tiers, delimitated from each other by the time horizon they handle.

The three tiers defined below suit the typical industry dynamic a given enterprise is part of and

confronted with. Furthermore, the more distant in future an object is planned, the less sure and

specified it is. This is an important differentiation and must be taken into account during the

process. The following table 11 defines the time scale and correspondent characterization,

which will be used in the integrative innovation plan generation and maintenance procedure.

Scope Time to customer sample

(example)

Character of

planned objects

Specification of

object

Long term 2.5 - 4 years Idea Low

Mid

term

1.5-2.5 years Intention Medium

Short

term

Up to 1.5 years Realization Exact

Table 11 : Example for time scale and correspondent characterization
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Depending on which time horizon is regarded, the preparing activities and the involved

parties are different ones. This takes into account the changing character of the objects featured

in the integrative innovation plan. Figure 38 highlights in a more qualitative way the message

of the table shown above.

Information

Information

Short term...

Midterm...

Long term...

Mass production,
successful

product

.. .planning horizon

Figure 38: Information flow in integrative innovation planning

Marketing and development are responsible for their respective input to the integrative

innovation plan. Together, they generate and maintain it. Furthermore, high level consultation

is undertaken with the management team and the customer. The latter is the only recipient and

purpose of the innovations featured in the integrative innovation plan. However, long term

visioning should strongly rely on strategic management and is less suitable to be solely done

based on customer demand. According to this insight, the distribution shown in Figure 39

represents the integrative innovation plan's high level consultation. A balance of involvement

depending on the regarded time horizon is suggested.

Management Direct

team customer

Figure 39: Involvement ofhigh level planning consultation,

dependent on the regarded time horizon
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6.3.2 Long term tier - handling ideas

a) Flow chart

Technology Intelligence

Brainstorming,

definition of further

Information Need

Intelligence^
BriefingVPp

Marketing Intelligence •

Brainstorming,

definition of further

Information Need

Management Team

Update

1

i k

11-2
„

1
weeks week

Ideas, which seem interesting

for the future business of

the enterprise

Figure 40: Process flow in the long term tier

The long term tier is characterized by the "Technology-push" side and the "Market-pull"

side. Both sides feature intelligence meetings, where new inputs are processed in brainstorms

and further information need on specific areas is clarified. Thereafter, both sides meet for a

combined exchange, resulting in ideas, which seem interesting for the future. In order to sustain

the philosophy of high level consultation shown in Figure 39, the management team is updated

on these long term innovation ideas. The result of this process flow is the long term tier of the

integrative innovation plan, representing ideas which seem interesting for the future of the

enterprise.

b) Meeting descriptions

TI-BIN, Technology Intelligence Brainstorming and definition ofInformation Need:

This meeting is intended to collect intelligence information in relevant technological fields.

All involved participants share their insights and views gained via technology intelligence (see

part 6.2.2). It is analyzed, how this information is introduced for formulating ideas potentially

important for the enterprises' future, or if further information is needed to better assess the

situation. The role this meeting plays for the long term tier of integrative innovation planning is

to incorporate a "Technology-push". The meeting template can be found in appendix A2. In

sum, the meeting description is as follows:
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Owner : Head Innovation Group (IG)

Participants : - IG Members

Input : - Information collected through technology intelligence activities

- Ideas on interesting new technologies and / or applications

Result : - Exchange and discuss among IG recent input from Tl-activity

- Brainstorm on possible applications

- Analyze usefulness and threat potentials

- Define further information need

Dates : - Begin ofJanuary (before IB)

(example) - End ofJune (before IB)

MI-BIN, Market Intelligence Brainstorming and definition ofInformation Need

This meeting is intended to collect intelligence information from the market. All involved

participants share their insights and view gained via market intelligence such as customer talks,

literature or through conference visits (see part 6.2.3). It is analysed, how this information is

introduced for formulating ideas potentially important for the enterprises' future, or if further

information is needed to better assess the situation. The role this meeting plays for the long

term tier of integrative innovation planning is to incorporate a "Market-pull". The meeting

template can be found in appendix A2. In sum, the meeting description is as follows:

Owner : Head Marketing

Participants : - Head Enterprise

- Product Managers

Input : - Information collected through marketing intelligence activities

- Ideas on interesting new technologies and / or applications

Result : - Exchange and discuss among all recent input from Mi-activity

- Brainstorm on possible products and features

- Analyze usefulness and threat potentials

- Define further information need

Dates : - Begin ofJanuary (before IB)

(example) - End of June (before IB)
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IB, Intelligence Briefing

This meeting summarizes the insights coming from the market and the technology side

described above. The information is processed in a way, that both parties agree in ideas which

are potentially interesting or threatening for the enterprises' future business. The meeting

template can be found in appendix A2. In sum, the meeting can be described as follows:

Owner

Participants

Input

Result

Dates

(example)

Head Marketing

- Head Development

- Product Managers

- IG members

- Insights from MI-BIN and TI-BIN.

- Information specified and regarded as important to future

business success, from technical and marketing point of view.

- Request the other's point of view on ideas about interesting

new technologies and / or applications

- Existing integrative innovation plan, especially long term tier

- Ideas, which are incorporated into the long term, integrative innovation

plan

- Adapt integrative innovation plan according to newest insights

- Begin of January (after MI-BIN and TI-BIN)

- End ofJune (after MI-BIN and TI-BIN)

MT-Update, Management Team update

The newest edition of the integrative innovation plan's long term tier resulting from

potential ideas and threats of the future, is discussed in a management team meeting. This is

important on one hand to keep strategic management informed on the newest observations of

relevant nature. On the other hand this is important in order to get feedback and support from

top management level. The management team should question the strategic congruency of the

discussed ideas, as well as rethink their strategy based on the newest observations.

Additionally, the importance ofthis meeting lies within the fact that on top management level a

cross-disciplinary integration should be undertaken. Every management resort should be aware

on possible consequences of innovative ideas on their task. The meeting template can be found

in appendix A2. In sum, the meeting can be described as follows:
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Owner

Participants

Input

Result

Dates

(example)

Head Enterprise

- Management Team

- Integrative innovation plan draft, especially long term tier (strategic

relevance).

- Support or modify integrative innovation plan ideas

- Align product, technology, production process and industrial

management issues, resulting from integrative innovation plan.

- Specify internal and external communication of integrative innovation

plan

- Mid of January (before RTL)

- Beginning of July (before RTL)

6.3.3 Mid term tier -formulating intentions

a) Flow chart

Technology Alignment

Meeting

Product Alignment

Meeting

Product-

Technology^,
Alignment«!^

Customer,

Meeting ij
1-2

weeks weeks

Intentions, which constitute

the next generation product

portfolio of the enterprise

Figure 41 : Process flow in the mid term tier

As in every tier, the mid term tier is characterized by the "Technology-push" side and the

"Market-pull" side. Both sides feature meetings, where market, customer and development

alignment is discussed. Taking into account the customer at this stage represents the credo of

high level consultation shown in Figure 39. Thereafter, both sides meet for a combined

exchange resulting in intentions, which are feasible to be realized. In this tier, the next product
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generations are the content of the integrative innovation plan and their timing can be further

specified.

b) Meeting descriptions

TAM, Technology Alignment Meeting

This meeting provides the "Technology-push" part in the mid term tier of integrative

innovation planning. It should take into account lead customers and up-stream technology

contacts, in order to update the planning effort with the newest moves and break-throughs on

the technology frontier. The meeting template can be found in appendix A2. In sum, the

meeting can be described as follows:

Owner : Head Innovation Group

Participants : - One or more customers

- One or more IG members

Input : - Integrative innovation plan draft, especially mid term tier (customer

samples available in 1.5 to 2.5 years).

- Customer expectations and ideas

Result : - Receive customer opinion on integrative innovation plan

- Be involved in (Pre-) development of customer

- Recognize difficult technical issues early.

Dates : - End ofJanuary (before PTA)

(example) - Mid May (before PTA)

- Mid Aug (before PTA)

- Mid November (before PTA)

PAM, Product Alignment Meeting

This meeting provides the "Market-pull" part in the mid term tier of integrative innovation

planning. It should take into account the international sales force and direct talks to important

customers, in order to update the planning effort with the newest moves of market and

competitors. The meeting template can be found in appendix A2. In sum, the meeting can be

described as follows:
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Owner

Participants

Input

Result

Dates

(example)

Head Marketing

- Head Marketing or Marketing representative

- several International Sales representatives via video conference

- One or more customers (can also be substituted with insight

from a mid term discussion within the preceding Customer Meeting

(CM, see part 6.3.4)

- Filled in questionnaire "M&S-Update"

- Insights from latest CM (see part 6.3.4)

- Integrative innovation plan draft, especially mid term tier (customer

samples available in 1.5 to 2.5 years).

- Customer and Marketing&Sales (M&S) expectations and ideas

- Receive customer and M&S opinion on integrative innovation plan

- Involve M&S and customers in (Pre-) decision making

- Recognize important product trends early.

- End of January (before PTA)

- Mid May (before PTA)

- Mid August (before PTA)

- Mid November (before PTA)

PTA, Product-Technology Alignment Meeting

This meeting summarizes the insights coming from the market and the technology side

described above. The information is processed in a way, that both parties agree on ideas which

grew ripe to regard them as future intentions of the enterprise. The planning is adapted

according to the newest insights, which also help in choosing the correct prioritization of

innovation. The meeting template can be found in appendix A2. In sum, the meeting can be

described as follows:

Owner

Participants

Input

Head Marketing

- Head Development

- Product Managers

- IG Members

- Insights from TAM and PAM

- Information specified and regarded as important for success of
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Result

Dates

(example)

next product generations, from technical and marketing point of

view.

- Request the other's point of view on possible difficulties and /

or prioritization on interesting new technologies and / or

applications

- Existing integrative innovation plan, especially mid term tier.

- Intentions, which are incorporated into the mid term integrative

innovation plan

- Adapt prioritization of intentions according to newest insights

- Beginning ofFebruary (before RTL)

- Mid May (before RTL)

- Mid August (before RTL)

- Mid November (before RTL)

6.3.4 Short term tier - realizing innovation

a) Flow chart

Customer

Meeting (§|§

Product

Development]
Meeting

Project Control

Meeting

week
-i

Realisation: Scheduling and

steering of the enterprise's
innovation projects

Figure 42: Process flow in the short term tier

This tier's character is more about customer bound project management, incorporating the

thoughts of high level consultation shown in Figure 39. The mid term tier is characterized by a

customer oriented "Product Policy Meeting" and further meetings with mixed involvement of

the teclmology side and the market side. Both sides incorporate their competency for timely and
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appropriate new product development. In this tier, the prioritization and monitoring of ongoing

product development as well as its respective timing are the content of the integrative

innovation plan.

b) Meeting descriptions

CM, Customer Meeting

New product development is triggered by direct customer needs asking for the next

generation products. This meeting with important customers allows product features in

development to be aligned with customer expectations. Therefore, customer and marketing

agrees on how and what will be developed next. This is in line with the underlying top level

consultation philosophy shown in Figure 39, where the customer is the most important

consultant on how to prioritize short and mid term projects. This meeting can be summarized as

follows:

Owner : Head Marketing

Participants : - One or several customers

- Marketing representative

Input : - Integrative innovation plan draft, especially short term tier (up to 1.5

years to customer sample)

- Customer expectations and needs

Result : - Realization, which should take place within the next 1.5 years,

incorporated into short term integrative innovation plan

- Adapt prioritization of realization according to newest insights

- Mid term discussion with customer every second CM, as

input for next PAM.

Dates : - Every six weeks,

(example)

PDM, Product Development Meeting

This meeting is intended to introduce the customer needs coming from the above described

CM into the enterprise. The scheduling of the projects according to customer needs and internal

insights is performed herein. Prioritization, project control and resources allocation concerns

are important issues in the PDM meeting. The result is an indicative schedule, representing the
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short term tier of integrative innovation planning. The involved competencies are of both sides,

marketing and technology. The technology side is represented by the development department.

An overview of this meeting's features is given now following:

Owner : Head Development

Participants : - Head Marketing

- Product Managers

- Head Innovation Group

- Development managers

Input : - Customer expectations and needs from latest CM

- Realization, which should take place within the next 1.5 years,

as stated in updated short term integrative innovation plan

- Resources situation within development teams

Result : - Realization of short term integrative innovation plan

- Plan and allocate resources according to realization schedule

Dates : - Every six weeks.

(example)

PCM, Project Control Meeting

This is a monitoring and control meeting in order to manage ongoing product development

projects. Delays or difficulties are recognized in useful time, and resources allocation can be

adjusted as one possible result of this. The meeting can be summarized as follows:

Owner : Head Development

Participants : - Head Marketing

- Product Managers

- Head Innovation Group

- Development managers

Input : - Status realization of integrative innovation plan

Result : - Project tracking

- Optimization ofresources allocation

Dates : - Weekly

(example)

I
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6.3.5 The innovation plan as inputforfinancial and capacityplanning

The top management involvement and strategic discussion of potential innovational efforts

takes place in the management team update meeting, abbreviated MT-update meeting, as

shown in part 6.3.2.

Besides these meetings, the management team periodically issues long and mid term

financial plans, called LTP and MTP, respectively. Additionally a strategic value analysis

(SVA) is deduced here from to assess strategic development paths. The integrative innovation

plan contributes important information to these documents, so that meetings intended to

generate these financial and capacity plans use integrative innovation planning input. The

meeting where the integrative innovation plan information is introduced into the financial and

capacity planning is the "Review the type list for new entries" Meeting (RTL). This meeting is

generally based on the long and mid term tier, also considering new product releases within the

short term planning tier. Summarizing the RTL meeting, one can state the following:

Owner : Head Marketing

Participants : - Head Enterprise

- Head Development

- Head Production Processes

Input: - Product implications of integrative innovation plan (Head Marketing)

(responsible) - Avg. sales price and volume estimate (Head Marketing)

- Technology implications of integrative innovation plan (Head

Development)

- Cost of product, test time estimate (Head Development)

- Process and industrial capacity estimate (Head Production Process)

Result : - New type list with additional types

Dates : - Mid February (including LTP)

(example) - End May

- End August

- End November
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6.3.6 Combined innovationplanning effort

The meetings and tiers described in this work's parts 6.3.2 to 6.3.5 have to be intelligently

interwoven, in order to represent a sustainable and coordinated innovation planning effort for

the future. The way these meetings are interwoven is crucial for being an integrative

management approach.

Firstly, every tier has a different repetition frequency for the process flow. While long term

planning is performed twice a year in the below shown example, the mid term tier features a

quarterly execution. The short term tier monitors the ongoing projects and priorities on a

weekly base for the case underlain in the example. Besides, customer talks and scheduling takes

place on a 6-week basis in the short term tier's example. Secondly, the dates of the specific

meetings have to be chosen in order to give a defined and continuous effort. Meeting

congestions should be avoided, the special input for financial and capacity planning has to be

taken as reference for setting the pace and the dates. Holidays in July, at the beginning of

August and at the end of December pose a further circumstance which might have to be taken

into account. Therefore, the overall planning cascade is performed in phase with financial and

capacity planning efforts, on a continuous basis in the different tiers throughout the year.

As a summary of this, the interwoven process flow shown in Figure 43 is suggested for

integrating the different tiers of the integrative innovation planning effort. The periodicity of

the meetings is in line with the examples mentioned above in the process description.

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

O = Management O = Marketing © = IG (<1.5 y) = Example: 1.5 years to mass production start

Figure 43: The mtegrative innovation planning year, all tiers interwoven (example)
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It can be stated, that this interwoven example generates a motivational surplus. The financial

and capacity plaiming effort has higher quality and significance due to the innovation

information input. This means that on one hand, the bottom-up motivation is high, as the

integrative innovation plan input is used for a process of high recognition within the company.

On the other hand, the top-down gratefulness for the received input from integrative innovation

planning rises, as this enhances the financial and capacity planning work.

6.4 Quality control measures

6.4.1 Definition ofa successful new product

A qualitatively outstanding, integrative innovation plan leads to successful new products. In

order to know, what a successful new product is, it is important to find an enterprise specific

definition on how such a success should be acknowledged. The following arguments are to be

taken into account for the definition ofa "successful new product":

• Customer satisfaction

• Additional customers gained

• Sales growth regarding average product portfolio

• Financials: Earnings / Price-cost ratio / Realization ofbreak-even

6.4.2 Integrative innovation planning quality

The quality of the integrative innovation plan is a result of the planning process and the

involved competencies. The head of product management is in charge of controlling the quality

of the integrative innovation plan process and the integrative innovation plan itself, as well as

maintaining this document up to date as a result of lessons learned. In each "MT-Update"

meeting, the quality issue is discussed. The quality of the integrative innovation plan can be

measured with the following arguments:

a) Availability ofthe right product when needed

• To which extent does the product fulfill the customer's expectations?

• Is the product released at the right time?

• Cancellation of customer requested development: What are the reasons?
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b) Availability of the right production process when needed

• To which extent does the production process fulfill the enterprise's

expectations?

• Is the production process available at the right time?

c) Products on the market with no success

• Why has this project been selected for realization?

• What where the market assumptions when starting the project?

• Is the missing success related to wrong timing?

• Is the missing success related to inadequate technical competence?

• Is the missing success related to inadequate product properties?

• Is a technological shift going on in the market?

d) Additional quality indicators

• % of projects which had to be cancelled due to pricing reasons

• % of successful new products in product portfolio

• % ofnew products in product portfolio

• No. of license agreements

• No. of competitor "me-too" products

• No. of scientific/ industry magazines mentioning enterprise products or its

technologies

6.4.3 Boundary conditions

The purpose of analyzing underlying boundary conditions is to better realize what the

resources options and flexibility for integrative innovation planning are. On one hand, the

underlying development systematic has characteristic features such as manpower need for

specific phases, time lag when re-designing existing products, or typical infrastructure needed

in the beginning. Through analyzing projects undertaken in the past one can identify

improvement potential for effective resources allocation and learn on how the innovation

organization works as a system. This contributes to leveraging the reliability of future

integrative innovation planning, contributing to a more accurate process insight shared

throughout the involved organization. The following relations can be analyzed aimed at serving

the mentioned purposes, all bound to improve Business Excellence:
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• Comparison of the projects' characteristics (i.e. time, results, quality) in relation to the

resources allocation applied

• The use of manpower and duration of projects, according to the complexity of a

project

• The influence on several characteristics of subcontractor involvement

• The relation between manpower, duration and redesigns of a project

• Trends in project complexity and duration

• Trends in product performance in general

6.5 Summary of the management guideline set

The herewith presented management guideline set intends to give suggestions for

implementing and performing integrative innovation planning according to the industrial

determinants defined at the beginning in part 6.1. This management guideline set describes the

suggested implications following the relevant management dimensions of structures, processes

and business excellence. Tool suggestions are given in the text referring to the appendix

chapter.

I
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7. Outlook

7.1 Summary of this work

In this work, the need for integrative innovation planning in technology based enterprises

has been shown. A double gap in this respect was identified in research literature and

entrepreneurial practice. Then, in a deductive working procedure a tentative solution was

elaborated in order to close the identified double research gap in theory and practice. The

deduced tentative solution is a model for integrative innovation planning. Within this model,

three elements directly contributing to innovation planning are incorporated: Market-pull,

technology-push as well as boundary conditions. To ensure the integrative character of the

model, project control and Business Excellence feedback mechanisms are incorporated as

fourth and fifth element, too. The deployment of an innovation strategy is the purpose of

planning, whilst control monitors its compliance and leads to improving the planning process.

The main research question is related to this tentative solution, the model: The model was

validated for its usefulness in practice. The answer to the main research question was found in

an action research cooperation together with Philips Semiconductors' Business Line "Mobile

Display Drivers". The model was proven to be useful for closing the mentioned research gap in

practice. This is a first result of this work. As a further result of this action research

cooperation, hypotheses were formulated which might be useful answers to the more detailed

research sub-questions. These more detailed research sub-questions consider implementation

and process details. Answering these research sub-questions should lead to closing the gap in

theory on integrative innovation planning.

The validation of the formulated hypotheses in respect to the research's sub-questions is

undertaken considering a more broad context. Using a case study approach, 5 international

technology based enterprises joined several workshops to discuss the topic and the mentioned

hypotheses. Each enterprise gave insights in how they address the formulated issues.

Furthermore, 3 other international technology based enterprises contributed to validating

different aspects of the hypotheses through individual project cooperations. All formulated

hypotheses could be proven true as valuable answers to this research's sub-questions. The

broad context of these hypotheses' validation procedure enables the deduction of theoretical

management guidelines for implementing and running integrative innovation planning.
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These management guidelines are presented in the last part of this work's research. They

should give a perspective and a structure on how to approach the topic and which relevant

problem solving fields exist for integrative innovation planning. Generally spoken, the

organizational structure including responsibility, the lived processes as well as useful

supporting tools are addressed as a result of this work. An added value of this research is the

regarded integration ofvertical, lateral and Business Excellence aspects.

7.2 Aspects newly introduced in this work

Within the now following aspects, this work aimed at giving novel insights and

contributions to the topic of integrative innovation planning.

7.2.1 Using insightsfrom quantitative studiesfor qualitative research

Critical success factors identified in quantitative studies have been taken into account for

developing the model for integrative innovation planning, implementing it in an entrepreneurial

environment and deducing the management guidelines. The mentioned insights had great

importance for the specific definition of the model implementation and the success in practice.

On one hand this research contributes a qualitative surrounding for the quantitatively postulated

critical success factors. On the other hand, support for the findings of the mentioned

quantitative studies can be stated as a consequence of the qualitative implementation success.

7.2.2 Specifically defined the R&D - Marketing interface

The structure part of the management guideline set explicitly defines the roles and

responsibilities of different stakeholders within R&D and marketing or product management.

The novelty herein lies in the specification regarding the innovation planning process, and its

information need. It is clearly stated from whom the information is expected and in which

occasions the information should be collected for fiirther processing. At the same time, the

power balance including the lead of the Innovation Group and the assessment of the planning

process' quality has been integrated.
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7.2.3 Integrating different time horizons, financial and capacity planning

Three different time tiers with different information processing attributes have been defined.

In the short-term tier the information is very product specific and the customer influence is

clear. Both arguments are less specific but still driving in the mid-term tier. The long-term tier

tries to incorporate and analyse fuzzy information, as well as update management on expected

trends. The spill-over between the different time tiers is defined, enabling a more pro-active

way of managing new product development. An integration with financial planning was

realized, in order to formulate the contribution of expected new products or features to the

future value portfolio. Capacity planning and innovation planning where linked as well,

incorporating production technologies and capacities in the planning cycle.

7.2.4 Business Excellence

The integrative innovation planning process has been extended with elements of Business

Excellence. This has been realized firstly, through support of a feedback-loop with quality

assessment of the outcome generated through the innovation plan. This quality assessment is

strongly based on customer satisfaction and market success. The ability for continuous learning

through market reflection and adapting the planning process accordingly has been enabled

herewith. Secondly, the assessment ofboundary conditions inherent to the development process

is discussed in this work. It is based on characteristics identified through project control. The

better understanding of the planning process realized through this analysis leads to better

adjusting resources allocation and project timing. In the end, this helps in rising planning

reliability.

7.3 Constraints of this work

7.3.1 Constraint considerations regarding industrial sectors

The applicability of the management guidelines is given for industrial technology-based

enterprises, serving mainly investment goods to supplier markets. The regarded enterprises

where innovation-drivers or fast-followers, and at the same time had a predominant position in

respect to the market share. The innovation rates regarded in this study were moderate to fast.

Business Excellence and quality concerns are important within all the enterprise examples
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discussed within this work. The applicability of these management guidelines could also be

given for the chemical and pharmaceutical sectors, but should be addressed in this context

separate and specifically within future research. These management guidelines are less suitable

for the tertiary sector representing service oriented industries such as finance or human

resources. However, cross-fertilization of these guidelines into service oriented sectors can not

be excluded and may be subject to further research. The same is the case for the primary sector

involving prime matter discovery and exploit. This primary sector is not regarded within this

work but could be enriched with insights gained in this research, too.

Depending on which specific industrial sector is in the focus of research, especially

applicable tools could be further developed to suit different practice cases. Within this work,

only general tool ideas are given as suggestions to further elaboration and practice

implementation.

7.3.2 Constraint considerations regarding an enterprise's size

The enterprise size which seems optimal for implementing the presented management

guidelines approximately totals 200 employees. A bandwidth starting from 70 employees

(Sulzer Hexis) and soaring up to 1'700 employees (Mathys Medical, Osteosynthesis) was

confirmed in this research. As a part of this overall amount of employees, the R&D department

featured among 35 to 500 employees. Also included are parts ofmuch larger organizations such

as the Siemens Group, Schindler Elevator & Escalator or SIG Holding.

The implementation in large organizations exceeding 2'000 employees could be undertaken

in two ways: Either on the Business Line level, being of a size comparable to the size regarded

in this work, or by finding new ways for integrative innovation planning in very large

enterprises.

The implementation in small enterprises of fewer than 70 employees in size, should be

undertaken with approaches especially designed for small enterprises. Regarding the resources

availability, the flexibility and the business character of small technology based enterprises

Luggen (2004) and Popovic (2004) offer such especially designed and tested approaches.
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7.4 Further research need

In sum, a valuable approach for mtegrative innovation planning for the industrial setting

described in part 6.1.2 is elaborated herein. The now following further research paths within

and outside this setting can be regarded as fruitful for integrative innovation planning.

7.4.1 Enterprise size and decentralization

Further research need is given for very large organizations beyond 2000 employees of size.

Large organizations of this size have additional difficulties as well as opportunities contributing

to integrative innovation planning. Research effort in this respect can be undertaken. This can

be extended to assessing innovation planning in decentralized R&D organizations.

7.4.2 Research concerning other industrial determinants

The primary and tertiary sectors are not addressed within this work. In this respect,

considerations on how to integrate future aspects of innovation, including down-stream

innovation can be a fruitful research path. Additionally, chemical and pharmaceutical

enterprises were not covered within this research. This gives other fields for further

investigation efforts in the topic of mtegrative innovation planning.

7.4.3 Open innovation

The rising importance of open innovation is given in many industrial fields, especially for

software and telecommunications. A field for further research is given in aligning innovation

plaiming with open innovation processes. The presented concept for Business Excellence in

innovation planning should be also regarded within the context of open innovation.

Furthermore, how to include the benefits available through open innovation is another research

direction suggested in this context.

7.4.4 Resources allocation

The contributions of Business Excellence insights to resources allocation could be further

assessed and analysed. On one hand the presented analysis of behavioural patterns within the

organization leads to a better understanding of the process, leading to resources allocation. On

the other hand trends in project complexity and duration can be identified and reflected in terms
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of adjusting the resources allocation process accordingly. This includes consequences for

development project funding, staff amount attributed to such projects, as well as the timing of

such projects.
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A2 Meeting templates

Minutes Minute Taker

BU Date:

TI-BIN OM

Participants: (Name) Distribution:

IG Head £3 Participants (e-mail)

IG Members £3 Intranet

Test Engineer Q Archive

further participants if required O

/. Appoint the minute-taker

)

2. Discuss ideasfrom publications and conferences read/ visited during last 6

months, (focus onfirst sample 2.5 -4years aheadfrom present)

3. Brainstorming on ideasfor technologies, features, architecture and testing

(focus onfirst sample 2.5 - 4 years aheadfrom present)

4. Analyze usefulness and threatpotentials ofideasfrom 2. and 3., as well as

year estimateforfirst customer sample.

5. Discuss existing technologyplan (focus onfirst sample 2.5 - 4 years ahead

) frompresent)

6. Structure ideasfor Intelligence Briefing

7. Definefurther research interest (i.e. central research departments..)

8. Definefurther information need
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Minutes Minute Taker

BU Date:

MI-BIN OM

Participants: (Name) Distribution:

Head Marketing [>| Participants (e-mail)

Product Managers ^ Intranet

Head BU Archive

1. Appoint the minute-taker

2. Discuss ideasfrompublications and conferences read/visited during last 6

months, (focus onfirst sample 2.5 - 4 years aheadfrom present)

3. Brainstorming on ideasforproducts andfeatures (focus onfirst sample 2.5

- 4years aheadfrom present)

4. Analyze usefulness and threatpotentials ofideasfrom 2. and 3.

5. Structure ideas into market segments

6. Discuss existingproductplan (focus on first sample 2.5 -4 years ahead

from present)

7. Structure ideasfor Intelligence Briefing

8. Definefurther information need
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Minutes Minute Taker

BU Date:

IB OM

Participants:
Head Marketing
Product Management

representatives
Head Development
IG Chairman

IG representatives

(Name)

M
m

Distribution:

Participants (e-mail)
Intranet

Archive

1. Appoint the minute-taker

2. Discuss ideasfrom MI-BIN

3. Discuss ideasfrom TI-BIN

4. Introduce new ideas into innovation plan

5. Align ideas and timing expectations ofwhole innovation plan, according to

newest insights (focus onfirst sample 2.5 - 4 years aheadfrom present)

6. Set datesfor next IB, MI-BINand TI-BIN (Begin Jan or EndJun)
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Minutes Minute Taker

BU Date:

MT-Update OM

Participants:
Head BU Ë3
Head Marketing |^
Head Development ^
Head Production Processes |^
Head Logistics ^
further participants if required Q

1. Appoint the minute-taker

(Name) Distribution:

Participants (e-mail)
Intranet

Archive

2. Discuss innovation plan ideas (focus onfirst sample 2.5 — 4 years ahead

from present)

3. Approve innovation plan ideas according to strategy (focus onfirst sample

2.5 - 4 years aheadfrom present)

4. Discuss innovation plan strategic implicationsforproduction processes

5. Discuss communicationpolicyfor innovation plan ideas (focus onfirst

sample 2.5 - 4 years aheadfrom present)

6. Discuss quality ofinnovationplan and innovationplanningprocess (see

also chapter 5)

7. Set datefor next MT-Update (after next IB)
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Minutes Minute Taker

BU Date:

TAM OM

Participants: (Name) Distribution:

Head IG ^] Participants (e-mail)

Head Development Q Intranet

Product Management Q] Archive

representative
Customer 1^1

further participants if required Q

1. Appoint the minute taker

2. Actual issues

3. Discuss customer ideas and technical issues offuture importance, how can

the BU sustain and support these?

4. Discuss current long-term innovation plan ideas, which could become mid¬

term intentions.

5. Discuss current mid-term innovationplan ofthe BU(focus onfirst sample
1.5- 2.5 years aheadfrom present)

6. Definefurther information need

7. Set datefor next TAM (Begin Feb, MidMay, MidAug, MidNov)
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Minutes Minute Taker

BU Date:

PAM OM

Participants:
Product Management

representative
Head Marketing
Head IG

Marketing&Sales representatives
(Video)
Customer (via Video)
further participants if required

(Name)

D
D

D
D

Distribution:

Participants (e-mail)

Intranet

Archive

1. Appoint the minute taker

2. Discuss Marketing&Sales-Update sheet (see Appendix A3)

3. Discussfurther market observations and trend beliefs

4. Discuss current long-term innovation plan ideas, which could become mid¬

term intentions.

5. Discuss current mid-term innovation plan ofthe BU (focus onfirst sample
1.5- 2.5 years aheadfrom present)

6. Definefurther information need

7. Set datefor next PAM (Begin Feb, Mid May, MidAug, MidNov)
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BU

Product-Technology Alignment (PTA) OM

184

Minute Taker

Date:

Participants:
Head Marketing
Head Development
Product Management

representatives
Head IG

IG representatives
Production process representative
further participants if required

1. Appoint the minute-taker

2. Discuss insightsfrom TAM

3. Discuss insightsfrom PAM

4. Discuss differentiation ofnextproduct generations (See Appendix A4)

5. Include new intentions

6. Align timing expectations

7. Specify andprioritize the innovationplan's intentions (focus onfirst sample

1.5- 2.5 years aheadfrom present)

8. Set datesfor next PTA (Begin Feb, MidMay, MidAug, MidNov)

13
E

D

(Name)

•

Distribution:

Participants (e-mail)
Intranet

Archive



A3 Questionnaires for Marketing & Sales (M&S) communication

A3.1 Input from M&S: Market requirement and competition

Design-in status existing products
For every BUproduct:

Customer, incl. program name

total expected volume

required sample schedule

required volume ramp-up schedule

required price

competition data (competitor, typename, price, ext. components comparison)

confidence level design-win

New product requirements
short product description

customer, incl. program name

total expected volume

required sample schedule

required volume ramp-up schedule

required price
competition data (competitor, typename, price, ext. components comparison)

confidence level design-win

Competition data

for every application:

competitor
typename(s) chip(set)

price
ext. components comparison

sample/volume availability schedule

Future market perspective
for all market segments:

Trends in FeatureA Technologies
Trends in FeatureB Technologies
Trends in Interface

Trends in function integration
Customer innovation plans

Competitor innovation plans
Trends in importance of customers (I.e. Market share, large investments, etc..)

Other future related information, ideas
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A3.2 Update to M&S: Development status and schedule

Products in development

product typename and short product description

expected sample availability date

expected "Release For Sale" date

reference to latest version of datasheet on teamroom

budgetary (STOP) price

competitive strengths compared to competition product(s)
remarks

Indicative (non-committed) data for new products on innovation plan
short product description
intended lead customer

expected spec freeze date

expected sample availability date

MUST WIN programs

Current product-plan
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A5 Risk management tools

In order to support the dissemination of risk management procedures for new product

development, the following tools can be used (following Link & Marxt, 1999).

General risk categories:

Suggested risk handling during new product development:

Tasks Risk Focus Category

Strategic fit

General specification

> Opportunities, Threats

> Strengths, Weaknesses

A, B, E, F

CD

Thorough feasibility study

Prototyping

Market, prioritization,
resources need and partner

options

*Y L R'sk due t0 'ay°ut an<J practical

^S j implications

1 customer acceptance, portfolio

y diversification, required skills,

| costs

B,C,D

B, C, D, E

Detailed specification

Technical project

Reliability & Testing

Reduce production costs

^> Layout and performance

^^ Controlling, co-operation

^^ Quality & Useability

^^ Production engineering

B,C,D

C,D, E

B, C, D, F

B,C,D

Process change

Supply chain

Capacity

^^ Investment, flexibility

n^ [Quality, diversification,

^^ [backup

B,C, D

B, C, D, E

Product evaluation ^ Re-assessment, verification All

3

a
p.
o

>
to

Q
+->

o

3
-o
o

Ph

CO

Phas

Initiatio

-o
Pre-

developm«

Business P

Developm

Productic

ramp-up

V
Market

Positioning of individual risks and identification of necessary action:
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high-

to
o

Ö
CO

fa
3
o
o

o

o

•s
o
!-l

CO

low IV III II

Probability

A frequent

B often

C occasional

D at times

E seldom

F almost impossible

Impact

I catastrophic

II critical

III medium

IV minimal

V neglectable

low Impact high
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A6 Lead user concept

Often, innovation is based on implementing an intelligent mix of state-of-the art

technologies for a special or new purpose. High-level experts are the ones that use and combine

skills of different application areas to modify their working instruments in order to suit a

special need. These experts and their modified instruments can be used as a source of finding

break-through innovation: Either their "home-made" modifications are directly correlated with

a yet undiscovered customer need, or these intelligently assembled combinations of different

skills lead to new insights for technological solutions. This is the philosophy of the Lead User

concept.

Following the practice example of van Hippel, Thomke and Sonnack at 3M (Harvard

Business Review, Sep-Oct 1999), the Lead User concept to create breakthrough innovation can

be performed as follows:

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5:

Cross-disciplinary team

Laying the foundation (targeted markets, identify needs, compose team skills)

Determining trends (emerging technologies, leading-edge applications)

Learning from Lead Users (Networking, learning, identifying innovations,

imagining products)

Developing the breakthroughs (Product concepts discussed with several Lead Users,

innovation project kick-off)

Networking to Lead-Users:

world class

Vi

CO

ft
X
o

Cm

O

>

-

high

moderate

Medical radiology Semiconductor imaging Pattern recognition

Application field
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A7 Meeting abbreviations

CM Customer Meeting

IB Intelligence Briefing

LTP Long Term Plan

MI-BIN Market Intelligence Brainstorming and

further Information Need Meeting

MT-Update Management Team Update

MTP Mid Term Plan

PAM Product Alignment Meeting

PCM Project Control Meeting

PDM Product Development Meeting

PTA Product Technology Alignment Meeting

RTL Review the type list for new entries meeting

SVA Strategic Value Analysis (Budget)

TAM Technology Alignment Meeting

TI-BIN Technology Intelligence Brainstorming and

further Information Need Meeting
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A8 Listing of empirical sources

A8.1 Philips Semiconductors, Business Line Mobile Display Drivers

Workshops (10):

Date Place Content Participants

13.8.2002 Philips Kick-Offmeeting • Dr. Gerd Scheller, Head

Semiconductors, development
Zurich-Binz • Erik van Dort, Head product
(ZH) management

• Chris Speirs, Head innovation group

• 3 Product managers

• 3 Innovation group members

• 2 Development engineers

29.8.2002 Philips Demand specification • Dr. Gerd Scheller, Head

Semiconductors, and work packages development
Zurich-Binz • Erik van Dort, Head product
(ZH) management

• Chris Speirs, Head innovation group

• 3 Product managers

• 3 Innovation group members

10.9.2002 Philips Market intelligence • Erik van Dort, Head product
Semiconductors, brainstorming and management
Zurich-Binz information need • 4 Product managers

(ZH)
19.9.2002 Philips Presentation of solution • Dr. Gerd Scheller, Head

Semiconductors, approach, definition of development
Zurich-Binz implementation Steps • Erik van Dort, Head product
(ZH) management

• Chris Speirs, Head innovation group

• 3 Product managers

• 3 Innovation group members

23.9.2002 Philips Technology intelligence • Chris Speirs, Head innovation group

Semiconductors, brainstorming and • 5 Innovation group members

Zurich-Binz information need

(ZH)
24.9.2002 Philips Intelligence briefing • Dr. Gerd Scheller, Head

Semiconductors, marketing - innovation development
Zurich-Binz group • Chris Speirs, Head innovation group

(ZH) • Erik van Dort, Head product

management
• 1 Product manager

• 1 Innovation group member

continues on next p ige
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Date Place Content Participants

7.10.2002 Philips Mid-term technology- • Dr. Michael Hummel, Head

Semiconductors, product alignment business line

Zurich-Binz • Dr. Gerd Scheller, Head

(ZH) development
• Chris Speirs, Head innovation group

• Erik van Dort, Head product
management

17.10.2002 Philips Integrating innovation • Susanne Rogger, Head business

Semiconductors, and financial planning financial analysis
Zurich-Binz • Rudolf Wey, Head industrial

(ZH) engineering
• Erik van Dort, Head product

management
• Chris Speirs, Head innovation group

31.10.2002 Philips Final discussion of the • Dr. Gerd Scheller, Head

Semiconductors, action research results, development
Zurich-Binz defining next steps • Erik van Dort, Head product
(ZH) management

• Chris Speirs, Head innovation group

• 3 Product managers

• 3 Innovation group members

11.11.2002 Philips Analyzing the first • Dr. Michael Hummel, Head

Semiconductors, action research results business line

Zurich-Binz • Dr. Gerd Scheller, Head

(ZH) development
• RudolfWey, Head industrial

engineering
• Erik van Dort, Head product
management

• Dr. Jose Solo, Head technology
center

• Susanne Rogger, Head business

financial analysis

Interviews (39):

Date Place Content Interview-Partner, Position

15.4.2002 Telephone Situation analysis of

research need

• Dr. Michael Hummel, Head

business line

4.6.2002 Philips
Semiconductors,

Zurich-Binz

(ZH)

Situation analysis of

research need

• Dr. Gerd Scheller, Head

development
• Erik van Dort, Head product

management
• Chris Speirs, Head innovation group

continues on next page
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Date Place Content Interview-Partner, Position

14.-26.8.

2002

Philips
Semiconductors,
Zurich-Binz

(ZH)

Understanding the

structure and the

processes

• Dr. Michael Hummel, Head

business line

• Dr. Gerd Scheller, Head

development
• RudolfWey, Head industrial

engineering
• Erik van Dort, Head product

management
• Chris Speirs, Head Innovation group

• Dr. Jose Solo, Head technology
center

• Patrick Nolan, International product

manager

• Markus Hintermann, Product

manager

• Thomas Grimm, Product manager

• Markus Lenggenhager, Project

manager

• Dr. Séraphin Itoua, Design engineer
• Adam Smith, Design engineer
• Patrick Ölhafen, Innovation group

member

• John Mamczak, Head design group

27.+28.8.

2002

Philips
Semiconductors,

Zurich-Binz

(ZH)

Prioritization of work

packages

• Dr. Michael Hummel, Head

business line

• Dr. Gerd Scheller, Head

development
• Erik van Dort, Head product

management
• Chris Speirs, Head Innovation group

11.9.2002 Philips
Semiconductors,

Zurich-Binz

(ZH)

Debriefing market

intelligence meeting

• Erik van Dort, Head product

management

24.9.2002 Philips
Semiconductors,

Zurich-Binz

(ZH)

Debriefing technology

intelligence meeting

• Chris Speirs, Head Innovation group

25.-26.9.

2002

Philips
Semiconductors,

Zurich-Binz

(ZH)

Debriefing integrative

intelligence meeting

• Erik van Dort, Head product

management
• Chris Speirs, Head Innovation group

continues on next page
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Date Place Content Interview-Partner, Position

30.9.2002 Philips
Semiconductors,

Zurich

Financial planning and

innovation

• Susanne Rogger, Head business

financial analysis

9.10.2002 Philips
Semiconductors,

Zurich

Debriefing Mid-term

technology-product
alignment

• Dr. Gerd Scheller, Head

development

10.10.2002 Philips
Semiconductors,

Zurich

Capacity planning • RudolfWey, Head industrial

engineering
• Markus Lenggenhager, Project

manager

• Jürgen Süss, Project manager

14.10.2002 Philips
Semiconductors,

Zurich

Marketing tools for

implementation

• Patrick Nolan, International product

manager

15.10.2002 Philips
Semiconductors,
Zurich

Innovation control • Susanne Rogger, Head business

financial analysis

22.-24.10.

2002

Philips
Semiconductors,

Zurich

Discussion of results

and further effort

• Dr. Gerd Scheller, Head

development
• Erik van Dort, Head product

management
• Chris Speirs, Head innovation group

6.11.2002 Philips
Semiconductors,

Zurich

Discussion ofresults

and further effort

• Dr. Michael Hummel, Head

business line

22.9.2003 Philips
Semiconductors,

Zurich

Lessons learned and

experiences done

• Erik van Dort, Head product

management

23.9.2002 Philips
Semiconductors,

Zurich

Lessons learned and

experiences done

• Chris Speirs, Head innovation group
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A8.2 Workshop cycle on integrative innovation planning

Participants

Enterprise, Division Name Position

Centerpulse, Orthopedics Heuberger, Peter Head experimental biomechanics

Centerpulse, Orthopedics Limacher, Urs Vice president R&D

LEM, Components Favre, Eric Head technology management

LEM, Components Pauchet, Erick R&D manager

Schindler, Elevator & Escalator Angst, Philipp R&D project manager

Schindler, Elevator & Escalator Dr. Bodmer, Christian Head R&D technology management

Schindler, Elevator & Escalator Dr. Deplazes, Romeo R&D project manager

Schindler, Elevator & Escalator Gadient, Christian Development engineer

SIG Holding Demarmels, Anton Head technology management

SIG Holding Shaw, Jonathan Technology manager

Sulzer, Hexis Diethelm, Roland President

Sulzer, Hexis Dittli, René Head electronic development

Sulzer, Hexis Dr. Schüler, Alexander Head system development

Workshops (7):

Date Place Content Enterprises present

2.10.2002 ETH Zurich,
BWI Building

(ZH)

Kick-off, introduction

and general aspects

• Centerpulse Orthopedics
• LEM Components
• Schindler Elevator & Escalator

• Sulzer Hexis

3.12.2002 Schindler

Management
AG, Ebikon

(LU)

Strategic considerations

for innovation planning

• Centerpulse Orthopedics
• LEM Components
• Schindler Elevator & Escalator

• SIG Holding
• Sulzer Hexis

28.1.2003 LEM SA,

Grand-Lancy

(GE)

Proceeding for a

technology-push

• Centerpulse Orthopedics
• LEM Components
• Schindler Elevator & Escalator

• SIG Holding
• Sulzer Hexis

4.3.2003 Centerpulse AG,
Winterthur (ZH)

Proceeding for a market-

pull, design of the

market-R&D interface

• Centerpulse Orthopedics
• LEM Components
• SIG Holding
• Sulzer Hexis

1.4.2003 Hexis Sulzer

Ltd., Winterthur

(ZH)

Financials, monitoring
and control of

innovation activities

• Centerpulse Orthopedics
• LEM Components
• Schindler Elevator & Escalator

• SIG Holding
• Sulzer Hexis

continues on next page
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Date Place Content Enterprises present

6.5.2003 SIG Holding,
Neuhausen am

Rheinfall (SH)

Quality and efficiency in

innovation planning

• Centerpulse Orthopedics
• LEM Components
• Schindler Elevator & Escalator

• SIG Holding
• Sulzer Hexis

3.6.2003 ETH Zurich,

BWI Building

(ZH)

Summary, conclusions

and outlook

• Centerpulse Orthopedics
• LEM Components
• Schindler Elevator & Escalator

• SIG Holding
• Sulzer Hexis

Interviews (34):

Date Place Content Interview-Partner, Enterprise

Aug - Sep
2002

Telephone Situation analysis of

research need

• Mr. Limacher, Centerpulse
Orthopedics

• Mr. Favre, LEM Components
• Dr. Bodmer, Schindler Elevator &

Escalator

• Mr. Demarmels, SIG Holding
• Mr. Diethelm, Sulzer Hexis

Nov 2002 Telephone Strategic aspects of

innovation planning

• Mr. Limacher, Centerpulse

Orthopedics
• Mr. Favre, LEM Components
• Dr. Bodmer, Schindler Elevator &

Escalator

• Mr. Demarmels, SIG Holding
• Mr. Diethelm, Sulzer Hexis

Jan 2003 Telephone Proceeding for a

technology-push

• Mr. Limacher, Centerpulse

Orthopedics
• Mr. Favre, LEM Components
• Dr. Bodmer, Schindler Elevator &

Escalator

• Mr. Demarmels, SIG Holding
• Mr. Diethelm, Sulzer Hexis

Feb 2003 Telephone Proceeding for a market-

pull, R&D-Market

interface

• Mr. Limacher, Centerpulse

Orthopedics
• Mr. Favre, LEM Components
• Mr. Shaw, SIG Holding
• Mr. Diethelm, Sulzer Hexis

continues on next page
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Date Place Content Interview-Partner, Enterprise

Mar 2003 Telephone Financials, monitoring
and control of

innovation activities

• Mr. Limacher, Centerpulse

Orthopedics
• Mr. Favre, LEM Components
• Mr. Angst, Schindler Elevator &

Escalator

• Mr. Shaw, SIG Holding
• Mr. Diethelm, Sulzer Hexis

Apr 2003 Telephone Quality and efficiency in

innovation planning

• Mr. Limacher, Centerpulse

Orthopedics
• Mr. Favre, LEM Components
• Mr. Angst, Schindler Elevator &

Escalator

• Mr. Demarmels, SIG Holding
• Mr. Diethelm, Sulzer Hexis

May 2003 Telephone Lessons learned,

implementations
realized

• Mr. Limacher, Centerpulse

Orthopedics
• Mr. Favre, LEM Components
• Mr. Angst, Schindler Elevator &

Escalator

• Mr. Demarmels, SIG Holding
• Mr. Diethelm, Sulzer Hexis

A8.3 Siemens, Corporate Technology

Workshops (5):

Date Place Content Participants

11.9.2001 Siemens CT,
München-

Neuperlach (D)

Resources allocation for

R&D

• Ulrich Wöhrl, Head of strategy

development & support
• Dr. Wilhelm Kusian, principal

consultant

• Dr. Peter Mertens, principal
consultant

• Angela Kuttenhofer, Consultant

8.11.2001 Siemens CT,

München-

Neuperlach (D)

Linking a market-pull to

R&D

• Reinhold Penzl, Head product
definition

• Stefan Kappes, Senior consultant

• RalfRummelsberger, Project

manager

• Dr. Frank Schumann, Project

manager

continues on next page
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Date Place Content Participants

7.12.2001 Siemens CT,
München-

Neuperlach (D)

Possible pathways for

assessing different

technology options

• Reinhold Penzl, Head product
definition

• Stefan Kappes, Senior consultant

• RalfRummelsberger, Project

manager

• Dr. Frank Schumann, Project

manager

14.1.2002 Siemens CT,
München-

Neuperlach (D)

Strategic aspects of a

technological product
definition

• Reinhold Penzl, Head product
definition

• Stefan Kappes, Senior consultant

• Ralf Rummelsberger, Project

manager

• Dr. Frank Schumann, Project

manager

22.2.2002 Siemens CT,
München-

Neuperlach (D)

Summary and

conclusions of the

research cooperation

• Reinhold Penzl, Head product
definition

• Stefan Kappes, Senior consultant

• Ralf Rummelsberger, Project

manager

• Dr. Frank Schumann, Project

manager

Interviews (14):

Date Place Content Interview-Partner, Position

15.8.2001 Telephone Situation analysis of

research need

Angela Kuttenhofer, Consultant

15.8.2001 Telephone Situation analysis of

research need

Ulrich Wöhrl, Head of strategy

development & support

17.10.2001 Siemens CT,
München-

Neuperlach (D)

Situation analysis of

research need

Reinhold Penzl, Head product
definition

17.10.2001 Siemens CT,

München-

Neuperlach (D)

Situation analysis of

research need

Stefan Kappes, Senior consultant

17.10.2001 Siemens CT,
München-

Neuperlach (D)

Situation analysis of

research need

Ralf Rummelsberger, Project manager

17.10.2001 Siemens CT,
München-

Neuperlach (D)

Situation analysis of

research need

Dr. Frank Schumann, Project manager

3.12.2001 Telephone Assessing technological

development options

Stefan Kappes, Senior consultant

continues on next page
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Date Place Content Interview-Partner, Position

3.12.2001 Telephone Assessing technological

development options

Dr. Frank Schumann, Project manager

8.1.2002 Telephone Strategic aspects for a

market-pull

Reinhold Penzl, Head product
definition

8.1.2002 Telephone Strategic aspects for a

market-pull

Stefan Kappes, Senior consultant

9.1.2002 Telephone Strategic aspects for a

market-pull

Dr. Frank Schumann, Project manager

13.2.2002 ETH Zurich,

BWI Building

(ZH)

Scenario based planning
of technology
competence

Dr. Frank Schumann, Project manager

20.11.2002 Telephone Lessons learned Stefan Kappes, Senior consultant

23.5.2003 Siemens CT,
München-

Neuperlach (D)

Follow up: Experience
and success factors

Stefan Kappes, Senior consultant

A8.4 Alstom Power, Hydro

Workshops (4):

Date Place Content Participants

9.4.2002 Alstom Power

Hydro, Birr

(AG)

Pathways for linking a

technology-push to

(new) markets

• Daniel Schäfer, Head European
markets

• Thomas Kunz, Director technology
center

• Dr. Alexander Schwery,

Development engineer

24.4.2002 Alstom Power

Hydro, Birr

(AG)

Assessment ofbusiness

potentials for

technology-push

• Daniel Schäfer, Head European
markets

• Dr. Alexander Schwery,

Development engineer
• Kurt Brandstàtter, Marketing & Sales

manager Europe
• Enrique Fass, Commercial director

hydro business

14.5.2002 Alstom Power

Hydro, Birr

(AG)

Assessment ofproduct
and service features of

technology-push

• Daniel Schäfer, Head European
markets

• Thomas Kunz, Director technology
center

• Dr. Alexander Schwery,

Development engineer

continues on next page
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12.6.2002 ETH Zurich, Definition of further • Daniel Schäfer, Head European
BWI Building development and markets

(ZH) technical specification • Thomas Kunz, Director technology
center

• Dr. Alexander Schwery,

Development engineer

Interviews (15):

Date Place Content Interview-Partner, Position

21.11.2001 ETH Zurich,
BWI Building
(ZH)

Situation analysis of

research need

Dr. Alexander Schwery, Development

engineer

10.12.2001 Telephone Prioritization of research

aspects

Dr. Alexander Schwery, Development

engineer

12.2.2002 Alstom Power

Hydro, Birr

(AG)

Prioritization of research

aspects

Thomas Kunz, Director technology
center

12.2.2002 Alstom Power

Hydro, Birr

(AG)

Prioritization of research

aspects

Daniel Schäfer, Head European
markets

5.4.2002 ETH Zurich,
BWI Building
(ZH)

Linking a technology-

push to new markets

Dr. Alexander Schwery, Development

engineer

18.4.2002 Telephone Assessment ofbusiness

potentials for

technology-push

Kurt Brandstätter, Marketing & Sales

manager Europe

19.4.2002 Telephone Assessment ofbusiness

potentials for

technology-push

Enrique Fass, Commercial director

hydro business

2.5.2002 Telephone How to proceed in

search for product and

service features of a

technology-push

Enrique Fass, Commercial director

hydro business

2.5.2002 Telephone How to proceed in

search for product and

service features of a

technology-push

Kurt Brandstätter, Marketing & Sales

manager Europe

29.5.2002 Alstom Power

Hydro, Birr

(AG)

Definition of further

development and

technical specification

Dr. Alexander Schwery, Development

engineer

29.5.2002 Alstom Power

Hydro, Birr

(AG)

Definition of further

development and

technical specification

Thomas Kunz, Director technology
center

29.5.2002 Alstom Power

Hydro, Birr

(AG)

Definition of further

development and
technical specification

Daniel Schäfer, Head European
markets

continues on next page
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3.6.2002 Telephone Definition of further

development and

technical specification

Kurt Brandstätter, Marketing & Sales

manager Europe

3.6.2002 Telephone Definition of further

development and

technical specification

Enrique Fass, Commercial director

hydro business

2.4.2003 Telephone Lessons learned Dr. Alexander Schwery, Development

engineer

A8.5 Mathys Medical, Osteosynthesis

Workshops (4):

Date Place Content Participants

14.8.2001 Mathys Medical

Osteosynthesis,
Bettlach (SO)

Pathways for allocating
resources to a

technology-push

• Dr. Arne Faisst, VP business unit and

marketing
• Erich Röthlisberger, Senior product

manager

• Flavio Hörger, Product manager

31.10.2001 Mathys Medical

Osteosynthesis,
Bettlach (SO)

Internal organizational
situation and solution

approaches

• Dr. Arne Faisst, VP business unit and

marketing
• Erich Röthlisberger, Senior product

manager

• Flavio Hörger, Product manager

28.11.2001 ETH Zurich,

BWI Building
(ZH)

Enhancing the

business-potential of

the technology-push

• Dr. Arne Faisst, VP business unit and

marketing
• Erich Röthlisberger, Senior product

manager

• Flavio Hörger, Product manager

7.1.2002 ETH Zurich,

BWI Building
(ZH)

Planning the next steps

for growth

• Dr. Arne Faisst, VP business unit and

marketing
• Erich Röthlisberger, Senior product

manager

• Flavio Hörger, Product manager

Interviews (10):

Date Place Content Interview-Partner, Position

17.7.2001 Telephone Situation analysis of

research need

Dr. Arne Faisst, VP business unit and

marketing

17.7.2001 Telephone Situation analysis of

research need

Erich Röthlisberger, Senior product

manager

20.7.2001 ETH Zurich,

BWI Building
(ZH)

Situation analysis of

research need

Flavio Hörger, Product manager

continues on next page
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18.10.2001 Telephone Organizational
approaches for a

technology-push

Erich Röthlisberger, Senior product

manager

18.10.2001 Telephone Organizational
approaches for a

technology-push

Flavio Hörger, Product manager

23.11.2001 Telephone Additional business

potential for

Dr. Arne Faisst, VP business unit and

marketing

13.12.2001 Telephone Next steps for growth Erich Röthlisberger, Senior product

manager

14.12.2001 Telephone Next steps for growth Flavio Hörger, Product manager

14.12.2001 Telephone Next steps for growth Dr. Arne Faisst, VP business unit and

marketing

5.2.2003 Telephone Results and experience
with the found solution

Flavio Hörger, Product manager
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A9 Workshop cycle on integrative innovation planning: Summaries

A9.1 Workshop 1, December 3rd 2002: Strategic aspects

Place

Schindler Management AG, Ebikon (LU)

Introduction: "Technology Management at Schindler"

Dr. Christian Bodmer gave an overview of Technology Management at Schindler at the

beginning of the day. It was outlined, that one of the principles is platform management, and

that Schindler chose the vertical leverage model as well as the horizontal leverage model,

combining the regional and the segment driven approaches. The other principle within

Technology Management at Schindler is realizing a funnel from scanning and "free wheeling"

activities, product development up to services and testing. This comprehensive Technology

Management approach is supported from this year on by strategic technology roadmapping. It

is stated, that the roadmapping process itself is even more important than the actual result, the

Roadmap.

Management ofStrategic Partnerships and Innovation Networks

Strategic partnerships are found to be of growing importance to Technology Management.

Advantages of Strategic Partnerships range from improved market and Technology access,

bridging capacity shortages to accessing innovation potentials. Disadvantages that have to be

avoided are loss of control, missing decision structures, undefined risk and reward sharing and

not matching technical and administrative infrastructure. On the other hand, innovation

networks offer a bundling of infrastructure as well as risks and costs, access to complementary

core competencies, bigger and more visible resources, and often aim to sell a solution, not

merely a product. Strategic aspects, cultural issues and structural thoughts are explained in

detail in Dr. Christian Marxt's presentation.

Knowledge Management
Anja Schulze shares her experience and insights about Knowledge Management with the

work group. Knowledge has remarkable features, such as being a combination of theoretical

and practical experience, its attachment to people, and knowledge is increased by using and

sharing it. Up to 15 % of one's knowledge can be made explicit without much effort. Another

15 % of one's knowledge can be made explicit, under an unfavorable cost-benefit relation, and

about 70% of one's knowledge can not be made explicit. Important blocks of Knowledge

Management are identifying knowledge, acquiring knowledge, developing knowledge, sharing
and distributing knowledge, using knowledge as well as preserving knowledge. Additionally,

thorough Knowledge Management also calls for measuring knowledge and defining knowledge

goals, in order to keep the above mentioned loop ofblocks tuned to the companies' needs.

Patent strategies and licensing
Three advocates of FMP-Law ( www.fmp-law.ch ) highlighted important facts about patent

strategies and licensing. Firstly, answers must be found to the questions "How and why protect

which innovation?", "At what costs?", "To achieve which purpose(s)?". Secondly, the

protection of innovation and Intellectual Property (IP) knows two basic strategies: The

offensive "Straight forward" strategy, and the defensive "Réduit" strategy. Combinations of

these two basic strategies are possible. While the first strategy tries to create a technological

monopoly or standard, and aims to obstruct competitors in a particular technical field, the latter

aims at defending one's own position, also by building up a strong cross-licensing portfolio.
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Secondary issues in this respect are enhancing the company reputation, motivating employees

by rewarding them part of an achieved license income, and by achieving financial benefits,

such as creating positions to be written off the balance sheet. IP can be managed regarding
three different forms: As patentable subject matter, as technical information and as trade secret.

It is highly important not to disclose unnecessary information in the patent, to decide what part

of technical information could be held back as trade secret or as basis for future licensing

agreements, furthermore to think about trademark and design.

Communication and communication instruments:

Vicente Raurich shortly introduces some important factors to take into consideration on

communicating a Technology Strategy. Besides being central for its realization, the strategic

alignment and the dissemination of an innovation culture, communicating a Technology

Strategy has importance also for internal and external trust building, image building, and as a

demonstration of strength. This enhances the perception within an industry, for example having

consequences for the attractiveness as a research partner. Within this communication, not only

Technologies should be an issue, but also required competencies, market expectations and

product features. A high amount of interactivity should be aimed at, as this not only allows

internal feedback and identification, leading to high alignment, but also enhances tightening
bonds with external customers and stakeholders. Several communication instruments are shown

in the presentation, which are appropriate depending on the character of communication and the

degree of information specification.

A9.2 Workshop 2, January 28 2003: Technology push

Place

LEM SA, Grand-Lancy (GE)

Introduction: "Approach to Technology Push within LEMSA"

Mr. Eric Favre started the day with a presentation on how the components branch of LEM

SA approaches the issue of Technology push. Firstly, an "idea roadmap" is tried to be done,

where ideas should be sensed, filtered, shared, prepared for product use and protected. Sharing
is realized through a knowledge manager, word-wide R&D-meetings and job rotation

programs. Secondly, elaborating an idea into a product is done with internal quality
benchmarks for engineering ("Engineering Excellence") and innovation partners. A target of

30% new products on the market is aimed at.

Technology Intelligence Tools for Innovation: Screening Process and Opportunity

Landscape
Dr. Pascal Savioz presented his view and experience on how to organize and support

Technology Intelligence in a technology intensive enterprise. His classification of Technology

Intelligence knows two activity clusters: "Keeping abreast" and "Looking beyond". The first is

realized with an innovation management group, featuring the "Gatekeeper" concept, and

working in a matrix-like task environment. The "Looking beyond" scope is supported with the

Opportunity Landscape, a tool based on the intelligence input of several specialists, which

contribute to an overview of known strategic fields. The case study of Institute Straumann AG,

where this concept was first implemented, has been discussed.

Introduction to TRIZ

Prof. Alois Breiing gave an overview on TRIZ, a Methodology of recently growing

importance to innovation management throughout the World. Developed in the former Soviet
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Union, it consists of analyzing the physical contradiction, where different parameters have to

be optimized in order to innovate successfully. Categorized solution approaches lead

innovation thinking away from mere problem thinking, and on towards practical solution

possibilities. The Tech Optimizer software supports this with a data base and an easy to use

graphical interface. In different exercises the participants learned how to use the TRIZ-

Methodology appropriately, and how fast solution approaches might be found. TRIZ does not

necessarily lead to better solutions, but it is possible to get the best solution faster and more

efficiently. TRIZ is especially developed for mechanical issues, the applicability to electronic

and software development is yet to be proven.

Co-operations and Disruptive Innovations

Dr. Christian Marxt held a presentation on disruptive innovation, also discussing results of

the questionnaire filled in by the participants. Firstly, different definitions and aspects of

disruptive innovation where shown. Veryer's Matrix shows a systematic, on how to classify the

various types of innovation, including disruptive innovation. Then, organizational aspects

enhancing appropriate handling of disruptive innovation where shown. In this respect five

domains of organizational activity are important: Culture, strategy, structure, power distribution

and control systems. Finally, pre-conditions from a practical point of view have been discussed

together with the participants, as part of the results of the preparation task.

Idea Portfolio Management
Vicente Raurich concluded the workshop with an overview on "Idea Portfolio

Management". As ideas are the seed of every innovation, a fruitful ground must be prepared in

order to let these seeds grow. Appropriate Idea Portfolio Management contributes to growing
innovative ideas into products. It is stated, how Idea Portfolio Management is connected to

Knowledge Management, as well as how knowledge creation is supported throughout an

innovation organization. The presentation gives an overview on how to "create" new ideas,

listing intelligence, control and other feedback possibilities, followed by creativity methods. A

concept of Idea Portfolio Management is then presented, consisting of four portfolios covering

different aspects of innovation, in order to enhance comparison, selection and processing of

innovation ideas.

A9.3 Workshop 3, March 4th 2003: Market pull

Place

Centerpulse AG, Winterthur (ZH)

Introduction: "Organization ofMarket Pull within Centerpulse Orthopedics Ltd.
"

Mr. Urs Limacher started the day with a presentation on how Centerpulse Orthopedics Ltd.

organizes the link of R&D and market needs, realizing an efficient way of handling Market

Pulls. The implemented process is called "PMP - Product, Markets, Priorities", and is

performed once a year. It starts off with interviewing about 70 people in R&D as well as

marketing. These interviews are consolidated with the help of a matrix-tool. An analysis is

performed, with a focus on trends, gaps, customer feedback and competitor activities. Finally,
in a two-day meeting with top management, development and product managers, this

information is elaborated into a sales portfolio, as well as the actualization of the pipeline.

Skills needed in an innovation group

Dr. Oliver Strohm, consultant at iafob, presented his view and experience on how to

organize and support innovations group, established in order to link development and
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marketing, as well as aspects enhancing information exchange and creativity. Firstly, aspects

and dependencies of a socio-technical system were explained. Benefits and drawbacks of

several organizational approaches were shown, and a concept of process-oriented re-design

presented. An innovation team realizes tasks in respect of projects, integration aspects and self-

directed activities. Optimal features for innovation teams comprise 6-8 members in size,

heterogenity concerning demography, skills and qualification, autonomy and common

principles of collaboration. Lastly, political aspects like fostering creativity, trends in personnel

development, salary system and applied tactics were discussed.

Understanding market movements, interaction with lead customers

Dr. Michael Reinhold gave an overview on marketing, positioning, market research and lead

user as a key to innovation management. In general, a market pull will rather be an incremental

innovation. The marketing approach is very different as it is in the case of radical innovation.

The latter results generally in a technology push procedure. Both cases and their corresponding

marketing approach were discussed, being reactive and active market positioning, respectively.

Following, methods on how to perform market research, and gather valuable data for

innovation marketing. Finally, the lead user conception and participation was discussed.

Astonishingly, lead users show a high involvement in many successful innovations, of up to 82

% of the cases. Important statements in this respect were highlighted, further information may

also be found on www.leaduser.com.

When and how tofreeze product specifications
Dr. Carmen Kobe held a presentation showing an ideal innovation process, discussing how

the specification should be lead to a final freezing. Derived from a stage gate process, she

shows a three stage innovation process. In correspondence with this procedure, she describes

how a specification is detailed during these three steps. It is appropriate to start off with the

market-pull, given that this represents 90% of the innovations. The demand is specified, then

pre-studies are performed. Following this step, detailed functional specification is elaborated, to

agree on requirements the product shall fulfill. Hereafter, feasibility studies, buy-or-make-

comparisons as well as cost and risk analysis are performed. Finally, the exact performance

specification is fixed.

Linking markets, innovation and development
Vicente Raurich started the last part of the workshop with a summary of insights, gained in

an action research project, recently. The situation of the business unit, which had participated in

the study was shown, and the research aims listed. The co-operation lead to several key issues,

important for linking markets, innovation and development. Firstly, an innovation group was

found to be crucial, responsible of realizing special aspects of technology management,

technical specification consulting to marketing, research contacts and planning ideas besides

daily development issues. Of paramount importance are deepened market and technology

intelligence, as this leads to a relevant informational standard beyond short-term customer

input. Secondly, the information exchange and decision making process was organized on a

regular basis, involving both competencies, technology and marketing, in equal manner. Easy
to apply tools were involved, especially a two-way information exchange to the local sales

force. This is intended to spread innovation interest and alertness throughout to the value chain.

Finally, a process quality mentality combined with management support was highlighted. A

fruitful discussion was then lead among the participants, which showed their individual

organization and experience with the topic. Most innovation groups were realized on a

temporary basis, with a tendency to have at least one person full time involved. Only one

company preferred a "self-organizing" approach, trying to enrich its development engineer's
activities with market and innovation aspects.
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A9.4 Workshop 4, April Ist 2003: Financials, monitoring and control

Place

Hexis Sulzer Ltd., Winterthur (ZH)

Introduction: "Resources View andfinancial aspects within Hexis Sulzer Ltd.
"

Mr. Roland Diethelm started the day giving an insight into the business plan of Sulzer Hexis

Ltd. Herein, several financial and resources related aspects of the technology-based buisness

model are explained. Sulzer Hexis Ltd. follows successfully a model of involving partners into

their innovation and market penetration activities. They have the policy of involving the

adequate partner at the right time, and of reconsidering partnerships throughout the dynamic

development of the Sulzer Hexis Ltd. model. They apply a financial system, that provides

transparency, invest in human talent and try to identify how the management should influence

) the Sulzer Hexis Ltd. system. Sulzer Hexis Ltd. went through three stages of business

development. The first stage is the "venture capital" stage, the second one is the "hype type"

stage and the third on is the "realistic type" stage. Within the Business plan for the third stage,

every competence cell manager fills in his data for the years 2003 to 2006, in order to complete

the financial figures based on an Excel-sheet. The Business Plan aspects are then integrated by

a core team of three people, representing Finances, Technology and Marketing. Mr. Diethelm

also shows considerations of possible risks in within the fields "Environment", "Logistics",

Development and Production", "Coworkers", "Specification" as well as "Organisation".

Winning arguments and "hardfacts" infavor ofR&D

Prof. Fritz Fahrni highlights the issue on how to argue in favor of disruptive technologies

and innovation in general. He defines that winning arguments for R&D projects should take

into account to "Whom" you want to sell the project and "Why" they should buy the project.

Furthermore, he indicates "How" the chances of a project can be enhanced. When defining the

"Whom" question, one should be clear of what the tasks of the people in question are, what

their interests are, in what context they might understand an innovation and what the

underlying team dynamics are. The "Why" question should be answered considering what is in

for them, what they already do know and which alternatives they take into account. Finally,

when coming to the "How" question, a whole list of beneficial effects is shown. Consistency

over a long period in time is crucial, making it absorbable, demonstrating of real products or

pictures ist important, using expertise of others, isolating opponents and making it the case of

your supporters are further important factors enhancing the chances of an innovation project.

Furthermore, it is unwise to tell top management too early about an innovation, as they are

concerned on making decisions not on thinking about interesting technology.

Risk assessment

Dr. Patrick Link gave an overview on risk management, risk analysis and specific insights

into how to assess risks in innovation management and project co-operations. Firstly, a first

approach to risk treatment is in trying to avoide risk, then minimizing it and finally transfering

the rest onto an insurance solution, for example. Besides, a residual risk will always remain.

Then, a risk and chance management process is defined, where initiation, analysis, handling

and controlling are integrated into a balanced process. Furthermore, a classification of business

risks and chances is given. This incorporates a checklist of possible risks in the areas of

strategy, markets, finance, technology, co-operations and politics. It is shown, how Siemens

performs this kind of risk and chance analysis. Methods are shown, such as What-if analysis,

cause-effect analysis, the risk matrix and complete statistics. The stage gate process for
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innovation management projects is combined with appropriate measures for risk management.

The above mentioned risk and chance process is performed at every gate. Finally, risk and

chance management in co-operations is discussed.

Selection andprioritization ofR&D projects
Vicente Raurich gave insights into selection and prioritization procedures applied in two co¬

operation projects with industrial partners. Based on a elaborated methodology of technology

assessment, in the co-operations two approaches to suit a Market-Pull case as well as a

Technology-Push case were applied. The first one, showed how a transparent and balanced

overview on technological alternatives can be reached. This overview paves the way to a

discussion among the relevant stakeholders, where benefits and drawbacks can be discussed

and a prioritization defined. The latter case was a useful testbed in finding an appropriate

procedure from a prototype to several market applications taking into account the relevant

competencies and the required level ofdetail.

Financial assessment, system response and resources allocation

Vicente Raurich held a fiirther presentation structuring this topic. Firstly, the resources

allocation is approached by finding a strategic selection and prioritization, having a financial

and risk assessment of the projects at stake done and knowing about the innovational system's

response and characteristics. Strategic selection and prioritization have been addressed in the

previous presentation. Risk assessment was discussed during the morning, whereas financial

assessment was deeper elaborated. Basically, the NPV method is commonly known for

financial assessment. Based on NPV calculations, the Real Options approach takes into account

several possible outcomes of a given project and calculates the option value of the project.

Crystall Ball (www.decisioneering.com) is a useful tool for performing such Real Options
calculations. Furhter on, the system response issue was more deeply looked at. Within this

field, the issue consists ofhow to draw a coherent picture of controlling data which caracterizes

a given population of R&D projects. Finally, a comprehensive approach to resources allocation

is elaborated based on actual literature.

Resources allocation in practice, seminary block

I Technology oriented:

1. Who is involved in resources allocation for Technologyprojects?
For most companies this is done by the Head of R&D. Two of the Three participants
showed a more comprehensive approach involving also top management and marketing

people.

2. Which are the arguments taken into accountforprioritization ofTechnologyprojects?

Reliabilty, cost reduction, additional markets and strategic aspects are taken into

account. Also competitive advantages and build up of competencies are used arguments.

3. How does the resources allocation processfor Technologyprojects look like?

Every company shows a bottom-up application system for project funds. Two

companies explicitly mention a top-town possibility, too. The latter approach adresses

break-through type technology development. In one case, a pronounced "lobbying"

phase is done with every application, in order to get feedback on relevance and proposal
formulation throughout the company.

4. Which is the periodicity ofthe resources allocation processfor Technologyprojects?
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In two cases a minimum ofonce a year is realized, two companies show a quarterly re¬

allocation of projects, whereas one company performs the resources allocation cycle

twice a year.

II Product oriented:

1. Who is involved in resources allocationfor Product Development?

In this point, all companies realize an approach where the whole top management (of an

SBU) is involved in decision making.

2. Which are the arguments taken into accountforprioritization ofProduct Development?
Customer needs, pay back period and profitability are the commonly used arguments.

One company also regards image and risk related arguments.

3. How does the resources allocation processfor Product Development look like?

An application system is herein also the most common approach (similar to question

1.3). Here the market related persons appear as applicants, and a broader community is

taken into account. The processes seem much more profecionalized in the product
oriented aspect. All competencies described in answer II. 1 are involved within these

processes.

4. Which is the periodicity ofthe resources allocation processfor Product Development?
In all but one case, the periodicity here is once yearly. This means, that for all but one

company, resources allocation for product development is done at a slower pace than

technology oriented resources allocation. The one company representing an exception in

this respect has chosen the same pace for both kinds of development.

III General aspects:

1. What is your overall experience with the handling ofthe topic?
A clear separation between market and technology oriented issues will be strengthened
in future within three of the five participating companies.

2. What wouldyou like to improve infuture?
A better management of break-through innovations, as well as more professionally

planning technology oriented issues are a common improvement goal. Basically, this

wish is driven by the reckonned strategic potential that such projects might have. For

overall resources allocation an improvement of strategic coherence as well as a more

professionalized balance is stressed by all participants. This means, that a balanced

process should on one hand give more reliable results, and at the same time give

flexibility for mid- and short-term adjustments.

A9.5 Workshop 5, May 6th 2003: Quality and efficiency aspects

Place

SIG Holding, Neuhausen am Rheinfall (SH)

Introduction: "Technology Planning and Efficiency aspects at SIG"

Mr. Demannels started the workshop with a presentation on how SIG realizes the process of

planning technologies. The process is mostly decentralized, where 20 SBU's within three
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divisions have 14 Development and nine Research centres. However, centralized Technology

Management ensures the leverage and coordination of projects and competencies, contributing

to the corporate efficiency. The process is lead away from mere product driven competence

building onto competence based development. Furthermore, efficiency is enhanced taking into

account two other aspects. On one hand, decentralized R&D ensures efficient contact with the

market perspective, on the other hand, Technology Management delivers proven tools and best

practice procedures throughout the corporation.
Tools in use are portfolios, spider-web charts for funding decisions, a financial figures sheet

and the requirement of comprehensive business planning taking into account nine indications.

A decision board decides on new product market releases and termination of development.

Comprehensive discussion ofthe preparation task

I Process oriented:

1. Is Technology Planning done within the same process as Resources Allocation, or

are there two differentprocesses, respectively? Ifthere are two differentprocesses:

a) How does the Technology Planning Process look like?

Individual approaches are shown within the companies'

presentations. In general, several competencies are involved in

planning technologies. Mostly the approach is market focussed and

market driven.

b) How do you realize the integration of Technology Intelligence and

Market Intelligence into the Technology Planning Process?

Most companies realize this with a planning process on group level,

where bottom up and top down approaches are considered. Mostly
the top down approach is more technology oriented. However, most

participants desire an increased influence of the technology part, in

order to realize a chance for break-through innovations.

c) Which is the time horizon ofthe Technology Planning Process?

Most of the participating companies have a time horizon of two to

three years. The broadest time horizon is five years (one company).

d) Which is the periodicity ofthe Technology Planning Process?

In most of the cases, the periodicity of the Technology Planning

process is once a year, in some cases every two years. Interestingly,
almost everywhere the resources allocation is done with a periodicity
of }J2, where A, is the Technology Planning periodicity.

e) How is the Resources Allocation Process linked to the Technology

Planning Process?
Financial aspects and defining required skills are stated as inherent

parts of the planning process.

II Efficiency oriented:

1. What are "need-to-have" activities in Technology Planningfor you?

Among all participating companies, management support, comprehensive
involvement of skills (i.e. manufacturing costs) and the alignment with the strategy

and the market are necessary requirements for Technology Planning.

2. What are "nice-to-have" activities in Technology Planningfor you?
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As additional features, more competitor survey and implementation of additional

product ideas are often stated as welcomed or wished additional features in the

Technology Planning process.

III Quality Management oriented:

1. How would you define a "success" of Technology Planning, i.e. which parameters

wouldyou apply to measure such a "success"?

All companies agree, that the success of Technology Planning has to be measured

through the market success of the final product. As an aid to measure the market

success, sales, earnings and competitiveness are mentioned.

2. How would you additionaly define the "quality" aspect of Technology Planning,
i.e. which parameters would you apply to measure the "quality" ofsuch a process

besides "success"?

Several interesting indicators are mentioned herefore: Number of scientific papers,

number of me-too products, development speed, planning predictability or

deviation as well as the percentage of projects, which have been cancelled for

pricing reasons.

3. Do you apply quality ensuring measures? Ifyes, please list them.

Half of the participants use deviation checking for this purpose.

4. Do you learn from controlling activities? Do you use them for your planning
activities?

Mainly the cost perspective is controlled, whereas aspects such as speed and

planning accuracy are less regarded. The predominance of the cost perspective may
also be due to the current difficult business environment.

IV General aspects
1. What is your positive experience?

Successful market integration and the streamlining of R&D activities as well as a

better coordination of the involved competencies are commonly said to be the

major benefit among the participants.

2. What wouldyou like to improve in thefuture?
Target costing, a better understanding of success stories and the implementation of

Technology-push pathways have improvement potential within many participating
companies.

Practical benefits ofTechnology Planning efforts
Dr. Kollmer of Helbling Management Consulting AG gave an overview on their approach to

the process of Technology Planning. Three steps are highlighted, which lead to a competitive
edge, more profitability and enhanced business value: Project excellence, operational
excellence and business excellence. These three steps are realized within an optimized Helbling

Management Consulting AG concept through intelligence activities, strategy alignment and

several tools for resources management, opportunity management, project selection and project
management. These tools and their underlying processes are discussed in the work group. At

the end, clear figures describe the success and practical benefit of implemented Technology

Planning processes: Time to market was reduced by 30%, the amount of flops per year was

reduced from more than 10% to less than 4%, budgeted costs overrun were reduced by a factor

of more than five. Other successes are a value increase of the innovation pipeline, reduction of

the dependency from one key account, realization of new business opportunities as well as an

increase of innovative reputation in the market are mentioned. The examples are given
describing the situation encountered.
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Final discussion

At the end of the workshop, the participants and V. Raurich discussed the character and

further information needs for the concluding workshop. While the overall character of the

workshop will be a summary of the work group activities and deduce practice oriented

learnings, special attention should be given to communication and controlling activities within

Technology Planning, as well as how to embed a Technology-push into the planning process.

Furthermore, as a first result of the work group activities, a general Roadmap Handbook

describing structures, responsibilities , processes and tools is handed in to the participants. In

order to discuss this Roadmap Handbook in depth and prepare an elaborate final version for the

concluding workshop, interview dates are set with the participants. A participant's address list

shall be handed in at the next workshop.

A9.6 Workshop 6, June 3rd 2003: Summary, conclusions and outlook

Place

ETH-Chair for Technology Management and Entrepreneurship, Zurich (ZH)

The work group's activities at a glance: Highlights and lessons learned

An overview and retrospective discussion of the activities of the work group during its

activity period was given. This was started with summarizing the participant's expectations at

the kick-off meeting. Then, the framework and its elements which where all discussed and

worked out where put into the large picture of comprehensive Technology Planning. Highlights

outlined in this discussion are the systematic approach to patents and licensing, Knowledge

Management, Technology Intelligence as well as Idea Portfolio Management. Furthermore,

understanding market movements and mechanisms to link innovation and markets, discussing

arguments in favor of R&D and how to prioritize R&D projects where of great benefit for the

work group. The participants additionally mentioned that giving structure to a fuzzy topic,

learning about how to approach the topic, the exchange with other enterprises and the rosen

awareness of Technology Management where highly appreciated. Every enterprise

implemented two to three specific items learned within the work group experience.

The Roadmap Handbook

The Roadmap Handbook example handed in to the participants in the 5l workshop was

discussed via telephone interviews. Based on these insights and first experience gathered on

implementing similar Technology Planning procedures, amendments and appropriate

modifications where done to the handbook and integrally presented in this presentation.

Basically, the procedure relies on the activity of an innovation group, which bridges Research,

Development, Industrial Engineering and Marketing through its activity and by incorporating

all relevant competencies in its team. The size of the team should be around six persons for a

200 plus people organization. The process combines marketing and technology oriented

planning activities and blends them at an early stage, in order to ensure alignment of the plans.

The time horizons regarded and treated are differentiated as long-, mid- and short-term time

horizons. Quality measurement is an integral part of this process, so is the Technology Push

option, too. Furthermore, it was shown how to communicate the Technology Plan and its

respective acitivities. Additional responsiblities and quality measuring arguments brought in

through the work group's telephone interviews where presented.
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Further special issues

Special issues of great interest to the participants where further elaborated and presented by
Vicente Raurich. These special issues, besides the ones discussed in the preceding presentation,
are combining the Opportunity Landscape and Idea Portfolio Management, discussing the Lead

User concept as well as how to measure quality and control R&D activities for improving the

planning precision. The Opportunity Landscape as an intelligence tool is a valuable

precondition for performing Idea Portfolio Management. Ideas collected with this intelligence
tool are then assessed through Idea Portfolio Management. Additionally, decisions on the

portfolio structure may also influence on how to organize the scanning process depending on

the strategic fields used.

The Lead User concept, based on intelligently networking with experts which built custom

made instruments for their special purposes, was presented. In doing so, in a vast majority of

the cases a spill over of interesting new solutions and applications where realized, which then

yielded innovative products featuring break-through approaches. A practice example described

from 3M was discussed and summarized. Finally, it was stated that the Lead User concept is a

useful addition in between the two steps Opportunity Landscape and Idea Portfolio

Management. It generates specific product ideas and solutions based on strategic fields, which

are identified through intelligence and further processed with the portfolio tools.

A last issue discussed in this presentation is that of quality control and continuous

improvement. Being aware on how an organization might benefit from Quality Management, it

is clear that when performing a Technology Planning process this issue has to be taken into

account, too. The framework underlying the work group's activities, takes into account the

feedback possibility for Quality Management and continuous improvement. It is shown, how

the EFQM-model can be implemented to work within Technology Planning. Paths for

measuring the planning quality and ensuring continuous improvement are shown giving
practice examples.

Outlook, final discussion

At the end of the work group's activités, Vicente Raurich gives a broader picture showing
insights on key challenges for Technology Planning and barriers to success, as well as different

topic related activities publicated in literature: Several publications giving interesting clues to

the topic from different points of view are presented and discussed. Especially, how to

culturally integrate Innovation and Marketing people, as well as best practice examples for

funding R&D are shown. All discussed papers are handed in to the participants and a list of

Technology Planning links is given, in order to enhance the work group participant's
information options beyond the work group.
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